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ABSTRACT
The workplace is an essential environment to lead people into a growing
relationship with Jesus Christ. Due to the impact of postmodernism, fewer and fewer
people are going to church; yet the Church (the Body of Christ) can take the message of
Christ to the workplace. The workplace is where most people spend most of their time;
therefore, it stands to reason that the Christian could have ample influence with their
unchurched or dechurched coworkers. An unbeliever could take steps toward Christ
because of the relational evangelism conducted by believing coworkers.
Educating church staff and laity on evangelizing wherever they are is needed. The
biblical metanarrative that God wants to restore the broken relationship with God’s lost
children—and its direct implications in the here and now to carry the Great Commission
forward into the world—has to be addressed as an immediate ministry need, and spiritual
formation around this initiative needs to be developed. Inspiring Christians to be more
proactive and effective in evangelizing their unchurched coworkers will first require a
paradigm shift in the way pastoral leadership thinks. Most church efforts are focused
within the four walls of the church: specifically on Sunday events, sermons, and services.
A shift to outreach requires a radical change in church programming, where church staff
leadership will need to champion workplace ministry. As the church staff disciple around
work/faith integration and evangelism, the laity will be better equipped to understand the
theology of work and understand how to be more effective when evangelizing
unbelievers in the workplace.
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The name of the recently launched ministry at North Point Ministries is ReWork,
with a mission to inspire people in the workplace to follow Jesus. The strategy is to build
a community of irresistible missional lay leaders in the workplace.
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Dedicated to
The body of Christian men and women in the marketplace who are zealous about
reaching the coworker who does not know Jesus. Your example of living fully alive in
Christ—in all aspects of one’s life—is paving the way for an awakening in the
marketplace—and to reach the next generation for the Kingdom.
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CHAPTER 1:
CHRISTIANS DON’T SHARE THEIR FAITH IN THE WORKPLACE
The Story—Nate, Sam, and Henry
Nate is an engaged Christian: After he found Jesus and got baptized, he dedicated
his life to following Jesus. He and his wife regularly volunteer their time, and they even
lead a small group at their house every Tuesday night. Nate also spends a lot of his time
working with the youth ministry to help at-risk teenagers, because that issue is personal
to him. If you saw him at church, you would see someone fully alive in his faith, whose
faith and compassion play an active role in his life.
If you met Nate at his job, however, you would not see any of that. Nate is still
the same person, and his faith is just as strong, but he keeps it to himself. He doesn’t do
anything that goes against his morals, but he doesn’t do anything for them, either. He
feels like religion isn’t something you can talk about at work, so his mind isn’t focused
on Jesus when he’s on the clock. He wouldn’t even think about talking to his coworkers
about Jesus, even though his coworker Sam could have much to gain from that
conversation.
Sam is a coworker of Nate. Sam avoids Nate, and it seems like Nate avoids Sam.
Part of the reason is that Sam isn’t that fond of Christians. She wouldn’t call herself an
atheist; she just had a bad experience with church and has no desire to return. She and
Nate only talk to each other during meetings or when working on the same assignment.
Despite that, Nate can tell that she is struggling with something and needs help.
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If Nate and Sam were to talk about faith and their lives, they would find they have
a lot in common. Sam is struggling to raise her teenage son by herself. It was easy when
he was a little kid, but now he’s sneaking out of the house and she is afraid he might be
getting into drugs. Sam expects that telling Nate this would drive him away, because her
main experience with Christianity was when many of her friends started excluding her
because she had a child out of wedlock. Nate, however, would probably respond with
compassion instead of the judgment that Sam expects. He had been in the same place as
her son many years ago, before he became a Christian. He hit rock bottom during college,
which is what aided him in finding Jesus and helped him turn his life around, and that’s
why he is so devoted to the Church. If Nate decided to start that conversation with Sam,
and they both could share their stories, the impact could be incredibly constructive. Nate
would have a positive influence in someone's life, and Sam would start to realize that her
bad experience wasn’t representative of all Christians.
However, this conversation never happens. Sam is too afraid of judgment to start
the conversation and Nate never even thinks that he could have this sort of conversation
at the workplace. Instead, they spend the next few months barely talking to each other,
until Sam finds a better job at another firm and starts working somewhere else. She goes
on with her life without ever having talked to the person who could have shown her that
Christianity is about love and compassion instead of rules and judgment.
Henry is the lead pastor at Nate’s church. He would be heartbroken if he knew
about this situation. Henry tries to make the environment of his church the best that he
can for his congregants. Even though his church has a vision of being able to reach the
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unchurched, it has very little programming and material that explores the idea that the
marketplace is a place where skeptics and non-religious people could be reached.
Evangelistic Outreach Is a Primary Mission of the Church
It appears difficult to succinctly capture a thematic biblical theology of sixty-six
different books from the Old and New Testaments. However, when an exegetical,
historical, sociological, narrative, and spiritual analysis toward the Bible is applied, “the
individual books contribute to one unfolding narrative.”1 This narrative is to reform a
relationship between God and creation. As Rosner et al. say in regards to God’s primary
mission, “…the pinnacle of biblical testimony is its proclamation of God’s unfolding
purpose to bring salvation to the ends of the earth.”2 More than anything else since the
fall in Genesis 3, God has been on a mission to redeem the disconnection with humanity.
This resulted in Jesus arriving, obtaining victory at Calvary through his death and
resurrection, and arming the Church with his spirit after Pentecost to go and bring people
to him—to go and be intentional about evangelistic outreach.
Yet the reality is that most Christians in the West are not intentional and effective
with sharing their faith with unbelievers. Regi Campbell says, “Of more than 6 billion
people on the earth, 2 billion declare themselves to be Christians. I believe the majority
of these, regardless of their brand [denomination], are passive Christians.”3

1
Brian S. Rosner et al., eds., New Dictionary of Biblical Theology: Exploring the Unity Diversity
of Scripture (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic, 2004), 43.
2
3

Rosner et al., New Dictionary of Biblical Theology, 8.

Regi Campbell, About My Father’s Business: Taking Your Faith to Work (Colorado Springs:
Multnomah, 2009), 46.
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When it comes to sharing one’s faith with unbelieving coworkers, the data is even
worse. Reverend Tim Keller taught a class at his church in New York City focused on
vocation and the theology of work. Keller surveyed hundreds of class attendees about
outreach in the marketplace, and the survey results showed only “6% shared their faith in
some way at work.”4 For a believer called and commanded by Jesus to go and make
disciples, the lack of evangelistic outreach is distressing.
Reasons for Lack of Outreach
There are many reasons that Christians are ineffective, or disengaged, from
conducting evangelistic outreach in the workplace.
Fear
Many Christians fear sharing their faith. Tracey Lewis says,
In the West there is often a great reluctance to talk about evangelism or, indeed, to
engage in it, particularly in the more theologically liberal end of the church.
Memories of the big crusading evangelistic campaign events of the past, fears
about the large-crowd events where the preaching seems emotionally
manipulative, or the assumption that people will be sent out to knock on their
neighbor’s doors to tell them the gospel all serve as barriers and blocks in the
conversation about faith sharing. It would not be too dramatic to say that many
ordinary Christians have an aversion to evangelism, which of course is a
problem.5
This stigma around evangelism has had a two-fold effect: (1) For the unbeliever—where
they don’t want to be a project, or attempted to be fixed by the Christian—they want to
avoid being on the receiving end of evangelism; and (2) for the Christian in the

4

Timothy Keller and Alsdorf Katherine Leary, Every Good Endeavor: Connecting Your Work to
God’s Work (New York: Penguin Books, 2012), 248.
5

Tracey Lewis, “Practicing the Story: Equipping Congregations for Evangelism,” International
Review of Mission 105, no. 402 (July 2016): 53, EBSCOHost.
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workplace, they are apprehensive about conducting workplace evangelism. Both parties,
believers and unbelievers, give evangelism a negative connotation. This has gone to such
an extreme, “there is such a worldwide reaction against a sometimes very un-Christlike
confrontational approach to evangelism that many theologians rather shy away even from
the concept of evangelism.”6
If theologians avoid the topic of evangelism, lay leaders in the workplace are even
more fearful. Within this fear for the Christian is a desire to not get in trouble with human
resources for proselytizing, for not offending their unbelieving coworkers, for not coming
off as the “weird” Christian who is out of touch with current societal norms and
expectations, and with, simply, not being liked by people that they are surrounded by for
the vast majority of their waking hours. An additional deterrent to outreach in the
workplace is what Keller calls “dualism” for the marketplace Christian—where believers
will only work, and fellowship at work, with other believers.7 This is born out of a fear
that to be in the non-Christian world, the believer has to protect themselves from the
ungodly and unholy influences in the world. This fearful mindset goes beyond
implications that bear a false witness to what it means to be a Christian, such as loving
others and not judging those outside the Church (John 13:34-35; 1 Cor 5); additionally,
the negative perspective by the unbeliever that Christianity and church are to be avoided
is further entrenched because of the snobbery and avoidance they see from their Christian
coworkers. The result is that Christians compartmentalize their faith at work and remain
passive with their Christian witness.

6

Malan Nel and W. J. Schoeman, “Rediscovering ‘Disciplemaking’ and the Role of FaithSharing,” Hervormde Teologiese Studies; Pretoria 75, no. 4 (2019): 2, PROQuest.
7

Keller and Alsdorf, Every Good Endeavor, 196-197.
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Postmodernism
Another obstacle to workplace outreach is that postmodernism and secularization
have permeated the world, making the message of the Church ineffective. Traditional
ways of doing church and reaching the lost do not translate into this changing culture. As
Hewitt says, “The old gospel story is not being heard in fresh ways and is left untried,
because it is assumed that it has lost its potency.”8 Because of this, our society continues
to either actively walk away from the Church or have no interest to inquire what Jesus
and Christianity are about. Sherman and Hendricks reported years ago, “40% of all
Americans will never darken the door of a church or synagogue for any reason.”9 These
percentages have increased over the past several decades. Tennett says,
Today, we must recognize that we are no longer proclaiming the gospel from the
“Temple Mount” of our “Jerusalem.” Instead, we are seeking to introduce the
gospel in the midst of the raucous, pluralistic, experimental, skeptical
environment of “Athens,” where competing deities and revelations clamor for
attention. The gospel we proclaim is largely unknown.10
If people are leaving the church, and skeptics are not even considering church (and the
truth and story of Jesus), it is no surprise that the Christian narrative is on a decline:
We have witnessed the decline of Christianity in western Europe and North
America, its exponential growth in the majority world, and the new challenges
posed by secularism, postmodernity, globalization, religious pluralism, atheism
and forms of religious fundamentalism. We must ask how and in which ways the

8

Roderick R Hewitt, “Evangelism as Discipleship: Implications for Theological Education and
Leadership Formation,” International Review of Mission 103, no. 399 (November 2014): 202-203,
EBSCOHost.
9

Doug Sherman and William D. Hendricks, Your Work Matters to God (Colorado Springs:
NavPress, 1987), 240.
10

Timothy C Tennent, “Paradigm Shifts in the Global Revitalization of Christianity,” Bibliotheca
Sacra 175, no. 699 (July 2018): 342.
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church will respond (or has responded) to such changes, and what are the
implications of this changing landscape for the church’s witness.11
If evangelism—specifically in the workplace—does not become a core focus for the
Church, then the story and witness of Christ may become unrecoverable in the near
future.
Inaccurate Work/Faith Theology
Additionally, many believers possess a skewed theology of work. Amy Sherman
says, “False ideas about work emerge not just from the secular culture but also from poor
theology.”12 Many Christians do not see ministry as their responsibility; rather, it is the
duty of the pastor or church staff. Forster and Oostenbrink say, “Christians may stand
back from ministry, considering it as something to be done by an appointed professional,
rather than being the task of every disciple in their particular context.”13 This skewed
theology places work and faith, laity and clergy, private faith and outward witness, at
odds with each other. Instead of having a synergistic walk with Christ in all areas of
one’s life, work and faith become separated from one another. This mindset will produce
reluctance in the laity to actively bring the Gospel to their coworkers. This is antithetical
to the calling of each Christian—whether the person works inside or outside the Church.
Veith says,

11

World Council of Churches, “Evangelism: Witnessing to Our Hope in Christ,” International
Review of Mission 101, no. 1 (April 1, 2012): 87.
12

Amy L. Sherman, Kingdom Calling: Vocational Stewardship for the Common Good (Downers
Grove, IL: IVP Books, 2011), 105.
13

Dion A. Forster and Johann W. Oostenbrink, “Where Is the Church on Monday? Awakening the
Church to the Theology and Practice of Ministry and Mission in the Marketplace,” In die Skriflig;
Potchefstroom 49, no. 3 (2015): 3, PROQuest.
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The Reformation notion of “the priesthood of all believers” by no means
denigrated the pastoral office…rather it taught that the pastoral office is a
VOCATION, a calling from God with its own responsibilities, authority and
blessings. But it also taught that the laypeople as well have vocations, callings of
their own that entail holy responsibilities, authorities and blessings of their
own…all believers are priests.14
God equally loves the lay leader and the pastor—and both are equally righteous to the
Lord. Veith claims, “This is why all vocations are equal before God. Pastors, monks,
nuns, and popes are no holier than farmers, shopkeepers, dairy maids, or latrine
diggers.”15 Clergy and laity together make up the Church, and both are commanded to go
and make disciples.
Furthermore, a job in the marketplace is more than a job. It is more than a craft,
trade, or provisional. Keller says, “…all human work is not merely a job but a calling.
The Latin word vocare—to call—is at the root of our common word ‘vocation.’ Today
the word often means simply a job, but that was not the original sense.”16 A calling had a
reflection of the image of God, and had a mission from God. Not grasping this, and
“thinking of work mainly as a means of self-fulfillment and self-realization slowly
crushes a person.”17 When a Christian fails to see their job as a vocation, a greater
division of work and faith will happen. A layperson will define the purpose of their job
with secular descriptions: Provision, career realization, and self-worth. Those things are
not bad in and of themselves, but they miss the calling God would have for them.
Sherman states, “For Christ followers, the primary motivation for work is not self-

14

Gene Edward Veith, God at Work: Your Christian Vocation in All of Life (Wheaton, IL:
Crossway Book, 2011), 18-19.
15

Veith, God at Work, 39.

16

Keller and Alsdorf, Every Good Endeavor, 19.

17

Keller and Alsdorf, Every Good Endeavor, 19.
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fulfillment, self-enrichment, or self-promotion. That cuts directly across our secular
culture’s claims. Christianity insists that our lives—including our work—are all about
God and God’s mission. This should be inspirational, because it provides profound
meaning to our labor.”18 Pastors need to take the lead on equipping lay leaders in the
marketplace with a clear theology of work.
Spiritual Formation for Workplace Evangelism
The workplace is an essential environment to inspire people into a growing
relationship with Jesus Christ—both in reaching unbelievers and in discipling believers.
The workplace is where most people spend most of their time; therefore, it stands to
reason that the Christian could have ample influence with their unchurched or dechurched
co-workers. Furthermore, as previously mentioned, fewer and fewer people are going to
church; yet the Church (the Body of Christ) can take the message of Christ to the
workplace. Through close working relationships, the unbeliever could take steps toward
Christ because of relational evangelism conducted by believing coworkers.
The biblical theology metanarrative that God wants to restore the broken
relationship with the Father’s lost children—and its direct implications in the here and
now to carry the Great Commission forward into the secular, pluralistic, relativistic
world—has to be addressed as a core ministry need, and spiritual formation around this
initiative needs to be framed and developed.

18

Sherman, Kingdom Calling, 105.
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Church Leadership
Inspiring Christians to be more proactive and effective in evangelizing their
unchurched coworkers will first require a paradigm shift in the way pastoral leadership
thinks within the local church. Most pastoral leadership is mainly focused on Sunday
events, services, and sermons. For the Church to be equally focused outside of their own
four walls, pastoral leaders need to shift their thinking from a myopic Sunday focus to a
work and faith integration: “Individual followers of Christ in the marketplace may adopt
the new paradigm, but there won’t be a sea of change in the church until more pastors
like these internalize it, until they start asking followers of Jesus to share about their
calling and ministry in business, until they validate business people’s work as ‘full-time
ministry.’”19 Pastors, elders, and deacons have great influence over their congregations.
For the church members and attendees to highly value evangelism and workplace
ministry, it needs to be modeled from the top.
Church Programming
In shifting the paradigm away from work/faith bifurcation, a radical change in
church programming must occur, where church staff leadership champion programming
with the necessary personnel, budgeting, and resources. This could include Sunday
sermons about work and faith, leader training regarding the theology of work, or practical
application of work and faith integration in the marketplace for congregational members.
Additionally, this could extend to having a team of pastors devoted to marketplace

19

Ken Eldred, The Integrated Life: Experience the Powerful Advantage of Integrating Your
FAITH and WORK (Montrose, CA: Manna Ventures, 2010), 122.
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ministry. Barna makes an argument for this when they say, “Not every church member
has children, but almost every church has a children’s ministry. Almost every church
member has a job, but very few churches have a faith and work ministry.”20 Holistically,
formal discipleship needs to be developed with an increased attention to being fully alive
in Christ through all facets of one’s life—with a specific emphasis on living out one’s
faith at work. This certainly is around theological underpinnings, but also includes
practical training of what to do in the workplace to tangibly reach those who do not know
Christ. As the church staff prove discipleship around work/faith integration and
evangelism, the laity will be better equipped to understand the theology of work and, as
important, understand how to be more effective when evangelizing unbelievers in the
workplace.
Case Study of Work and Faith Integration
The thousands of Christians within the North Point congregations are at different
levels of maturity and discipleship, but regardless of where they are in their faith journey,
the vast majority of them do not have an understanding of the biblical perspective of
work, nor do they have a strong grasp on how to be missional in their place of work. For
the church staff to inspire North Point attendees to be more proactive and effective in
evangelizing their unchurched coworkers requires a comprehensive workplace ministry—
along with a spiritual formation roadmap—to energize the congregation to be missional
in the workplace.

20

Barna Group, “Gen Z: Your Questions Answered,” last modified February 6, 2018,
https://www.barna.com/research/gen-z-questions-answered/.
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The name of the recently launched ministry at North Point is ReWork, which falls
under my responsibilities as a pastor on staff. The department’s mission is to inspire
people into a growing relationship with Jesus Christ. The vision of this ministry is to
build a community of irresistible, missional lay leaders in the workplace. ReWork’s
spiritual formation roadmap around work and faith integration starts with awareness on
the topic, then discovery and consideration in regards to bringing one’s faith to the
workplace in a deeper way, then engagement with church staff to equip the church to
evangelize at work, and ends with the congregant taking the outreach programming into
their place of work. The end-state is a Christian who is fully alive in Christ, at work and
home, and who is being missional to reach the lost.
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CHAPTER 2:
BIBLICAL FOUNDATIONS
A Christian Meta-theme
Sharing the message of Christ is not a singular section of the Bible—rather, it is a
central narrative in the macro biblical picture. As Wolters states,
Our focus on Jesus simultaneously points us backward to the story told in the Old
Testament, and forward to the end of the story. There is a final observation: the
church—the people of God—is essential to the gospel. That is, in making
provision for the communication of the good news to many different cultures in
the succeeding centuries, Jesus did not (like Mohammed) write a book. Rather, he
formed a community to be the bearer of this good news. The identity of that
community is formed by its mission—its being sent by Jesus—to make known the
good news of the kingdom.1
Jesus has become the bridge that brings Old Testament theology and New Testament
manifestations of God incarnate together as one theme. With the merging of these two
worlds (before the cross and after) comes a clarifying redemptive message, the Good
News, which is to be communicated to the world:
The sermons to Jewish audiences explain the gospel in the light of Scripture and
show how this “word” is the climax of a whole pattern of revelation stretching
back to Abraham’s time. Structurally, all the discourses in Acts show how the
gospel was adapted for different situations, as the mission of Christ proceeded “to
the ends of the earth.” Even Paul’s address to the pagans in Athens (17:22-31)
concludes with a proclamation of the resurrection of Jesus and an explanation of
what this means in terms of biblical eschatology.2
Even though Jesus doesn’t appear in the overall story until thousands of years into
the biblical narrative, he becomes the central character. Core biblical themes, therefore,

1

Albert M. Wolters, Creation Regained: Biblical Basics for a Reformational Worldview, 2nd ed.
(Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2005), 122.
2

Brian S. Rosner et al., New Dictionary of Biblical Theology, 289.
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include his mission on the cross, the resurrection, the empty tomb, and the actions
surrounding Pentecost. From this, for his followers, the overarching plan of God is to
have them go forward into the world and share the Good News. It is not simply a
sequential chapter in a bigger story; it is the biggest piece of the Christian story: “This
theme is at the heart of the apostolic preaching in Acts (e.g., 8:12, 19:8, 28:23, 31), where
‘preaching the kingdom’ (20:25) is actually equated at one point with declaring ‘the
whole purpose’ or plan of God.”3 Witnessing to the lost world is not a task to be
accomplished by some. Instead, it is the most fundamental mission for the entire Body of
Christ. Ahonen says, “the Christian call to witness is not a separate extra activity, but
belongs to faith itself. Faith as the gift of God cannot remain hidden but must be shared
with others—and so also communicated to others.”4 It gives perspicuity to all that
happened prior to Christ’s death, and all that comes after his ascension and the Church is
launched; which, thereby, gives great clarity to all followers of Christ about what their
purposeful mission entails. The Apostle Paul, who wrote almost half of the books in the
New Testament, held a lot of jobs—pastor, tentmaker, sailor, prisoner, and theologian.
Yet “his primary task was that of a witness.”5 His primary ministry was to evangelize.
Evangelism, then, is not only a command; it is the heartbeat of the Christian
Church. The World Council of Churches says, “Evangelism is the queen of all Christian
ministries. It is the highest calling of the Christian community because the community is
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borne of evangelism and exists to evangelise.”6 Failure to grasp this as a Christian results
in not only an insufficient understanding of the centrality of the cross—and its intended
follow-on mission of evangelism to the lost world—but results in a hollow faith-walk for
the believer, which ultimately lessens the influence of the believing community as a
whole. The Church is weakened, the individual believer’s influence is diminished, and
the unbeliever is not hearing the Good News. Said another way, a failure to evangelize is
a failure to love those outside the faith as God intended. The World Council of Churches
continues, “If we claim to love God and to love our fellow human beings but fail to share
the good news with them urgently and consistently, we deceive ourselves as to the
integrity of our love for either God or other people. There is no greater gift we can offer
to our fellow human beings than to introduce them to the love, grace and mercy of God in
Christ.”7 In short, evangelism is core to biblical theology.
Evangelism Defined
There are different components to evangelism. Pastor Tim Cooper claims,
“Evangelism consists of Christians communicating the gospel of Jesus Christ to
unbelievers in word, prayer, attitude, and action.”8 Further sections in this paper will
deconstruct the methodology of evangelism, and how Christians need to integrate
multiple avenues of both communication and relational aspects to engage in effective
evangelism; but at the core of evangelism is a simple definition: “The presentation of the
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gospel with the goal of bringing the hearer to faith in Jesus Christ and thus to salvation.”9
It is walking through the story of God joining humanity as the son of God so that we—
humanity—are able to reconnect with our Heavenly Father. Yet it is not just sharing this
good news; it is also doing this with clarity and fluency so those who hear can understand
the central motif of Jesus’ rescue mission: “Evangelism makes explicit and unambiguous
the centrality of the incarnation.”10
Granted, some believers are specifically given the gift of evangelism,11 yet every
follower is mandated to share his or her faith. Every believer is called to evangelize.
Dunaetz says, “all Christians have the ability to do outreach when its purpose is defined
as relationship building. Not all Christians are verbally gifted as evangelists or have the
spiritual gift of evangelism (Eph 4:20; 1 Cor 12:30; 1 Pet 4:11), but all are called to love
their neighbours.”12 Since all Christians are directed to share the Good News—to
evangelize—and Christians make up the Body of Christ (that is, the Church), then a
primary biblical directive for the Christian community is to share and spread the gospel.
T. Desmond Alexander does a superb job capturing the importance of the corporate
Church—the body of Saints13—that is called to be salt and light in a lost and dark world:
“By living in obedience to Christ, his disciples participate in the establishment of God’s
kingdom on earth. This kingdom is not restricted to national boundaries, but is gradually
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expanding to fill the whole earth.”14 This is not just a command, but also a privilege—an
honor. Believers are a regal group, receiving priestly titles and duties because of their
faith in Christ.15
Biblically, however, there is a parallel theme that things will not be as they should
be until the final times (i.e., the latter part of Revelation). This perspective began in the
ancient times, with the nation of Israel in the Old Testament—where God’s promises
were only “partially fulfilled, thus creating the expectations that its fulfillment still lies in
the future.”16 Yet even after Christ came and found victory at Calvary, there is still an
unfinished work until the second coming of Christ. Alexander says, “The kingdom
associated with Jesus Christ’s first coming does not bring to an end all evil on
earth…while the divine kingdom is growing, evil powers constantly oppose it.”17 Though
the finality of all things is pending, the charge to pursue evangelism is demanded for the
Body of Christ in the present day. Dunaetz says, “Yet Christ calls his church to fulfill the
Great Commission to make disciples throughout the world, and all Christians are called
to give a reason for the hope that they have in Christ (1 Pet 3:15-16).”18
Old Testament Support for Evangelism
In Genesis, after the fall, God made a covenant with Abraham. This covenant was
not just to him and for him, but for the entire world:
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In the covenant made with Abraham (Gen. 12:2-3), God constituted the calling of
God’s people as a corporate entity to experience God’s blessing in order to bless
“all peoples on earth.” The triune God of scripture was revealed as the Creator
and Sovereign Lord of the universe and the one who called people to follow God
in obedience then, as now. The choice of Abraham was closely linked with the
future of the world, because through him all nations of the world would be
blessed.19
This covenant with Abraham had a missional component from the start, with an ultimate
attempt to restore blessing to everyone. Even though God started this agreement with one
man, Abraham, it had a universal destination—Abraham and his people were to bless the
entire world. The Apostle Paul reflects on the expectancy of the Good News for all
people through Abraham: “Scripture foresaw that God would justify the Gentiles by faith,
and announced the gospel in advance to Abraham: ‘All nations will be blessed through
you.’”20 From this event, outreach, mission, and evangelism were birthed before the
world knew what these words meant. The Abrahamic covenant commenced the mission
that would have a rescuing and reforming cascade. As Dumbrell states, “This is the
theological blueprint for the redemptive history of the world.”21
This missional component carries forward in the Old Testament history as
Abraham’s family becomes a people, who become a nation. From the land of Canaan, to
Egypt, to what became Israel. Dumbrell claims, “the call of Israel is the initial fulfillment
of divine redemptive purposes.”22 Israel would become a light to the rest of the world:
The people of God were the particular concrete locus of God’s revelation through
whom God demonstrated who he is and what his relationship with his creatures
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was and is to be. The election of Israel entailed the responsibility that they lived
as a priestly kingdom and that through them God would bless the nations (Ex.
19:5). Israel was not to be the boundary of God’s love, grace and judgment, but
was called to live as God’s people so that the nations could come and see how
humans were meant to live in relation to one another and to their Creator.23
As human and biblical history grew, the missional component of God’s macroredemptive plan—via Israel—grew as well. We see this during the time of David, Israel’s
most beloved king. Here, in ancient biblical history before the coming of Christ, God
continues to use the nation of Israel as a missional body to share the glory and love of
God with the rest of the world:
As David brought the Ark into Jerusalem—a moment of affirming Israel’s
particular identity—he sang Psalm 96, witnessing that Israel’s identity was bound
up with the calling to share the good news about the one and only living God with
all the nations: “Declare his glory among the nations... Ascribe to the Lord, O
families of the peoples, ascribe to the Lord glory and strength... Say among the
nations. The Lord is king!” The prophets not only urged God’s people to turn
away from false gods but continually reminded Israel of her calling to be the
means of bringing the good news about the living God to all the nations.24
God being missional through God’s chosen people in the times before Christ was a
prelude to what the primary plan would be after Jesus’ three-year ministry concluded.
New Testament Support for Evangelism
The Great Commission in Matthew,25 reiterated in the gospel of Mark,26
emphasizes the empowerment of Christ-followers to go forward and make disciples of all
nations. In light of the Great Commission, “It appears that he [Jesus] regarded
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evangelism as the very reason for their being. The call to evangelize is a command.”27 As
stated earlier, whether a believer has the gift of evangelism or not, the saint is called to be
missional in their life. The believer has no choice, and therefore the Church has no
choice, but to adopt a theology of evangelism that permeates its ranks. As Stalnaker
claims, “The Christian Church cannot ignore the commands of the Lord to preach and
make disciples of all the nations. The church is missionary by nature and is the agent of
evangelism.”28
In the book of Acts, Luke captures how the launch of the Church was about
deploying followers in the world to evangelize the Good News. George Murray says,
An examination of Acts reveals that Paul was certainly not a ‘loner,’ but had
extensive association with others during his life and ministry, there are a number
of reasons why Paul lived, traveled, and worked together with other believers, one
of which was to engage in the ministry of evangelism (Acts 9:28-30; 13:1- 5, 1316, 44-46; 14:1, 7, 20-21, 25; 17:1-15; 18:5-8).29
True, Paul and the other disciples did things outside of evangelism, but their primary
mission as a unified body was to go and preach the Good News. In speaking of Barnabas
and Saul in Acts 13, and their evangelistic teamwork, Murray says,
The work to which they were called was evangelism. This can be seen not only
from their actual involvement in evangelism during the trip, but also from their
report when they returned. Arriving in Antioch they reported all “that God had
done with them and how He had opened the door of faith to the Gentiles” (14:27).
And later in Phoenicia and Samaria they told how the Gentiles had been
converted (15:3).30
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This is further captured in the letter that Paul wrote to the Corinthians. Hunsberger
explains, “Nowhere does Paul more clearly articulate his missionary approach than in
I Corinthians 9:14-23. Here he affirms that we only find the gospel, we only participate in
it, in our evangelism (v. 23). And evangelism consists in losing the gospel, giving it
away. Paul counted it to be his greatest reward to offer the gospel free of charge (v.
18).”31 When Christians do not have a mindset of being intentional to share the Gospel
openly and frequently, they are holding onto a treasure that was meant to be fervently
given to those who do not yet have it.32 To those in Corinth, Paul was saying that the
freedom that they received from the Gospel now enslaved them—charged them—as
Christ-followers, as missionaries, to give the Gospel away freely (i.e., to the Jew, Greek
and to the weak).33
Evangelism Is Proclamation
To be clear, proclamation—or communication—of the Gospel is a major
component of evangelism. Koukoura says,
This, moreover, is the main goal of evangelism and re-evangelization: to invite all
people by grace to become partakers of the glory of God and God’s heavenly
kingdom. Therefore, no one should be left unaware that God has become human
to offer peace, love, and forgiveness, to lift the dead from the tomb and to grant
them the partaking in God’s resurrected presence.34
It is sharing the Word. It is preaching the victory of the cross. Fluegge says, “It is
historically interesting that of the myriad of methods available, the early church spread
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the faith primarily through preaching. Jesus’s ministry was one of ‘preaching the gospel’
(Mk 1:14) and the disciples were trained and sent out to ‘preach’ (Lk 24:47).”35 And as
the disciples were preaching, they were unpacking the biblical meta-story by talking
about the old (prior to Christ) and the new (the Good News). Nowhere is this better
exemplified than in the book of Acts: “Acts makes plain the depth at which this early
preaching was carried on. Words are used which indicate that the Christians acted like
heralds, teachers, and debaters. They discussed the gospel, argued it, gave testimony to its
efficacy, and showed how it fitted in with the Old Testament scriptures.”36 Likewise,
evangelism is not just a “preacher” tactic; it is also a lay leader’s responsibility to have a
Gospel proclamation prepared for any and all witness opportunities—even everyday
conversations. Fluegge says, “This [evangelism through lay leaders] continued even after
the apostolic era. Ordinary Christians evangelized through informal conversation,
chatting with friends, fellow-workers, and family members in the marketplace, at work,
and in their neighborhoods.”37 Also, the power of words, and of communication, is not
just a talent for believers. God has given us—all of humanity—the common grace and
gift of words so that we can impart understanding, messages, and story from one person
to another. Says the World Council of Churches,
Jesus was a highly gifted speaker as were both Peter and Paul. It [effective and
gifted communication] has had a noble history over the past 2000 years and is still
very widely used. God does not separate word, deed and character, and neither
should we. It is no accident that Jesus is called “the Word of God” John 1:1, 14;
Heb. 1:1-4); words are the most precise form of human communication, and from
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the creation of the universe God has communicated in words as well as in actions.
He does what he says, and says what he does. We are exhorted as image-bearers
of God to do the same.38
Lastly around words and Gospel communication, the saint is equipped to
communicate the Gospel effectively because of the Holy Spirit’s indwelling: “The Holy
Spirit was given to the church to enable men and women to witness for Christ (1:8;
compare 4:33). Filled with the Holy Spirit they speak with power (2:4, 14ff.; 4:8, 31;
6:10).”39 Even though it is the believing person, and his or her words, communicating the
message of Christ to the unbeliever, this power comes from God. It is a calling for each
follower of Christ to evangelize, and it is a compulsion put there by a Holy God. It is a
directive to share the Good News, and God uses the believer as a carrier of the Good
News message:
It was the Holy Spirit who directed the apostle Paul to do missionary work (Acts
9:17; 16:6), who led Peter to evangelize the religious Cornelius (Acts 10:45ff),
and the Antioch church to outreach (Acts 13:2). The book of Acts shows that it is
the Holy Spirit who leads the church beyond its own barriers to reach the
Samaritans (Acts 8), god-fearers (Acts 10), and Gentiles (Acts 13). Because the
true believer is indwelt by the Spirit of God, who has in part a missionary nature,
it is normal that Christians share their faith with others.40
Evangelism Integrates More Than Proclamation
Having established the essential primacy of evangelism as proclamation, it can
now be stated that evangelism includes other attributes beyond proclamation. When it
comes to sharing a Gospel message, Little says, “We are not just giving out information.
Christ is a person, not a product. If information is all there is to evangelism, then we can
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all stay home and evangelize from our computers.”41 A huge component of evangelism
beyond words is everyday being. The World Council of Churches explains this mode of
evangelism as “evangelism through daily example (askesis). This is evangelism through
living a Christ-like life (Matt. 5:14-16). All Christians are called to participate in this way
of evangelism, as our lives touch, are observed by and interact with the lives of others in
the neighbourhoods and places in which we live and work and play.”42 This applies
today, but was true in the ancient church as well. Fluegge says, “All [early] Christians
were called to live the Christian life and, as we have seen, many spontaneously witnessed
about their faith in daily activities. Not all were called to preach, nor did they.”43 But
being respectful to, and engaged with, those around one’s sphere of influence—and living
out a life that was congruent between Christian values and behaviors—is paramount in
having an effective Gospel witness with the unbelieving community. Succinctly, the walk
has to match the talk. Another important component to effective evangelism is service to
others, especially to those who are marginalized. The World Council of Churches states,
“Selfless acts of love, especially towards those whom society usually excludes,
demonstrate the love of Jesus Christ working in and through the lives of his followers.
This is particularly attractive in this broken and often loveless world.”44 If Christfollowers are exuding kindheartedness and mercy to the oppressed, there is an associative
opportunity that may have not been there before. Oladipuppo says, “There is no doubt
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about the fact that there is a possibility of connecting the ministry of compassion as a
bridge to the proclamation of the gospel.”45 Lastly, evangelism is as much about listening
as it is talking. Dialogue needs to take place, and that means listening effectively. Bock
and Del Rosario say, “When individuals share their views on God, they give the listener a
gift—a window into their soul. Christians must learn to listen and engage with courage
and compassion.”46 Nobody wants to be talked to if they are not being listened to, and
this certainly applies for the non-believer when they are engaging in faith-based
conversations with a Christ-follower.
Evangelism Is Part of a Holistic Faith
Most important to reaching the non-believer in the marketplace, is a fully
integrated faith with all aspects of a believer’s life. Evangelism, and the aforementioned
biblical theology around it, is meant to be incorporated into a believer’s day-to-day
activities—especially in the workplace. Keller and Alsdorf say,
Though Jesus’ twelve apostles left their nets after meeting him (Luke 5:11), we
later see them continuing their trade of fishing. We see Paul continuing to work as
a tentmaker while he worked as an evangelist. These are not men who meet Christ
and stop their “secular” work or who dial back their intensity and passion.
Instead, what forever changed was the disciples’ relationship to their work. Jesus
gave them the big picture. In fact, He was the big picture.47
Whether you are clergy or a lay-leader, all “work” can be good and holy: “Within a
robust kingdom-focused theology of work, all good labor is sacred. Various vocational
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roles of good work are affirmed as pleasing to God. If we wish to bring all of our life
under the lordship of Jesus Christ then our day job must be included too (Luke 9:23–26).
For Christians there is no ‘secular’ work.”48 A biblical theology of evangelism should be
no different. The Christian walk should be one of complete integration of work and faith,
vocation and evangelism. Whenever a believer is on location with their secular job, they
are also on location to evangelize by word and deed. Author Gea Gort says,
Our message—spoken and unspoken—becomes powerful and convincing when
backed up by our attitudes, business culture, and deeds at work. Then our whole
lives tell a story. And let’s remind ourselves that we are not alone in our
evangelistic endeavor: God desires to move and make himself known during the
week in the marketplace and in our office buildings, as all things belong to him.49
Having a foundational understanding of this New Testament, and holistic, view of
evangelism could have a major impact for the Kingdom.
The Church Equips for Evangelism
But who equips the Church to foster this type of culture? One school of thought is
that pastoral staff is the equipping agent. Prill claims, “In Ephesians 4:11 Paul mentions
five categories of ministers, which have been given to the church by Christ: apostles,
prophets, pastors, teachers and evangelists. Their task is to build up the body of Christ.”50
It is clergy, specifically, that equips the lay leaders for evangelism. Sherman and
Hendricks say, “This is the emphasis of the Ephesians 4 passage. If laypeople are to do
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God’s work, ministers are to equip them, prepare them, support them, and in every way
aid them in their work.”51 The mindset here is equipping goes beyond support; rather, it is
a critical mission focus for pastoral staff. Hunter emboldens this stance when he says,
“These gifts [apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors/teachers] have been given to the
church to equip God’s saints so that they can do the work of ministry. This process of
equipping the saints is the primary objective of making disciples.”52 Mayes makes the
strongest argument in this area, and “overthrows the emphasis on self-chosen works that
lay ministry brings, and instead redirects people to receive the grace that God has
instituted the office of the Holy Ministry to give to them, and by his grace to serve in
their God-given vocations (even if those vocations do not seem high and holy compared
to ‘ministry’).”53 Said another way, church staff, leadership, and pastors are the most
qualified—and are officially designated—to be building the congregation to be more
Christ-like, and to be salt and light in the world.
However, this thought of the clergy’s responsibility to equip the saints isn’t
universal. Barth puts it best when he claims,
All the saints (and among them, each saint) are enabled by the four or five types
of servants enumerated in 4:11 to fulfill the ministry given to them, so that the
whole church is taken into Christ’s service and given missionary substance,
purpose and structure. This interpretation challenges both the aristocratic-clerical
and the triumphalist-ecclesiastical exposition of 4:11-12. It unmasks them as
arbitrary distortions of the text. Are, therefore, the existence and function of a
clergy simply dispensable? Indeed, the traditional distinction between clergy and
laity does not belong in the church. Rather, the whole church, the community of
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all the saints together, is the clergy appointed by God for a ministry to and for the
world.54
So, which is it? Is clergy solely responsible for equipping the saints for such
directives like evangelism, or is it the responsibility of every Christian to self-equip and
to go forward into the world and minister? Simply stated, it is both. Barcellos, in his
exegetical breakdown of Ephesians 4:11-16, states, “The saints become mature and stable
by sitting under a faithful Christian ministry. Though this certainly affects the saints, it
depends upon the faithful labors of local church pastors.”55 Without pastoral missional,
visional, and strategic focus on evangelism, the rest of the local church body will not find
strength in this area of ministry. Thus, there is a need for church leadership to form
spiritual development of their congregation around teaching evangelism theology and
skills to the laity. Along these lines, church staff cannot simply teach the congregation
about evangelism, but they need to be practitioners as well.
Another way for pastors and leaders to be examples in the church is by creating
opportunities for church members to see them evangelize. All this means is that
pastors and leaders should be living evangelistically and welcoming church
members into their lives. As church members observe how the pastor engages
with his neighbors, waiter, or fellows at the gym, evangelistic zeal can spread.
Finally, the leadership can practice what they are teaching by bringing unbelievers
to church with them. If the church sees that the leadership is serious about
bringing neighbors and friends to church it will greatly increase the
congregation’s willingness to do the same.56
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But heavy lifting around evangelism is not just for the church staff to conduct; it
is for the congregation to participate in with full fervor. For this to happen, churches must
have intrinsic in the heartbeat of their church a biblical theology of evangelism:
Evangelism is the lifeblood of the church. Through it Christians participate in
God’s work of reconciling the world in Christ and in bringing others into the new
community inaugurated by Jesus. Evangelism, therefore, is intrinsic to the life of
the disciple. It is a display and the result of the hope and love that we have by
virtue of being in Christ. We cannot but tell the story of Jesus. If Christians fail in
the evangelistic task, the church loses its story and ceases to be God’s witnessing
people in a broken world.57
For many churches, this will be a radical departure from an overemphasis on what
happens only within the four walls of the church building. Paul and his disciples were
fervent in their mission to evangelize, which occurred predominantly on mission out in
the world—in the workplace. But it is the local church, and its understanding of a biblical
theology around evangelism as well as an embrace of a praxis model of equipping its
congregation in effective witnessing, that will have true impact in reaching the
community for Christ:
Evangelism happens at the local level: in the efforts of particular churches coming
together for the sake of the gospel and responding to the demands of a changed
landscape, instead of clinging to autonomy and self-aggrandizement. The
church’s response to its changing context must always be one that points to Jesus,
inviting people to join their lives to this one life, thus changing the world, one
story at a time.58
In fact, one could say that the second coming of Christ is delayed for this exact reason—
because God is patient and is using the Church to bring the Good News to a lost world.
Wolters claims, “This is an era of witness: judgment has been postponed so that the
people of God might witness to God’s kingdom and all might repent and enter the
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kingdom of God.”59 Because of this, there is an urgency to evangelize. “Therefore, if the
church is to be faithful to its Lord and bring joy to his heart, it must be engaged in
bringing the gospel to all people.”60
Conclusion
Evangelism is about sharing what God is doing through a redemptive plan.
Sharing the Good News of Jesus’ rescue mission is not just a directive for believers; it is
a privilege—that God would use each Christ-following individual to help expand and
glorify God’s kingdom: “the Holy Spirit does not evangelize on His own apart from the
evangelistic witness of a believer. Rather, He assists a believer in his proclamation of the
gospel to an unbeliever.”61 Furthermore, this is done not only individually, but also
corporately—as a community of believers, as a local church body. The church body
witnesses in word and in action: “all of us must ask ourselves what we are doing about
reaching those who are outside the Church and away from the influence of Christ.”62
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CHAPTER 3:
THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATIONS
Theology of Work
Scripture has a lot to say about work, and about what God thinks about work.
Eldred claims, “The entire first chapter of the Bible is an account of his workweek.”1 God
works creation into existence. The concept that God works, and how God values work,
moves well beyond Genesis into all of human antiquity—and into the present day. As
shown in John 5:17 where Jesus said that he and the Father are always at work, since the
first week of creation, “God has been working throughout history to uphold creation,
meet the broad needs of his many creatures, and work out his purposes.”2 To have a
theological foundation of what work means to God is to have a theological foundation of
what is means to be human.
Image-bearers
In Genesis 1,
God said, “Let us make mankind in our image, in our likeness, so that they may
rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky, over the livestock and all the
wild animals, and over all the creatures that move along the ground.” So God
created mankind in his own image, in the image of God he created them; male and
female he created them.3
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In just these two verses, there is rich theology that needs to be understood in order to
frame an operational theology around work. Foundational in these verses is that humans
were made in the image of God. As God’s creation, reflective of God’s image, Nelson
says, “Humans are designed by God to be his image-bearers, to uniquely reflect who God
is to his good world.”4 If humans have God’s essence, then the key elements of God will
be imitated in who Adam and Eve are; when one deconstructs the verses, key insights
about God and God’s image are illuminated.
First, God works. God “made” humans; creating, or making, is working. Further,
God mandated for Adam and Eve to rule (e.g., to govern, to manage, to work). From this
it can be reasoned that God is a worker, that God charges humankind to be workers, and
we are made in God’s image; therefore, “it is in the understanding of the image itself that
we see the close, intimate partnership between God himself and his image in the
prosecution of the work.”5 Second, God is relational. God mentions: “let us.”6 This is
Trinitarian theology, where Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are relational at all points in the
Genesis creation accounts.7 The Trinity worked together to create; and, as image-bearers,
Adam and Eve are meant to do work together relationally, as coworkers. Third, it be can
be reasoned that the work done by humans should be meaningful work. God pronounced
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work worthy: “God saw all that he had made, and it was very good.”8 As God’s imagebearers, humans should know that “good work has substance and meaning.”9 Lastly, from
the text, God delights in variety—in a variety of created things, in a variety of people, in
a variety of work and vocation. As God’s image-bearers, humans should also be creative
in what they make and manage. Van Duzer says, “Christians should become some of the
most creative innovators in business [or in work].”10
This is not just an Old Testament concept, but carries forward into the New
Testament as well. Paul says in Ephesians, “For we are God’s handiwork, created in
Christ Jesus to do good works, which God prepared in advance for us to do.”11 This is the
fundamental reason that humans were created. When humans are working, they are
mirroring God.12 In summary, to be an image-bearer of God is to be relational, to do
good, to be creative, and “to be a worker.”13
Defining Work
In Genesis 1:26, God decrees that Adam and Eve are to rule over everything that
was created. This was an honoring vocation that was prearranged from the beginning:
“work enters the biblical narrative as part of the initial paradisiacal condition to describe
human actions commissioned from God to be fulfilled toward the creation: be fruitful,
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multiply, fill, rule, and subdue.”14 We were made, and exist, to work over God’s created
handiwork. Granted, the text does not specifically mention the word work, job, or
vocation, but it can be inferred, and a theological understanding of work can come from
it. Volf says, “The text does not mention work explicitly, but since human beings can
fulfill their God-given task only by working, it is obvious that this locus classicus of
Christian anthropology considers work to be fundamental to human existence.”15 This is
much like the theological understanding of the word Trinity. Just because the word is not
specifically mentioned in the Bible does not dilute the theological accuracy of the term.
In Genesis 2, the word “work” is mentioned multiple times: “By the seventh day
God had finished the work he had been doing; so on the seventh day he rested from all his
work. Then God blessed the seventh day and made it holy, because on it he rested from
all the work of creating that he had done.”16 When God was creating, God was working.
When God was forming things, God was working. When God was making, God was
working. These efforts and outcomes were good—to mean purposeful, meaningful, and
having wider value outside of one’s self. An understanding of work begins to shape as an
exegetical breakdown of the text occurs. Volf gives this definition of work:
Work is honest, purposeful, and methodologically specified social activity whose
primary goal is the creation of products or states of affairs that can satisfy the
needs of working individuals or their co-creatures, or (if primarily an end in itself)
activity that is necessary for acting individuals to satisfy their needs apart from
the need for the activity itself.17
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This is a solid definition, but possibly protracted—and missing the originator and
ultimate definer of work—God. A more simple, and focused, meaning of work is service
to others to benefit the community for the glory of God; which, in turn, will bring selffulfillment.18 This applies to the marketplace (i.e., business or commerce), non-profit,
education, healthcare, and military, but it also applies to parenting, housework, etc. It is
cooperation with God as we contribute to God’s world and creation through our work.
Volk summarizes this when he says:
The understanding of work as cooperation with God is implied in the New
Testament view of Christian life in general. Putting forward his own Christian
experience as a paradigm of Christian life, Paul said: “it is no longer I who live,
but Christ who lives in me; and the life I now life in the flesh I five by faith in the
Son of God” (Gal 2:20). That Paul can in the same breath make such seemingly
contradictory statements about the acting agent of Christian life (“I no longer live,
Christ lives in me” and “live my life in the flesh”) testifies unmistakably that the
whole Christian life is a life of cooperation with God through the presence of the
Spirit. A Christian’s mundane work is no exception. Here, too, one must say: I
work, and the Spirit of the resurrected Christ works through me.19
This should give all believers hope that there is great worth in their life—including their
working life.
Work Is Bad and Good
Through the first few chapters in Genesis, God’s creation—both the creation of it,
and the stewardship of it—is flourishing. In Genesis 3, however, sin mars everything,
including work. Nelson says, “We see the Genesis writer employ the word curse to
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describe a new reality and its massive and devastating effect on work.”20 This curse alters
the original design of work—to be good—and makes laboring challenging at a minimum,
and disastrous in many circumstances. Anyone can look around the marketplace and see
the myriad of crises that negatively impact the world today: Child labor abuses,
unemployment, discrimination, dehumanization, exploitation, ecological abuses, etc.21
But Traeger says, “God’s intention, from the very beginning, was for human
beings to work. Work is not a result of sin.”22 Under God’s blueprint, work was good—as
were all of God’s ideas and manifestations around creation detailed in Genesis 1 and 2.
As time and history have elapsed, the concept of work is still good. Human sin pollutes
work, but doesn’t destroy the goodness of the original plan. Wong and Rae claim, “But
while the first sin introduced pain and frustration to work, it didn’t change God’s analysis
that work is inherently good.”23
The story of work gets even better, because with Christ, “sins are forgiven and the
effects of the curse are reversed at the cross.”24 Where sin has tainted the world, Christ
has come to redeem that which is tarnished to its original blessed significance. This is for
relationships—with God, and with each other. It is with the economy, with injustices
(i.e., racism, misogyny, genocide, etc.), and “through all circumstances of our lives—
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including our jobs.”25 And still, the story of work is even better than focusing on the
concept of work being good before the fall. It’s not to just return work to its original
state, but to make it even better than what it was before. Going back to Genesis 1 and 2,
one can exegete that the Garden was incomplete and humans were to grow it, to work to
grow it to something bigger and better—to subdue, rule, and fill the earth.26 When
humans were commanded to fill the Earth, they were commissioned to create more in this
world to bear God’s image and bring about more people, more relationships, more
creativity and variety, and a bigger garden. The efforts that began as God handed
stewardship responsibilities to Adam and Eve evolve to bigger and better outcomes. This
is not just for the here and now, but to extend continually and forever: “the point is not
simply to interpret work religiously as cooperation with God and thereby glorify it
ideologically, but to transform work into a charismatic cooperation with God on the
‘project’ of the new creation.”27 Those human works—led by God’s sovereign will—
flourish into something superior. This is further enforced in Revelation 21:14, where the
meshing of the new and old Jerusalem will be partially brought about by the foundation
of the Apostles’ work and the work of the early church.28 The world goes from a garden
in the beginning into an amazing city that where the New Jerusalem meshes with our
current world, but remains completely holy.29 This is from the work that started with
Christ and continued through His bride—the Church. This provides value to the work we
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do now, after “the fall” in Genesis 3 and post-resurrection as Christ conquered the effects
of the fall. Traeger says, “The work Adam and Eve were meant to do was perfectly
joyful, perfectly fulfilling work,”30 and with Christ’s defeat at Calvary, and what is
promised to come in Revelation, it should give great hope in the outcomes that will that
will result from what we do today. When we are living in this truth, and walking with the
Spirit as we conduct our work—whatever our job is—we get away from the concept of
worldly self-actualization and “put in the context of concern for God’s new creation.”31
Work is also good because it provides. Even the first-century church-planters, and
apostles, saw the providing value that came from hard work. Silvoso says, “Paul, who
joined the group later and was a rabbi (see Acts 9:1-16), was not a stranger to the
marketplace. In fact, on many of his ministry trips, he also ran a profitable business. In
Ephesus his for-profit operation was large enough to provide for him, his team and even
the needy (see Acts 20:33-35).”32 Granted, working hard in and of itself is empty and
meaningless in God’s economy. Nowhere is this better illustrated than with the prodigal
son, who worked hard, but “was really just working for himself.”33 But working to
provide a livelihood for self and others has intrinsic goodness. Paul would even go so far
as to say that if you don’t work, you don’t eat.34 That has a harsh tone, but there is
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goodness that comes from the ability to financially support ourselves, to care for our
families, to care for people in need, and to support the local church and its mission.35
This narrative also means that material goods are essential to perfect contentment.
Humans are not just spiritual beings in a spiritual world; they are also physical beings in a
physical/material world. What people do with their bodies, the environment, in business
or the workplace—which produces products, services, and flourishing—has extreme
significance. There is no other way to understand Revelation where the Garden has
grown into an evolved and majestic city, and to do less than ascribe great value to the
world people steward and grow is short-sighted in God’s eternal economy. Volf says,
“The resurrection body demands a corresponding glorified but nevertheless material
environment. The future material existence therefore belongs to the Christian
eschatological expectation.”36 This should give everyone great hope, but also help
everyone to understand the good that comes from the work they are doing now. God
makes material things, and he refers to them as good. Therefore, it stands to reason that
“when businesses produce material things that enhance the welfare of the community,
they are engaged in work that matters to God.”37
Work is also good because it helps us live out one’s wiring, temperaments, and
gifts—and living these traits through work will not just help have congruency in one’s
individual identity in the here and now, but also when the world is fully consummated
and believers are with Christ: “Work and its perceived results define in part the structure
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of human beings’ personality, their identity. Since resurrection will not be a negation but
an affirmation of human earthly identity, earthly work will have an influence on
resurrected personality.”38 Said another way, as people do their work—work aligned with
how they were each made unique (with a blend of our personality and God-given
strengths and gifts), they will become more associated with God’s calling for themselves
as individuals—and this will become fully alive in their uniqueness when they are
ultimately glorified with God. Volf makes a strong claim that living out individual
spiritual gifts must come from our work: “All Christians have several gifts of the Spirit.
Since most of these gifts can be exercised only through work, work must be considered a
central aspect of Christian living.”39 This equates to how what one does in work, and as a
vocation, partially defines who they are.40 This can be controversial in Christian circles,
because one’s most significant identity needs to be in Christ,41 but people are made in the
image of Christ, and he was a worker, so people are workers to—and, to a certain extent,
are defined by their work.
In summary, work is good. Tom Nelson says, “we must also grasp that our work
has instrumental value in that it provides for our economic needs, allows us to care for
the needs of others, and creates a sphere of influence for the gospel to be lived out and
shared.”42 As a body of believers, it is resting in these truths about the goodness of work
that will help one live out their vocations as God designed originally before the fall, and
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has been reclaimed through Christ. Flourishing in the secular workplace “depends on our
seeing these truths as true to the way the world really is.”43 This is a radical departure
from how most people feel about work, but that does not make God’s perspective any
less true.
Work Is Worship
The word “worship” can have a lot of connotations. Nelson’s Bible Dictionary
has a holistic understanding of worship as “reverent devotion and allegiance pledged to
God.”44 When someone loves God, they are esteeming God’s character, being, and
commands. This is worship. As a Christ-follower, this logic would lend one to conclude
that since God is a worker, work is to be revered—including the work that God’s imagebearers conduct. Peel and Larimore summarize this reasoning: “When work is done with
reverence to God and with all your heart, it must be recognized for what it is: worship.”45
Yet there is even deeper credence for work as worship, and this is found when this
concept is analyzed from a scriptural perspective. Nelson says, “The Hebrew word
avodah is translated in various ways in the Old Testament. It is rendered as ‘work,’
‘service,’ or ‘craftsmanship’ in many instances, yet other times it is translated as
‘worship.’”46 With this in mind, whether it is masonry or making expensive linens, the
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Old Testament equates work to worship.47 And in the current day, as an accountant,
lawyer, police office, teacher, or physician, any occupation, when it is given up at the
altar as reverential service to God, is worship. This even applies to the work tasks that
seem less significant, but are needed: from expense reports to mowing the grass in one’s
own yard. Wong and Rae state, “Ideally we would work at things we are passionate
about, where our work is satisfying and gives us a sense of contributing to God’s work in
the world. But in a fallen world, that is not always an option.”48 Yet whatever the job is,
as long as it is legitimately providing some kind of flourishing in the world, and is not
sinful, it is still worship, which gives nearly every job or task intrinsic worth and spiritual
significance. Van Duzer says, “work, in the Bible, is never presented as non-spiritual. In
fact, God introduced labor (subduing and ruling over the earth) before worship (see Gen.
1:28). He did not do it because labor was superior to worship; rather, He did it because in
the Garden, labor was worship.”49
As Christ-followers, this means that one doesn’t have to do more religious
activity to worship God more deeply. A Christian in the marketplace doesn’t have to go
from the business world into “full-time ministry” (or working at a church) to progress in
their worship. The two are not mutually exclusive. As Silovso says, “Paul and his
ministry team did secular work while they ministered the Word.”50 For them everything
was worship—whether making tents or conducting evangelism at Mars Hill.
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Jesus’ Thoughts on the Workplace
As already discussed, God is a worker. Jesus is God.51 It’s no surprise, then, that
Jesus—God incarnate—was a worker in the marketplace; he was a carpenter. The men he
engaged to be discipled by him were vocational workers, too: “He recruited his disciples
there, not in the temple. None of the Twelve was a member of the professional clergy or a
leader in the synagogue.”52 Jesus’s work was heavily weighted in the context of the
workplace. Hillmans says, “Of his 132 public appearances in the New Testament, all but
10 of them were in the marketplace, and 45 of his 52 parables had a workplace
context.”53
Part of the reason for the slanted presence in the marketplace is because this is
where those who were disconnected from God were doing everyday life, and Christ was
on mission to connect the Father’s children back into a loving relationship. Nelson says,
“Paul commends gospel proclamation and incarnation in the primary context of Christian
vocation and vocational networks.”54 This is why the Apostles, and the broader band of
growing disciples as the early church was launching, permeated the marketplace with
such passion and intentionality. Silvoso says, “Jesus recruited people from the
marketplace to be the backbone of his redemptive movement. His objective was to create
a new social vehicle—the Church, a movement that freely expanded, rather than a
monument [a church building] to be gazed at. This movement was meant to be the
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counterculture, rather than a subculture.”55 This crusade was brought into the secular
world because that is where lost people spend most of their time. This was the location to
engage them, not in a religious temple or holy huddle.
An adjunctive hypothesis, though, is, “Jesus came to redeem not just people, but
‘that which was lost’ (Luke 19:10 NASB)’”56—which includes the curse of work. He
spent so much time in the marketplace trying to reach people, but also to save the original
intent of work—that it is good and godly. Luther says everyone has a calling, a vocation,
whether a husband, child, or servant, and “when God’s spiritual call through the
proclamation of the gospel reaches a person in her station of profession, it transforms
these into a vocation.”57 It is the fusing of salvation for those disconnected from God,
along with how God wanted to redeem the creation to more accurately bear God’s
image—as coworkers in God’s creation—that makes Jesus’ mission in culture holistically
transformational.
The Kingdom of God
Scripture talks about “the Kingdom of God” multiple times. Depending on which
author deploys this term, and its context, it can mean different things. Further, there are
different interpretations depending on the denominational or theological leanings of the
interpreter. Predominantly, though, it has two meanings. Van Duzer says, “The kingdom
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of God is both at hand and still coming.”58 It is the entrance of a new dominion with the
Son of God’s arrival and also a preview of the perfection that is still to come at the end of
times.
It Is About Salvation and Eternity
Many Christians believe that the Kingdom of God is about salvation. This has to
do with the condition of one’s heart—if they are born again: “Very truly I tell you, no one
can enter the kingdom of God unless they are born of water and the Spirit. Flesh gives
birth to flesh, but the Spirit gives birth to spirit. You should not be surprised at my
saying, ‘must be born again.’”59 A simple of understanding this concept would be in a
casual conversation where someone asks the question, “Are you a believer?” If the
answer is yes, a possible response is, “So you are in the Kingdom.”
Most interpreters who ascribe to a salvation theme around the Kingdom of God
also advocate the Kingdom of God as a location—heaven: “My kingdom is not of this
world. If it were, my servants would fight to prevent my arrest by the Jewish leaders. But
now my kingdom is from another place.”60 When a believer dies, they would be with
Jesus in his heavenly domain. Where Mark and Luke use Kingdom of God, Matthew uses
Kingdom of Heaven—but interpreters who associate the Kingdom of God with Heaven
ascribe to the view that these terms are used interchangeably.61
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It’s About Jesus’ Lordship Upon His Earthly Arrival
In preparing the way for Jesus, John the Baptist announced, “the kingdom of
heaven is at hand.”62 Jesus, as God incarnate—who is the supreme ruler of all things63—
brought the Kingdom along with himself. This interpretation is not a foreboding of
what’s to come, but a manifest of what is with Jesus here on Earth. This is bringing
blessing in the moment, needed change to a troubled world in the moment, an invitation
to follow Jesus in the moment; and to abide in Jesus’ commands in the moment so the
Kingdom would grow out of it’s recent advent. Silvoso says that Jesus “referred to the
kingdom of God, or the kingdom of Heaven, 78 times. His examples consistently indicate
that God’s kingdom comes near people to make it possible for them to come into it while
they are on Earth (see Luke 10:9; 16:16).”64 The power in Jesus’ teaching, preaching,
miracles, and healings point to the kingdom arrival while he was alive. Furthermore, the
efficacy of his Kingdom in his present time was evidenced by his death and resurrection.
Said another way, He showed the power of God during his public ministry, and this was
fully enhanced upon seeing an empty tomb—where there is no denying the Godly power
in the risen savior. So, from the time Jesus kicked off his public ministry through his
ascension, “Jesus was the full embodiment of the kingdom.”65
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The Kingdom of God is Here and Now, and to Come
As Christ-followers, we still groan, because on this side of heaven it is not exactly
as it should be.66 The full glory of the Kingdom has not fully arrived. Conversely, the
Kingdom of God arriving with Jesus has implications in the current day. This is, of
course, because of Jesus’ saving rescue mission for those who put their faith him, but also
because of the birth and deployment of his church. Huge expectations are placed on
Christ-followers for radical change in how life is lived out;67 and these efforts will help
bring about the future consummation of the world. 1 Corinthians 3:13 claims that that our
individual works will be carried over “from God’s original creation into his new creation
of the new heavens and the new earth.”68 What believers do here matters. Wolters speaks
to the positive impact that the Body of Christ in action will have on the world, even at the
end of times:
Even the great crisis that will come on the world at Christ’s return will not
annihilate God’s creation or our cultural development of it. The new heaven and
the new earth the Lord has promised will be a continuation, purified by fire, of the
creation we now know. There is no reason to believe that the cultural dimensions
of earthly reality (except insofar as they are involved in sin) will be absent from
the new glorified earth that is promised.69
This has cosmic implications for kingdom reign that start with Jesus’ first arrival,
continue through the church era, and end with Christ’s second coming.70 It is a kingdom
progression from its initiation with Christ to the merging of the heavens and earth. This
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does not dismiss the brokenness in the world today, but it gives great hope to what the
world could—and, eventually, will—be.
What the Kingdom of God Means for Work Now
Christians who understand these truths about the kingdom being in the here and
now, live out their “vocations in imitation of the kingdom of God: knowing the worst
about the world, and still loving the world. They are people who learn to live in the
tension of life, living with what is and longing for what will be.”71 Christians in the
workplace should know their work is part of the liberation of the stronghold of evil in the
world, and know the kingdom (through the Body of believers as change agents) is
evolving in the current day. Not only will this radically change the way that marketplace
Christians view work in and for themselves, but it will have an exponential impact on
their sphere of influence altogether: “This is intended to transform, not just individuals,
but also the environment and the conditions around them.”72
This can be a paradigm shift for many Christians. There is often a perception that
the Kingdom was here when Jesus was here, and it’s gone until he comes back—or until
human death comes and they are with him in heaven. Silvoso says, “These deceptions
have, in turn, produced a perception of the Kingdom that misses its most important tense:
the present tense. We have no doubt that the Kingdom existed yesterday. We also look
forward to the Kingdom that is coming tomorrow, but we do not believe in the kingdom
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of God for today.”73 For a Christian in the workplace—whether they are selling,
manufacturing, or marketing a product—seeing the Kingdom in the here and now should
have an impact, no matter what their job description is. Milgore says, “Whatever one’s
job or profession, as a Christian one is called to be a partner in God’s mission in the
world.”74 This should give believers great hope in not just what is to be upon final
glorification of their bodies and the world, but in the journey to get there—and in their
own vocational purpose in the process.
Defining Church
Much like with the Kingdom God, there are differing opinions on how to explain
church. Erickson says, “Part of this misunderstanding results from the multiple usages of
the term church. Sometimes it is used with respect to an architectural structure, a
building. Frequently it is used to refer to a particular body of believers.”75 At a general
level, Jesus shows us in Matthew (16:18, 18:17) that “The Church exists to bring the
kingdom of God to Earth.”76 But how is that interpreted at a more detailed level?
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Church Is Universal—Made Up of Christ and His Believers
From Paul’s letters, it could be interpreted that the Church is the body of believers
on earth.77 Swindol and Zuck say, “No metaphor of the church links Christians to Jesus
Christ more clearly than the term ‘the body of Christ.’”78 This is illustrated in Romans
12:5 (“so in Christ we who are many form one body”), in Colossians 1:18 (“he is the
head of the body, the church,”), and Ephesians 1:22 (“And God placed all things under
his feet and appointed him to be head over everything for the church.”). Not departing
from this macro-perspective, but incorporating a slightly more balanced standpoint that
potentially deepens the definition of church, are Paul’s comments in the first chapter of
Corinthians. In these passages (1 Cor. 12:12-31), it shows the believing body—with
Christ at the head—working together in unison, and with diverse gifts, to help the group
flourish.79
Church as a Building
There is an argument to be made to go to an even more micro, and local,
definition of church. Paul hints about parochial church structure in Galatians 1:2: “To the
churches in Galatia.”80 From this, many Christians have gleaned that the church
exclusively means a local congregation (as opposed to a larger denomination or society).
Granted, there are multiple examples of assemblies of Christ-followers meeting in
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specific locales in Jerusalem, Rome, Ephesus, Colossae, Philippi, and many other
locations; and there are granular examples of people meeting in homes for the purpose of
gathering to worship Christ (i.e., Philemon’s house, Chloe’s house, Nympha’s house).81
But this is a limiting perspective when a survey of the New Testament is done. Stanley
says, “An ekklesia [church] was simply a gathering or an assembly of people called out
for a specific purpose. Ekklesia never referred to a specific place, only a specific
gathering.”82 Centuries after the initial church was launched, though, when we think of
“church”, we think of “building.” From this, because many Christians define “Church”
only in the building or in a holy huddle, it “has resulted in a Church that is confined and
centripetal rather than dynamic and expansive like the Kingdom of what Jesus spoke.”83
This is partially due to poor translations of the original Greek text. As Stanley
says, “The word church is not a translation from the Greek. It is a substitution for the
Greek. And a bad one at that. The German term kirche and the Greek term ekklesia refer
to two very different ideas. A kirche is a location. An ekklesia is a purposeful gathering
of people.”84 Going to a church building can certainly be a gathering of people that are
purposeful about being the Body of Christ, but too much of the definition of “church” has
been attributed to a building and its contents. Silvoso says, “As long as we believe that
the Church was born between four walls, we will always need four walls to have a
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church, a concept that will lead us to confuse the church building with the Church, the
ekklesia.”85
Church Is Universal, and Local
Based on the definition of “church” today, it is doubtful that “church” may
completely circle back to the original definition. But both meanings of church can be
good if we see the two definitions as an integrated plan of conducting church. “The word
church may refer to the church universal, that is, all believers in the present era. And it
also refers to a specific local body or group of believers meeting in one place.”86 Milgore
summarizes this when he says,
In the New Testament the church (ecclesia, “assembly” or “congregation”) refers
to the new community of believers gathered to praise and serve God in the power
of the Holy Spirit in response to the gospel of the ministry, death and resurrection
of Jesus Christ. The word “church” can designate either local assemblies of
Christians or the universal church community.87
What This Integrated Definition of Church Means for Work
If the local church is meant to be salt and light outside of a building, then it would
stand to reason that a primary touch point would be on mission in one’s job. Nelson says,
“God designed the local church to be a transformed people scattered in their various
vocational callings throughout the week.”88 As Christians bring their faith to work, the
image of God is on display for a secular community that doesn’t know Christ. Their job
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will be a platform for evangelism. The New Testament shows that as the disciples
progressed further and more vehemently into their mission to bring the Kingdom to earth,
“the marketplace became central to the Church’s activities, especially evangelistic
endeavors.”89 This was the case 2,000 years ago, and this principle still holds true today.
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CHAPTER 4:
SOCIOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL FOUNDATIONS
The Impact of Postmodernism
The Church’s impact in the U.S. recently follows a steady downward trend. Pew
Research found in “an extensive new survey of more than 35,000 U.S. adults… that the
percentages who say they believe in God, pray daily and regularly go to church or other
religious services all have declined modestly in recent years.”1 The General Social
Survey finds that the Protestant share of the population fell from 62% in 1990 to 48% in
2014.2 Barna reports, “Over recent years we’ve seen the percentage of Americans who
qualify as post-Christian steadily rise: from 37 percent of U.S. adults in 2013 to 44
percent in 2018.”3 The impact of postmodernism is far-reaching; there are strong
indicators that this is a global shift in culture. The World Council of Churches states the
challenges that the Christian faith is facing in today’s fluid world thus: “We have
witnessed the decline of Christianity in Western Europe and North America, its
exponential growth in the majority world, and the new challenges posed by secularism,
postmodernity, globalization, religious pluralism, atheism and forms of religious
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fundamentalism.”4 The following subsections will look at each of these influences in
more detail.
Secularism
The aforementioned trends have been developing for a long time—and much of
this has to do with secularism. Veith says, “One of the consequences of ‘modernity,’ that
secularizing frame of mind that has been dominant in the culture from the Enlightenment
to the last century, has been to drain any trace of God—even any trace of meaning—from
the objective world.”5 Furthermore, the Christian body has abdicated responsibility in
arresting the decline and turning the trends around.
Secularization has also had an impact on Christianity in the workplace. Ballor
says:
Where the medieval church placed specifically religious vocations at the top of
the moral hierarchy, our contemporary world leaves room for such special
vocations but largely identifies vocation with worldly endeavors. These worldly
endeavors, however, are secularized not only in that they are separated from
religious institutions but also and more fundamentally in that they are separated
from theology, from God.6
This will impact how the believer integrates their Christian faith in the workplace.
Which, in turn, will have an impact for the overall witness of Christian faith within
secular workplaces in the United States. Wessman says, “One may wonder then, whether
these aspects of American culture [e.g. liberalism, individualism] which can detract from
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the formation of Christians within a particular narrative, are detrimental to even the
possibility of witness.”7
By not arresting the trajectory of increasing secularization, it is likely Christianity
in North America will continue to decline in its influence. Pew Research states, “the
trends among the religiously unaffiliated segment of the population look more like
secularization. Not only have the unaffiliated grown in size, they also have become less
religious over time.”8 Looking deeper at the current situation, it appears the decline has
hastened and even become critical; in North America, Christians are finding themselves
in a culture that has rapidly become unchurched.9
Pluralism
Pluralism in the U.S. has also had a negative impact on Christianity. Husberger
says, “Living in a post-Christian and pluralist society has sent shock waves through the
psyche of our churches, shaking loose our long-accustomed security in the heritage of
Christendom.”10 Pluralization has been growing for centuries and should have the
Christian church in crisis mode. The negative changes over the past ten years show a
significant increase in polarizing worldviews of Christianity and pluralism:
Tolerance is the word of the day—and while tolerance is certainly a beneficial
virtue in a pluralistic society where we must find a way to live alongside one
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another, walking the fine line between tolerance and one’s convictions is a
difficult challenge for many Christians.11
The fight for greater tolerance is at least partially due to the Church showing
intolerance toward non-Christian beliefs and giving an impression of judgment and
narrow-mindedness. Bergler says, “Many emerging adults have been influenced by
negative views of the church and Christians. They are sensitive to ways that Christians
have not lived up to their own ideals and will need help finding ways to love the church
despite its flaws.”12 This is not just the perception of non-believers who have been
evangelized, but also for the evangelizer who has had negative experiences with sharing
the Good News. Dunaetz says, “Most Christians who have tried to share the gospel with
others, especially with those who are unreceptive, know that it can be very awkward,
even painful, to explain mankind’s need for salvation and God’s provision through Jesus
Christ to those who refuse to believe.”13 When evangelizing, the Christian can feel
pretentious because of their moral beliefs, that they have to hurry through their comments
before they lose the skeptic’s attention, or that they are fighting to win an argument.14
This feeling, and experience, can lead the Christian to be averse to sharing the Gospel.
There is a concern that they are hurting someone’s beliefs or feelings when they try to
talk about the Good News. Yet the fear of offending someone by talking about Jesus is
exaggerated in many believers’ minds and, actually, the skeptic is probably more
receptive than the Christian perceives. Dunaetz says, “In accord with this pattern, many
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Christians may tell themselves that non-Christians do not want to hear the gospel,
although they would willingly admit that they themselves were glad to hear it.”15 This
overstated need for tolerance may lead to ineffective evangelism in a pluralistic world.
Relativism
To a large extent, our country has always been about the individual. Yet the
individual was protected based on larger communal and universal rights (i.e., freedom of
religion, freedom of speech, etc.). Today, however, individualism has morphed into
extreme relativism: “Many emerging adults hold various forms of ‘soft relativism’ when
it comes to religious and moral truths.”16 Before the explosion of postmodernism, and the
recent arrival of post-Christianity, Christian and biblical principles permeated the
Western world in society, economics, and politics. Today, however, as Tennett says,
“The postmodern context is marked by a collapse of all grand narratives. Postmodernism
marks the movement away from claims to objectivity and a greater emphasis on
fragmented forms and discontinuous narratives. In short, the very notion of truth as Truth
has begun to collapse.”17 If the Church is not talking about relativism—and is not
equipping her congregations to evangelize against this cultural force—then the Church
has a body of believers who are not properly armed to engage a subjective-truth culture.
Oftentimes, it’s not a complete departure from spirituality, rather a departure from a
mainline religion, like evangelical or orthodox Christianity. From this, many of those that
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are non-religious are more apt to piecemeal their way to spirituality, or transcendent
answers, where they are picking from a variety of subjective worldviews.
Carey notes,
It also seems clear to me that the new SBNR [spiritual but not religious]
movement is not primarily an attempt to invent something entirely novel but a
striving after a quality of life and experience already glimpsed within those
traditions without what is seen as excess baggage. This is why the SBNR show an
increased interest in eastern religions, the mystical branches and esoteric doctrines
of established churches, and “spiritual exercises” like meditation or contemplative
prayer.18
This mindset drives non-believers to hand-select different religious principles and tenets,
and then piece them together to make up their own relative truth.
Consumerism
Closely related to relativism is consumerism, and it has had an abhorrent effect on
Christianity in the world today. Miller says, “Our countless acts of consumption and
evaluation of commodities large and small train us daily to value things out of their
contexts.”19 People pick and choose what works for them—borrowing from a smattering
of consumer choices to make their own. Berry says, “Western society teaches us to be
consumers above all, to measure everything against our untrammelled right to choose
from a seemingly unlimited range of possibilities.”20 It has become the tail wagging the
dog; appetite, desire, and consumption drive our life, instead of a life founded on
objective values driving appetites and consumptive desires. This, unfortunately, has also
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permeated Christian circles, where believers want Christianity to be easy. They want their
faith to be consumable for their particular appetites and lives, and this has an impact on
the Body of Christ living out orthodox beliefs:
Postmodernism’s emphasis on the autonomy of personal choices has further
pushed the church toward a full acceptance of marketing strategies for attracting
new believers, business models for long-term planning, and a general
entertainment orientation because in this new world the “consumer is king.” Once
the gospel must be made “fun,” there is little room for the prophetic imagination,
the cost of discipleship, and the call to repentance.21
Today, Christianity gives an impression for the believer that their faith is of
substance, but in reality it is a facade that protects the deeper drive to consume and feed
worldly appetites.22 And the machine needs to continue to feed the machine. The typical
person’s appetite for consumption has put them on a crash course to not only keep what
they have obtained materially, but also to keep trying to get more, and more, and more:
“With social identity and class location in constant, competitive flux, everyone must
constantly struggle to maintain their own social location.”23 The “machine” is further
fueled by corporations advertising via media, journalism, and the news, which is creating
more options. Therefore, Christianity’s influence is on the decline, and worldly
consumerism is on the incline. American consumers may think that the vast array of
consumer choices are a good thing for them, and will make them happy, but the opposite
is true. Berry says, “The prospect of endless choice has not, however, made the present
generation happier, but more anxious.”24
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The Younger Generation
This is particularly the case for the younger generation, Gen Z. Berry says, “In an
increasingly secular society, without the consolation of religious faith, young people are
left to find meaning in this exercise of consumer choice.”25 This comes at an enormous
cost, though. Andy Stanley asks, “What is the faith of the next generation worth? What is
the faith of your children worth? Your grandchildren?”26 Millennials, no longer the
youngest generation—but still in the younger overall population of the U.S.—have had
years of postmodernism analysis conducted on their population, and the results are
disturbing. Millennial nones are walking away from the faith they grew up with, the faith
of their parents—in record numbers.27 Yet this is not creating freedom and peace for
those who walk away. As the younger generations turn away from religion, they are filled
with a higher level of anxiety and worry, often exacerbated by the fact that consumerism,
relativism, and secularism are bombarding them on social media.28 Further, the divide
between the younger generations and Christianity continues to grow because of their
perception of orthodoxy and scripture. Twenty-seven percent of millennial non-Christians
believe “the Bible is a dangerous book of religious dogma used for centuries to oppress
people.”29
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This goes beyond postmodernism for future generations, to where Gen Z is the
first “truly post-Christian generation”30 in history. Barna says,
Many in Generation Z, more than in generations before them, are a spiritual blank
slate. They are drawn to things spiritual, but their starting point is vastly different
from previous generations, many of whom received a basic education on the Bible
and Christianity. The worldview of Gen Z, by contrast, is truly post-Christian.
They were not born into a Christian culture, and it shows. 31
Gen Z, born between 1999 and 2015, are numerically the largest population in the
country.32 Also, they are the most ethnically and racially diverse generation this nation
has had.33 Eventually, when they become the largest working adult population, they
won’t just influence culture—they will become it.34 Gen Z is about equality, societal
causes, and social justice.35 They are extremely tolerant, which is brought about largely
by a societal increase in pluralism. Gen Z would go so far to say a lack of tolerance is a
rejection of the person: “If you don’t affirm, you don’t accept.”36
Herein lies a big problem—many Gen Z people find that the Church is antithetical
to their gravitation toward tolerance, social justice, and equality. Bock and Del Rosario
say, “Younger people often perceive the church as too internally focused. Some wonder
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how well their local church is living out the messages they hear each week.”37 An even
bigger problem is that many churches don’t understand Gen Z, their inclinations toward
tolerance, and their doubts toward absolute credos, beliefs, and Christian tenets. Irene
Cho from Fuller Seminary, quoted in Barna’s Gen Z research, says, “research shows that
churches sometimes, whether intentionally or not, present a predominantly legalistic
gospel that young people translate into a checklist of do’s and don’ts.”38 To combat this
Gen Z mindset, the church responds with platitudes and theology instead of empathy and
understanding. Thus Christianity becomes unappealing, and agnosticism and atheism are
alluring:
Atheism in this broad-spectrum sense has many draws. For some, a perceived
moral independence seems inviting. That is, living with self-imposed restrictions
rather than acknowledging objective moral values and duties. Others may have an
emotional response that makes accepting theism difficult—especially in light of
personal tragedies or the evil and suffering so common in the news today. Many
feel profoundly hurt by Christians or a local church. That makes those who are
atheists or agnostics after exposure to the church a special category, as they think
they have seen the real thing and have walked away. They may seem particularly
difficult to engage because they are burned over and burned out on the gospel.
Still others may identify as agnostic because they feel uncomfortable suggesting a
given religion or worldview is wrong. Ultimately, most atheists and agnostics
have other concerns beyond intellectual questions about God’s existence.39
As the nones, agnostics, or atheists have kids, fewer children in the U.S. are being
introduced to religion—let alone Christian discipleship. Thiesen and Wilkins-Laflamme
say,
fewer and fewer children receive any religious socialization during their formative
years. Fewer step foot in a place of worship, even for special occasions, and less
and less receive any form of religious education at home, at school, or elsewhere.
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These individuals are then much more likely to remain nonaffiliated as adults, for
example, not even considering religion as a possible place to turn to for comfort
in times of hardship later in life.40
This has resulted in “the percentage of Gen Z that identifies as atheist [being] double that
of [older] U.S. adults.”41 For the minority of the Gen Z population who do go to church
(which is on a drastic decline), they find little value in church—nor find true significance
what the church is about.42 Not to overstate the correlation, but a sobering data point is
that the rates of anxiety, depression, and feeling isolated from deep community have
skyrocketed compared to previously studied generations.43
Tying It All Together
Simply put, secularism, pluralism, relativism, and consumerism have permeated
the core of culture and society—and our country’s youngest generations illuminate this
both quantitatively and qualitatively. Christianity has continued to get pushed to the
periphery: “Virtually everything in culture is moving the squishy center to the secularists’
side. Today, if asked about their religion, people in the center say they’re nothing,
because that’s the cultural thing to say.”44 This is hard to accept for the Christian, no
matter their denomination. Many Christians have been desperately fighting, clawing, and
screaming for their hardline and niched agenda (whether the agenda is highly
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conservative, highly progressive, or neo-Anabaptist).45 Due to their heated rhetoric, the
“Jesus speak” will not land with the core of culture and society, which doesn’t have a
Christian worldview. Hunter says, “God talk is certainly possible within the framework
of the church, but outside religious community it has little or no resonance at all.”46 So
whether the hard right says, “God wants us to win back the nation,” or the hard left says,
“God wants us to liberate the oppressed in the nation,” or the neo-Anabaptist says, “God
says avoid the nation,” the comment will have zero impact with the non-believer. This
puts the Church at a deficit with its evangelical message.
The Church Has Failed in its Mission to Equip
Work and Faith Gap
There is a bifurcation between work and faith. Oftentimes the pulpit on Sundays
stops at celebrating volunteer work within the four walls of the church building, or
highlights wins regarding international missions, where people are praised for either
funding global missions, or for answering the missionary call by going abroad. Certainly,
all of these things should be discussed and celebrated. Yet there is a huge gap in
celebrating the wins around secular work, and what God is doing through someone in
their place of vocational work. In Kingdom Calling, the authors claim, “In nothing has
the church so lost Her hold on reality as in Her failure to understand and respect the
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secular vocation.”47 There is a lack of understanding not only that God sees vocational
work as a calling in and of itself (that work is worship),48 but that the local workplace is
full of potential missionaries who are ready to evangelize the nonbeliever. However the
church is largely immobile in mindset and action when it comes to having a robust
theology around work and not being equipped for workplace evangelism, in large part,
falls on the shoulders of the pastoral staff. Forster and Oostenbrink claim,
The point is that millions of faithful Christians across the world are inadequately
nurtured and supported within the local congregation with a robust theology of
discipleship and mission in the world of work. Even fewer are adequately
supported, nurtured and equipped for faithful mission and discipleship in the
world of work itself. A great gap exists between what takes place on Sunday or
within the ambit of the local congregation, and what members do with the rest of
their time.49
This has been a problem for centuries.
The History of the Gap
To understand the work and faith gap, one has to understand the history of
Christianity and the Church. Dallas Willard says, “The division of professing Christians
into those for whom it is a matter of whole-life devotion to God and those who maintain a
consumer, or client, relationship to the church has now been an accepted reality for over
fifteen hundred years.”50 To this day, there is false thinking for Christians around “my
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faith” and “the rest of my life.” Faith is compartmentalized from all other aspects of one’s
life. Roels emboldens this claim:
These assumptions about work lasted well into the European Middle Ages,
affecting the whole of western Christendom. In many ways, the organization of
monastic communities grew from these earlier assumptions. It was considered
best to separate the holy callings of the monk and the nun, vocations close to God,
from everyday maintenance in medieval fiefdoms.51
This was not just a lack of spiritual formation for hundreds of years that helped inflict
damage on work and faith integration, but it went so far as to where clergy helped form
an inaccurate biblical understanding of calling and vocation being intertwined. Roels
says, “In some monasteries, religious work was defined as tending the soul by
contemplating God. Meanwhile, the serfs provided for society's material needs. In such a
framework, the church easily positioned the tenant farmer, baker, merchant, and banker
as those devoid of God’s call.”52
The bifurcation of work and faith, a centuries-old problem, has become an
epidemic for the larger Church in modern times. Churches today lack saints who
understand work/faith integration and evangelism in the marketplace—the importance of
it, the calling and command to do this, and the influence they can have with their
unbelieving coworker, and this inaccurate theology of work has been largely architected
by the clergy. For those who do have a more heartfelt, and accurate, theology of work, it
is usually the laity (although small in number) who understands and wants to do
something about it. As Willard points out, this “is why in most settings disciple making is
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regarded as something to be handled by para-church organizations or possibly theological
schools, not the local church itself.”53
The Church Must Equip
Briefly revisiting Ephesians 4 and the church’s responsibility to equip the
saints/laity, Sherman and Hendricks claim, “The laity is responsible for getting God’s
work done, while the clergy are responsible for preparing these workers to get His work
done.”54 When it comes to evangelism in the workplace, it is a both/and—the church
equips the lay leader, and the lay leader does outreach in their place of work. As Prill
says, “The church must make sure that the whole people of God are trained, encouraged
and empowered to share the good news.”55 This should be a ministry shared by all in the
church—with teaching and curriculum being led by pastors, elders, and deacons, and the
congregation taking that equipping into the secular workplace to effectively spread the
Good News. Abraham says, “The central task of a theology of evangelism is to provide a
clear and credible account of the ministry of evangelism that will foster and illuminate
responsible evangelistic practices by the Christian church and its agents in the modern
world.”56
When pastors get together to discuss this, theologically and academically, they
would agree with the concept. Sherman says, “God calls church leaders to the work of
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equipping the saints for ministry (Ephesians 4). I’ve never met a clergy person who
disagreed with that.”57 In practice, though, this is not happening at the local church.
Sherman and Hendricks state, “Most Christian teachings are on religious matters, but
little speaks directly to the workplace.”58 Granted, many sermon topics can be indirectly
applied to all aspects of life, including the workplace. However, pulpit topics that have
direct correlation to the workplace are anemic. This is not just anecdotal; data supports
this trend as well. Sherman goes on, “Fewer than 10% of regular church-goers, surveys
say, can remember the last time their pastor preached on the topic of work.”59
Some Reasons for Understanding the Work and Faith Gap
There are some understandable reasons for not equipping the saints to integrate
work and faith. What happens on Sunday is important, yet churches shy away from
ministries involving the workplace because they fear supporting vocational stewardship,
thinking this will pull volunteers away from Sunday if they are focused on vocational
laity activities—a fear that, essentially, the church/Sunday work won’t get done.60
Evangelism has been reduced to dashboards of church attendance, tithing, and other
ancillary Sunday volunteer activities. Again, these are all important aspects of church, but
they are not at the forefront of evangelizing a post-Christian culture that is not coming to
the church building. The avoidance of a robust theology of work and missional mindset is
contrary to what a Christ-centered life, and evangelism, is about. Issler says,
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More than half of Jesus’ parables employed a work context in the main storyline
to teach truths about God and kingdom living (25 of 37 parables, 68%). This
emphasis might raise the question, What percentage of our illustrations in
sermons and class presentations include the work context to teach how theology
connects with contemporary life?61
If pastors are not talking and teaching about work and faith integration, behaviors and
actions will not be manifested in the congregation.
This is exacerbated by a lack of theological equipping from theologians and
seminaries. Sherman says, “The Church generally shies from the topic of work, and our
divinity schools and seminaries are no better.”62 Theological academia has not had
marketplace ministry in the forefront of its equipping and development of professional
clergy,63 so downstream from this will be a laity that is ill-equipped to integrate their faith
in the workplace. Oxford seminarian David Miller would even say that divinity schools
have “moved away from constructive theological engagement and ecclesiastical support
of those called to vocations in the business sphere.”64 In addition to seminaries not
teaching in depth on work and faith, they are not teaching in depth about evangelism. As
Prill declares, “A church cannot afford to have its future ministers trained at universities
or church seminaries without having received any training in mission and evangelism.”65
Work and faith separation has permeated the larger Church, and the laity are not
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connecting the dots between the pulpit on Sunday and their normal work life Monday
through Friday.
Understanding the Evangelism Gap
In addition to the gap between work and faith integration, evangelism is not being
taught to the laity with the energy needed for the laity to be equipped in the world to
reach the unbeliever.66 In Jesus’ final directive to his followers recorded in Matthew
28:18-20, he delegated to his followers the message of who he was and what his rescue
mission was for, and directed them to carry forth this message to the world.67 The Great
Commission is as much about evangelism as discipleship. Dunaetz says, “Evangelism is
an essential aspect of the Great Commission (Mt 28:19-20) because it provides the
starting point for a life of discipleship.”68 His followers obeyed his command, and the
early gospel movement exploded—prior to orthodox Christianity being established, and
prior to modernity. If this happened once, it stands to reason that Christianity can grow
exponentially again in a postmodern world.69
Yet in current times, not only has this directive lost fervor in the Church, but most
Christ-followers do not even know of the commandment that helped birth the ancient
Church. “One of Barna’s most surprising findings of recent years is the fact that 51% of
Christian churchgoers say they have never heard of the concept of the Great Commission,
reflecting a huge gap in awareness of one of the fundamental callings of every Christian:
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to make disciples.”70 A lack of knowledge around Jesus’ greatest command to bring the
Gospel to the lost is certainly part of the inefficacy around evangelism for Christians.
There is another part of the equation when it comes to the lack of evangelizing, too:
“Nearly half of Millennial practicing Christians say it is wrong to evangelize.”71 This
goes beyond sensibilities around discussing faith with non-believers—instead, there is a
large part of the Christian body with a conscious objection to having the discussion
altogether.
There is further reasoning, however, why Christians won’t share their faith.
Dunaetz says, “Essentially, Christianity is widely depicted on social media as bad news.
The exception to this pattern is those social media, such as Facebook, that filter by
political or religious content and create an echo-chamber effect, where the user is
primarily exposed to people who share his or her worldview.”72 So Christians have a bad
rap with non-Christians when looking at the most influential media in the modern era, or
they are avoided altogether because of social media algorithms. This leads to less
interaction and less Gospel sharing: “The ubiquitous criticism of Christianity amplifies
the fear of rejection associated with sharing the gospel, both online and in person.”73 It is
what Tim Keller discusses when he mentions dualism; that is, Christians—who are called
to love sinners—avoid non-Christians because hanging out with them means they could
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be contaminated by sin.74 It also could be that Christians are not equipped to have
meaningful exchanges about faith with people of a different faith. Barna reports that
maybe Christians don’t have “the conversational skills necessary to talk meaningfully
about faith.”75 Believers should be teachable and curious about the skeptic’s doubts and
unbelief—not to win an argument, but to create an atmosphere of warm dialogue and
mutual respect. Bock and Del Rosario say, “Rather than approaching engagement and
apologetics exclusively as a debate or a lecture, however, asking good questions and
drawing people out generally results in a more open, less defensive conversation.”76
Unfortunately, the opposite tends to happen. Out of all people groups in the Barna study,
“Evangelicals have the highest self-reported levels of conversational barriers; that is, they
struggle to have natural and normal conversations with people who are very different
from themselves.”77 The next section will explore some of the missing relational
components to effective evangelism, but the point to be made now is that Christians in
the workplace are not engaging their unbelieving coworkers in a deep and intentional
manner.
If skeptics, for the most part, are not going to step foot into a church, and
Christians in the workplace will not evangelize their unbelieving coworkers—or even
connect with their unbelieving coworkers in any deep way—how will the unbelievers
come to know the Gospel? Evangelism cannot effectively happen if conversation is not
occurring. Little says, “The first cultural condition of concern is the serious decline in
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conversation skills, which has led to the avoidance of face-to-face conversation and
proper understanding of community. This reveals a radical change in social activity that
once re-enforced our humanness.”78 If church leadership isn’t teaching the theology of
evangelism, vision-casting the Great Commission and the continuation of Acts, and, more
importantly, giving practical handles for how to reach unbelievers in one’s sphere-ofinfluence (i.e., the workplace), the church will continue to lose its narrative in the world.
Espinoza says,
The church is in partnership with God in this process through the proclamation of
the gospel, evangelism, discipleship, and missions. Thus, it figures that
theologically the pastor needs to emphasize Christian practices aimed at bringing
more embodied shape to the tasks of preaching, discipleship, and evangelism.
Equipping the body through these areas needs to take shape.79
As important, it is not just the pastor teaching the congregants about evangelism, but it is
discipling congregational leaders (i.e., small group leaders) in the deepest way around
evangelism, so they can equip to the small group members they shepherd.80
There is a need for the local church to embrace a biblical theology of
evangelism—for each Christian to understand the centrality of being missional, of being
a witness for Christ, and of being an evangelist in their daily walk in the world. As
Forster and Oostenbrink say,
If the church were to rediscover and adopt such a view of mission, it would
necessitate that Christians are prepared, equipped and inspired for ministries of
service, transformation and influence in a variety of contexts in society. Being a
teacher, doctor or lawyer could be a vocation of service, an act of ministry where
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the kingdom of God is established through the presence and work of the scattered
church membership throughout the week.81
The Work and Faith Movement Trying to Fill the Gap
Much of what is captured in the historical account of the faith and work
movement shows a frustrated laity that has not been supported by church staff and clergy;
from this, the marketplace lay leader has gone out, largely on their own, and created paraministry after para-ministry trying to fill the gap left by a non-equipping church.82 What
often happens is a congregant approaches their pastor about wanting to have more
pastoral and church support in regards to integrating their work and faith—not just for
them personally, but for the larger congregation. Yet the pastor does not meet the lay
leader with excitement and support. Oftentimes, the response is, “Nice idea. You go take
care of that since you are passionate about it.” Or, as troubling, it is reflected that a work
and faith ministry is peripheral to the perceived core mission of the church—worship on
Sunday. What is most stunning about some research around this, however, is the
difference in perception between pastors and their congregations: Lay leaders think
pastors do not understand the complexities in the marketplace for a Christian, and pastors
think that they understand their congregation way better than they actually do.83 The
higher a pastor makes it within the hierarchy of the church organization, the more
disconnected they become to the realities of work and faith integration in the
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marketplace.84 The result is churches and pastors are unlikely to launch a marketplace
ministry. Theologian and seminarian David Miller says because of this, “most FAW
[faith at work] initiatives and special-purpose groups have formed outside the authority,
involvement, or impetus of the institutional church.”85
Lay leadership taking the charge on a faith and work integration movement has
certainly resulted in many successes. Most of the books on spirituality at work are not
written by theologians and pastors, but by Christians in the marketplace. Hundreds of
para-ministries have been created, and still exist, because of the efforts of the workplace
Christians.86 Most para-ministries have impact at the local level, but there are even some
with a global footprint.
Yet despite the numerical growth of para-ministries focused on the workplace, the
movement has lacked macro-level mission, vision, and strategy. Further, there has been
lackluster advocacy and encouragement from pastoral staff to the workplace Christian
because of the traditions of secular and sacred division.87 Going further, some paraministries have not only lacked collaboration with the local church, but have lacked
collaboration among each other. They have seen each other as competitors since they are
serving in the same space with a fundraising and/or fee-for-service component.
Furthermore, many of the para-ministries have different niches that they deem more
important than others (i.e., evangelism, excellence at work, social justice and reform).88
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Denominationally, there are only two groups, according to Miller’s research,
which have vigorous elements that have helped contribute to the faith and work
movement over the past number of decades: the Evangelical Lutheran Church, and the
Mennonite Economic Development Associates.89 Some research that some local
congregations, and non-denominational megachurches, are becoming more formally
involved to better equip and serve their congregations around workplace evangelism,90
but comparatively few churches back the work and faith movement when looking at the
church landscape across the U.S.
From a macro perspective, taking into consideration the Church has been around
for 2,000 years, the work and faith movement is relatively new. Luther, and the
Reformation, certainly made enormous strides in eradicating the idea that clergy were
more holy than non-clergy,91 but a bona fide work and faith movement has only been in
existence since the late nineteenth century.92 That’s less than 150 years, and this
movement, as previously stated, has been largely conducted by the laity, who are
responding to churches that are too focused on Sunday. So from the lack of response
from church leadership, the “business community is itself responding to the SundayMonday gap,”93 but even those efforts have been underway for a small amount of time
when looking at the history of the Church. A work and faith para-ministry spin-off is not
the most effective means to discipleship; rather, the biggest push in this movement needs
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to be church-based discipleship.94 Instead of outsourcing marketplace ministry, keep faith
and work programming in the church, and have it not be an ancillary ministry but part of
the core teaching and equipping within the congregation. With his church in New York
City, Reverend Keller says: “Our goal has been to model our conviction that vocational
life is essential to being fully human in a biblical sense. Churches need to embrace the
whole person—the married or single person, the healthy or ill person, the person at work
and the person at home.”95 What better way to turn the tide against centuries of a sacred
and secular divide than for the pastoral staff to formally support and equip their
congregation around work and faith integration?
Modern-Day Evangelism Is Missing the Mark
Evangelism has a human component, in that Christ-followers are called by God to
do something (Matthew 28:19-20), but “salvation comes from the Lord.”96 Anthony
Cook of Lutheran Hour Ministries captures this intersection:
First, we can remind ourselves what exactly it is we are called by God to do. We
are not called to convince, cajole or convert. We are simply called, as 1 Peter
3:15–16 states, to revere Christ as Lord and be prepared to gently and respectfully
give the reason for the hope that lies within us. That’s it. The more we free
ourselves from false responsibility of “converting others,” the less fearful and
hesitant we can be.97
But what is the believer’s part as they are moving forward in evangelism, and, equally, if
not more, important, what does the skeptic need in those engagements?
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Qualities the Skeptic Wants to See in Evangelism
Non-believers look for multiple qualities when engaging a believer about faith.
First, “The top qualities they would look for in a person with whom to talk about faith are
‘listens without judgment’ (62%) and ‘does not force a conclusion’ (50%).”98 In other
words, skeptics look for a level playing field in a conversation, rather than a one-sided
presentation of facts or opinions. People want to be encouraged and enticed toward the
Gospel, not forced. When a believer does not have a hard agenda toward conversion, but
is patient and winsome in their approach, the skeptic is much more likely to be drawn
into ongoing conversation.99 Paul understood this as well as anyone: “Far from pressuring
his hearers, he tried to encourage and persuade them to believe.”100
Another thing that skeptics want is a better reputation of the Christian faith.101 If
the somewhat tarnished character of the Christian Church were to be more positive, nonbelievers would more warmly receive it. Wessman says, “The personal character of
witness provides a helpful response to a culture of seekers.”102 When a believer is acting
on what they are preaching (i.e., love, peace, joy, patience), the skeptic will see
congruency, the reputation of Christians will improve, and they will be more drawn to
Jesus. Of course nobody is perfect—and the Christian is sure to act incongruently with
their faith and witness. When this happens, the non-believer wants to see Christians admit
it. Healy says, “The best way for us to navigate this situation [personal failures and
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shortcomings] is to be honest, to disavow any kind of triumphalism and to admit the
Church is filled with fallen human beings. We are truly a hospital for sinners.”103
Skeptics will be drawn to the Christian who possesses both boldness of faith in Christ,
combined with the humility of their own brokenness.104
What Skeptics Actually Experience
But what the non-Christian wants to experience when interacting with a Christian
about Christianity, and what they actually experience, are vastly different things: The
church reputation struggles “with the great indictments the world lays at the feet of the
church, such as judgmentalism, hypocrisy, anti-intellectualism, a perceived lack of
tolerance, and legalism.”105 Barna shows when it comes to listening without judgment,
and not forcing a conclusion, only a minority of non-believers surveyed would say that
Christians actually possess those qualities.106
The negative reputation of Christianity is also influenced by infighting between
Christians; non-Christians observe Christians heavily debating over both doctrinal and
practical matters, which becomes an aversion to the Gospel.107 Bengston says, “we saw
many examples of family members switching identifications over generations, from
humanistic to agnostic to atheist to ‘spiritual but not religious.’ What was common was a
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rejection of organized religion, a skepticism toward theism, and a concern for humanistic
values being passed down across generations.”108 In short, non-believers need to see a
harmonious match in word and deed from the everyday life of a believer for evangelism
efforts to be effective.109 Approaching evangelism efforts with a focus on trying to “fix,”
or “convert,” the non-Christian only exacerbates the poor reputation of the evangelical
Christian. Jones says,
An agenda-driven, score-keeping Christian is the easiest thing to sniff out. Most
of our seeming inauthenticity comes from the impression that we are keeping
score—waiting to notch our belt if someone accepts Christ. Or we give off the
impression that the person we’re “presenting evidence” to is not as acceptable to
us as they would be if they came to faith. That can make people feel like we are
insincere or untrustworthy.110
To be clear, a Christian witness does not have to be perfect, but strong congruency in
espoused values and displayed behavior is important.
Theology Vs. Methodology
Assuming the proposed theological premises around evangelism are correct in
chapter 2, the statement can be made that theology is non-negotiable. That is, the gospel
has not changed—it remains the truth of what God is all about, who Jesus is, and what he
has come to accomplish in the world. The approach to evangelism, however, is
negotiable—and Christians cannot assume what a skeptic wants to hear. Little says,
“some of the time-tested theistic arguments may not be as persuasive today as in the past.
In this case, we must learn to confront humanity with truth but in a way that recognizes
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the true nature of mankind and uses reality as the assayer of one’s beliefs.”111 What
worked previously will not necessarily work now, or in the future—especially in this
post-Christian world. Tennent says, “These [postmodern times] will inevitably force
faithful Christians to become far more articulate about what constitutes genuine Christian
identity.”112
Much of what we have thought about the “approach” to evangelism was given to
us—with good intentions—but in today’s world, this approach has become obsolete. As
Stanley says, “The approach to preaching most of us saw modeled and, consequently,
unwittingly inherited is perfectly designed for a culture that no longer exists.”113 The
agenda-driven, talk-track, sinner’s prayer method is ineffective: both with non-believers
and with believers. Onyinah says that the “let me tell you about God method of sharing
faith is perceived as wrong, even among Christians, because there is a lack of
understanding of how to evangelize in a way that is not pushy or offensive.”114 How
effective one is at evangelizing has more to do with how they engage their friends,
neighbors, and co-workers, and has less to do with their theology.115 While knowing what
we believe is important, having an approach that fosters trust with those who think
differently than we do is more important.116 This is even more significant today as people
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live among others from different backgrounds who may practice religions with divergent
values. Having a conversation about faith with a non-believer without being mindful of
these factors will damage one’s influence with them.117 Pastor Tim Cooper, from North
Point Ministries, says,
This behooves us to recognize that there is nothing sacred about the methods we
use. The message is what is unchanging and sacred. We must, as stewards of the
Good News, continually update our methods in order to be effective. In my
experience, however, people have become so attached to methods that they link
them with the message and become unwilling to change or update them. If it is
true that the method trumps the message than we as the Church need to think
carefully about our methods.118
Not only do Christians need to think carefully to be effective, they must rethink the
methods that they use. Stanley boldly claims, “If we’re going to reach the unchurched,
underchurched, dechurched, and postchurched with the gospel in a culture that’s trending
post-Christian, we must rethink our approach. Changing times call for changing
approaches in order to accomplish our unchanging mission of making disciples.”119
This is not a trendy cultural reaction. Changing one’s evangelical methodology is
biblical. Fluegge says, “different apostolic authors vary their message according to their
intended audiences and contexts, whether it be Jews (e.g., Matthew) or Gentiles (e.g.,
Luke).”120 This is not to say that theology, or truth, is not important. It is. The Gospel is
Good News. However, Paul says,
For, though I am free from all persons, I have made myself the slave to all, that I
may gain the most persons. And so to the Jews I became as a Jew, that I might
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gain Jews; to those under law I became as under law, though I myself am not
under law, that I might gain those under law. To those without law I became as
without law, although I am not without law toward God but under law toward
Christ, that I might gain those without law. To the weak I became weak, that I
might gain the weak. I have become all things to people of all sorts, that I might
by all means save some. But I do all things for the sake of the good news, that I
may become a sharer of it with [others] (1 Corinthians 9:19-23).
The apostle Paul saw both bookends—theology (truth) and approach (methodology)—
when it came to evangelism. He embraced both arms of that tension. Paul wanted to
reach everyone with the truth of the Gospel, but he knew it would be difficult to find a
connection with everyone he interacted with. However, he did whatever it took to
connect with the skeptic in his interactions. Paul advanced the Gospel, but he understood
that his approach means as much as anything else. As Stanley says, “Content isn’t
everything. It’s the approach that makes all the difference. Choose the wrong approach
and you create unnecessary resistance. Choose the right approach and everything goes
down easier.”121 This applies to most things in life, and conducting evangelism is no
different.
Relational Evangelism
Relational evangelism is a key approach when it comes to conducting outreach. It
is an approach of intentionality about deep relationships with those who don’t know
Christ. Wagenaar gets tactical when he says, “Believers should make it their practice to
have three to five unbelieving friends and family members for whom they pray
consistently and with whom they seek to cultivate closer relationships.”122 This is not to
turn the friend, or handful of friends, into a conversion project. It is an act of abiding love
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for Jesus as the Christ-follower is loving others: “It is love for Christ that gives endurance
in praying for the unbelievers in our lives. It is this same love that makes us willing to
cultivate stronger relationships with them so that we have opportunities to share the
gospel.”123 Relational evangelism not only applies to the hardcore skeptic, but even for
those who are more open to spirituality or issues of faith:
Overall, settings that prioritize relational interactions tend to be more attractive
than approaches that don’t, even among those who are inclined to spirituality.
Being approached by a street evangelist or with a tract, for example, are
unpopular even with people who are already open to exploring faith—and among
those who are not, such approaches may do more harm than good.124
Relationships, whether evangelizing or discipling, are of primary importance, because
people want trustworthy and impact-laden relationships to help navigate the pressures of
this world.125 This relational approach to evangelism means the evangelizer knows the
person they are evangelizing. In fact,
there is the one type of evangelism that never was out of date, and never will be,
for it was singularly our Lord’s own method: the touch of one life upon another,
spiritual work with individuals, “personal work,” by whatever name you call it,
and in whatever effective way you get it done.126
The more two people know each other, the more both are likely to dive into topics that
may—generally—be a bit sensitive. This includes the topic of faith. As stated in the
Barna study, “most people would choose to have a spiritual conversation with someone
close to them: It just feels less risky to have a substantive, meaningful exchange on a
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tricky topic with someone you already know—and who already knows you.”127 The data
backs this up: 90% of people surveyed who had a big life change as a result of a spiritual
conversation say the conversation was with someone they knew well or very well.128
Therefore, it’s not just relationship that is integral to good evangelism, it is conversation
as well. Rufus Smith says,
it behooves us as Jesus-followers to be more Socratic (engaging in dialog) and
less didactic (giving people advice or information). The relational skill of
conversation, as modeled by Jesus, encourages openness and connection, not only
in gospel sharing but also in every arena of life. It bonds us together, which
creates a rich setting for sharing the gospel.129
When one has a relationship, they can engage in conversation that is authentic, deep, and
meaningful. Even though believers hope their lost friend will come to know Christ, it is
less about an agenda and more about an approach of relationship and discussions. Cooper
elaborates:
The other section of believers approach evangelism from a relational approach.
This is the approach I have come to identify with. This group of people is more
interested in conversation than conversion. This does not mean that they are not
interested in conversion, rather it is the realization that God is in charge of the
conversion process and that we will play whatever part He asks us to play.130
Therefore, a goal for the evangelizer in the marketplace (or anywhere else) cannot
be to “fix” someone, or to turn them into an assignment—with an ultimate goal of
salvation. Instead, as Campbell says, “We are to look at our coworkers, subordinates,
clients, superiors, vendors and owners through the lens that God looks through, and then
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to love, serve, and challenge them to move toward Christ, one step at a time.”131 This is a
process of a loving relationship, with a hope that an unbelieving coworker, friend, or
neighbor finds Christ. When Christians turn the person into a task, they aren’t
evangelizing from a Christ-centric and Gospel-centered perspective. As Sherman and
Hendricks says, “…where the gospel is concerned, we never want to ‘use’ a relationship
as a pretext for evangelism.”132 This will not feel slick when the approach is undergirded
by love, hospitality, and authentic concern for the non-believer. Kevin Palau says in
Reviving Evangelism, “Anything that puts us into genuine relationships with those who
don’t already know Jesus is a good thing. We shouldn’t feel it’s inauthentic to seek
opportunities to ‘use’ such relational connections to share Jesus. If we genuinely believe
our message is good news, isn’t that exactly what we would do?”133 Conversion may
come as a deep relationship evolves; but, even with evangelism, salvation should not take
precedence over a genuine loving relationship. Ultimately, “God takes the initiative and
draws a person into relationships,”134 and He is in command of conversion.
Five Thresholds
Everts and Schaupp of I Once Was Lost propose skeptics typically go through five
thresholds to finding their Christian faith: (1) trusting a Christian; (2) becoming curious;
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(3) opening up to change; (4) seeking after God; and (5) entering the kingdom.135 Rarely
does a non-believer jump from non-belief to justification after hearing strong apologetics,
or a talk-track that mirrors traditional evangelism models; rather, the non-believer moves
through a series of steps toward finding true faith in Jesus Christ. The first threshold,
trusting a Christian, is the most important.136 Without having this foundation, it is highly
unlikely that a non-believer will care to hear what a person of faith has to say about
Christianity. As important for the evangelist to understand is that going through the
thresholds to come to faith takes a lot of time. Reflecting on research that was conducted
around this topic, Abraham says, “careful attention was given to about five hundred
people who had come to faith in recent years. The most pertinent piece of information to
the issue at hand is that the majority of people studied came to faith over a relatively
lengthy period of time.”137 In short, this research of conducting evangelism in a
postmodern world helps the Christian better understand the mindset and journey of a
skeptic—and it has more to do with understanding what the skeptic is going through than
what the believer wants to tell them.
Current “Marketplace Ministry”
Just like the aforementioned principles around not letting one’s theology get in the
way of their approach—and around relational evangelism being paramount to effective
outreach—this also applies specifically to conducting marketplace outreach. Succinctly,
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it should be focused on building trusting relationships with the skeptical coworker
because (1) you love them and (2) God calls you to demonstrate how much Jesus loves
them. Unfortunately, this is not the norm in the Church, and it is also not the norm when
the Body of Christ engages with a non-believing co-working group. What often happens
when Christians are interacting with the non-believing world is an aura of separateness
and pious judgment. Stanley says, “it’s an invisible force, something akin to a
gravitational pull, drawing the church back into a direction of graceless religion and
legalism. It has disguised itself as orthodoxy, holiness, morality and conservatism. But
when all is said and done, the message is the same: The church is for church people.”138
This communicates from the believer to the skeptic that “I don’t love you, and God
doesn’t love you either.”
Altogether, there are inadequate marketplace ministry outreach tools, programs,
and initiatives for the lay leader in the workplace. Very few marketplace ministries are
focused on reaching the unchurched; rather, they are focused on discipling other
Christians—such as workplace Bible studies, Christian executive coaching, and corporate
chaplaincy. Discipleship is important, but the hope is to also have extensive modeling
that builds up the believing body in the marketplace to have a missional focus to reach
those who do not know Jesus Christ. Forster and Oostenbrink claim, “In recent years
there have been some instances of ‘full time’ ministry workers such as corporate
chaplains, working in businesses. However, such workers are very few and far between.
In addition to this, it is questionable whether such practices are missiologically
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responsible and economically sustainable in the world of work.”139 And for the skeptic in
the marketplace, any overt marketplace ministry could be perceived as “church”—which,
in their mind, is something to be avoided. It is possible a dichotomy is being practiced
when the Christian is overt about their faith at work—holding Bible studies, being
preachy, and being pious in interactions with their coworkers.140 Even though there are
good intentions by the Christian to share their faith, it can be perceived by the skeptic as
religious, pushy, and judgmental. The outcome will be Christians in the marketplace
huddling with other Christians, with implications that run counter to outreach and
evangelism. Discussing the program Alpha, Hunt says, “what was particularly
noteworthy was that many so-called guests were already in the church and most attended
on a fairly frequent basis. If so, this was an indication of Alpha's weakness in that it was
failing in its primary aim of reaching the unconverted and unchurched.”141
Plenty of these para-ministries are doing a great work. There is a need for
workplace ministries that disciple other Christians in the marketplace—and maybe even
an increase in these programs. Furthermore, even organizations that are not successfully
reaching unbelievers have great intentions—they want to reach the lost. Yet there needs
to be a flurry of new marketplace ministries that focus on outreach and evangelism, or for
some of the existing para-ministries that have outreach as a primary objective to rethink
their approach. As Johnson says, “To avoid these difficulties and to maximize the
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potential for positive results, I believe missiology needs to make a radical change in its
thinking and in its curriculum.”142
Conclusion
Relationships take time, and therefore relational evangelism takes time. Christians
are not always going to see the fruit of evangelistic efforts, but seeds are being planted
when intentional and relational evangelism efforts are underway. Johnson says, “Of
course, spiritual conversations are not always immediately fruitful. People often need to
be exposed to ideas more than once before they begin to take root. Seven out of 10 people
say their life change was actually a result of multiple conversations, either with just one
person (42%) or with more than one person (27%).”143 But evangelism must start in
relationships, in proximity to those one knows and cares about—friends, neighbors, and,
most relevant to this dissertation, coworkers. The evangelizer does their part, God does
God’s part, and the evangelizer must be forbearing in the journey. As Zahniser says, “The
important thing is to build a relationship and trust God to work in the situation. Do not be
impatient. Allow God to work.”144
Also, if seminaries can get this right, and pastors can get this right, the
congregation (the laity) can be on mission in the world—their daily world—to reach the
lost. Hunter says, “Since postmodernity has become a culture of its own, there has to be
enculturation of postmodernity. There has to be a deliberate attempt to find out particular
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aspects of claims within postmodernity and make Christ dwell in those aspects.”145 The
Church has to change its tactics in order to have gospel influence and impact in the postChristian culture. What has changed—and will continue to flex—are the methodologies
the Church uses to spread the gospel. Onyinah summarizes the challenges between
witnessing for Christ, postmodern societal dominance, and an ever-changing postmodern
culture: “The reason is that whereas the core message of the gospel remains the same, the
world in which the gospel is being preached is constantly changing.”146 The Church
cannot maintain its traditional approach. The effectiveness of the traditional approach has
been in sharp decline for decades, if not centuries, and has in recent years fallen off the
cliff. Stanley contends, “In a culture that had high regard for the Bible, the traditional
approach held its own. Those days are over.”147
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CHAPTER 5:
SPIRITUAL FORMATION THROUGH WORKPLACE EVANGELISM
Defining Spiritual Formation in the Workplace
Greenman defined Spiritual Formation as, “Our continuing response to the reality
of God’s grace shaping us into the likeness of Jesus Christ, through the work of the Holy
Spirit, in the community of faith, for the sake of the world.”1 In this definition, it gives
God the credit for what is being formed in followers of Jesus, yet shows that there is a
role for the saint. This in no way should be a move toward Pelagian-type thinking –
where the believer can obtain sanctification by on their own accord. Paul rightfully
questioned his audience about trying to grow in faith by their own efforts: “after
beginning with the Spirit, are you now trying to attain your goal by human effort?”2 Yet
there is a responsibility that Christians have as they move in a concerted effort and
relationship with the Holy Spirit inside of them. “A new command I give you: Love one
another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another.”3
Following Jesus demands that followers are intentionally allowing themselves to
be formed “by wise leadership in community.”4 For the lay leaders in the marketplace
that have come fully alive in Christ—and there is no separation of their faith and work—
this is largely because they have been discipled by mentors that understand what it means
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to be a pastor in the workplace. Furthermore, for the skeptic who is in the marketplace,
and who would never darken the doorway of a church, their first steps towards being
curious about Jesus is usually because they found a Christian that they can trust. As
Sittser said, “The church thus attracted outsiders through natural networks of
relationships.”5 Deepening faith, no matter where a believer is on the spectrum-of-faith,
happens in community.
In a society that continues to gravitate towards becoming more secular, and going
beyond post-modern, Jesus followers need to live that “life is worship”, and disciple as
such. This needs to happen with the Christian trying to reach their unchurched coworker
in the workplace. As Peterson said, “It is the task of the Christian community to give
witness and guidance in the living of life in a culture that is relentless in reducing,
constricting, and enervating this life.”6 The Christian and westerner living in the world,
has to have that kind of self-sacrifice mentality, and want to run with their sacrifice to the
altar – and to the world – with extreme intentionality. They have to move towards those
that are different than them, dechurched, unchurched, or of other faith, and want to build
loving and lasting relationships with them. This isn’t 1st century martyrdom, or what
many Christians sadly face in parts of the non-western world from a persecution
perspective today – but it is, for many Christians in their context (i.e., seeing their work
in the marketplace as mission work and Godly worship, as opposed to a self-centered and
self-actualizing career that is there to serve their needs), giving up their life where they
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are to follow Jesus where he wants them to go. In short, the workplace is a critical
environment for spiritual formation to occur.
Opportunities in the Workplace
For those Christians with a definite distinction between their work in the
marketplace and their Christian faith, there could be a sense that it is too tough of a battle
to overcome to see that the meaning of their work is to be there for Kingdom purposes—
for God’s purposes. Barna’s research shows that only one in ten of Christians surveyed
“feels called to or made for their current work.”7 The data could appear discouraging, yet
another way to look at it is the opportunity: “This, in turn, reduces church to a couple of
hours on Sunday inside a building and leaves the other 165 or so hours in the week to be
lived outside of it.”8 The church can shift workplace Christians from bifurcated in their
faith to zealous disciples and evangelists no matter the context. As Barna says, “the
Church has a huge opportunity—a responsibility even, given the profile of the emerging
generation—to incorporate deliberate thinking about work into its discipleship and
evangelism efforts.”9 For the Christian in the workplace, proximity, depth, and likability
are important variables to understand that will develop a ministry heart, and outreach
behaviors, that will impact the non-believing coworker.
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Proximity
We remember many of the heroes of the Bible—and some of the key stories
behind their legacy—but we forget what they were doing vocationally, and that God was
using them on location in their jobs to have Kingdom impact. In Barna, Pastor Jo Saxton
reminds us that, “Deborah really was a judge. Daniel really worked in government. Luke
really was a doctor. Paul really did make tents. Lydia really was a businesswoman.
We’ve forgotten to contextualize and apply that reality. These are people who had
incredible opportunities for Kingdom engagement.”10 The marketplace could be the best
place for outreach and evangelism to occur. Doug Sherman and William Hendricks speak
of the opportunity, claiming
many workers spend the majority of their time in the workplace. The majority of
their relationships are with coworkers and associates in their professional
networks. And the majority of their emotional energy is dedicated to their careers.
Consequently, it makes sense that the workplace and the community would be
their primary arena for ministry.11
Having a place for Christians to exercise their faith—in a church building—is important.
Yet, from a numerical perspective, we do not spend that much time in a church. Amy
Sherman illuminates the disparity between time invested inside a church building
compared to invested in the marketplace: “Over 40 years, we spend 2,266 hours in the
pew, and 96,000 hours at work.”12
Maybe even more important is who is in proximity to a believer when it comes to
where they spend most of their time. The majority of Christians working in the corporate
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or private business world are rubbing elbows with unbelievers for hours a day, and
dozens of hours a week, magnifying the potential value in the evangelism that could be
taking place. This is certainly the case for the person working in a physical office space
occupied by coworkers and other business associates; but even for the sole business
owner—or virtual employee—there are still multiple engagements that one will have
interacting with vendors, clients, coworkers, and prospects.
Simply stated, the believer does not have to be in “church” to be doing God’s
evangelistic work: “Chances are He wants to use you right where you are. How else will
people who don’t go to church find out about the relationship their heavenly Father longs
to have with them? It’s not like it’s talked about in the places they frequent.”13 Christians
in the marketplace are in direct contact for the majority of their waking hours with
networks of unbelievers—this is where they frequent.
Because of the proximity with unbelievers, the business world could be the best
place for ministry, outreach, and evangelism to happen. Understanding this opportunity
will help reach the person who would never darken the door of a sanctuary. Sherman and
Hendricks underscore the importance of marketplace outreach: “Thus, work may be the
only place many people will ever be exposed to Christians. In fact, I believe the
workplace has become the most strategic arena for Christian thinking and influence
today.”14 This, however, is a paradigm shift in the thinking of most believers. As Johnson
states, “This place [work] has traditionally too often been seen as off-limits to the church
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and its mission. But it is a place that has a distinctive culture, a unique worldview, and a
remarkable capacity to touch virtually every person on earth.”15
Lastly, when it comes to proximity, in-person interpersonal interactions are the
dominant means by which faith discussions occur. Barna speaks to the data that supports
this:
First, it leaves us confident that, at least for now, face-to-face encounters remain
the primary means by which people talk with others about faith. That could
change as Gen Z and Millennials become a larger proportion of the overall adult
population but, for the foreseeable future, the ability to have meaningful real-life
conversations about spiritual matters is still a skill each Christian needs to
develop.16
Where the Christian in the secular marketplace is spending hours upon hours at work in
direct contact with colleagues who do not know Christ, their interactions during the
workday present one of the best occasions for spiritual and missional conversations.
Depth
People want depth in their life, yet capitalism, careerism, and consumerism have
led many off course in the search for real substance.17 Christ-followers know those isms
will never be enough.18 “In one way or another, all of these rely on the insight that the
human person can never be fully satisfied with finite objects and, as a result, is constantly
searching for more.”19 People want substance, they want meaning, and they want to feel
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energized—even in their jobs. Barna’s study shows that what Americans want most in
their job is passion—financial security comes in second.20
People also want to be connected to other people. Unfortunately, the opposite is
happening for the largest generation in today’s marketplace—where people are isolated,
feeling unfilled and excluded.21 With personal interaction and meaningful conversations
happening less and less, “As Christians, we must understand that this decline in
conversation is directly related to a vision of reality that is quite contrary to
Christianity.”22 People want depth, and only the gospel, only Christ, can overcome the
way faith and the world have drifted apart.23
One of the indicators of this desire for depth, and therefore for Christ, is that
people are hungry and exploring deeper spiritual things.24 Harvard researchers report
about the younger generations, “when they say they are not looking for a faith
community, millennials might mean they are not interested in belonging to an institution
with religious creed as the threshold. However, they are decidedly looking for spirituality
and community in combination, and feel they can’t lead a meaningful life without it.”25
This shows an opening for believers to get to know, and walk alongside, skeptical
coworkers. Talking about spiritual matters with a non-Christian coworker could not only
be an entry for evangelism for the believer, it could be uplifting for the unbeliever. Mark
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Kam Loon Loo says, “It is possible that meeting the spirituality needs of employees can
result in employee retention, customer loyalty, and improved brand reputation.”26 This
willingness and curiosity about spiritual things in general could provide greater depth in a
relationship with a coworker. This, too, over time, could lead into steps toward the
unbeliever knowing Jesus.
The depth attained for the unbeliever could also translate to greater depth for the
believer. Being intentional about seeing a greater purpose in work produces increased
gratification—and gives a deeper connection to one’s faith.27 This is not about balance
between work and faith—that leads to compartmentalization. It is about integration of
work and faith, which will have at the forefront one’s vocation being devoted to the glory
of God.28 It is the workplace, and one’s daily activities in the office, where Christians can
discover a greater depth of who they are and what God has in store for their life.29 This is
even more the case when they have an awareness of, and activity around, sharing the
gospel. In regards to sharing one’s faith in the workplace, Campbell says, “It’s hard to
gloss over the fact that you possess a treasure that could change the lives of everyone
around you, if only you were willing to share it.”30 Being evangelistic in the workplace,
and sharing the Good News, could provide the deeper purpose a strong Christian is
looking for. The data shows this to be true, where devout Christians in the marketplace
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are not only looking for deeper meaning in their church involvement, but also with their
daily work.31 Barna says, “People’s need for Jesus hasn’t changed. Many people today
are missing a sense of purpose and meaning. People are asking deep questions of identity.
Who am I? What does it mean to be human? Reviving evangelism will require a gospel
response to these kinds of questions.”32 One does not have to be a pastor, or have a
special calling, to have Kingdom impact. Comprehending that daily work in the
marketplace has great meaning in God’s eyes, that it is a fertile ground for a believer’s
spiritual growth, and that good and ordinary works in the marketplace will have impact
for the Kingdom sanctification is what the Christian life is mostly about.33
Likability
Even though Christianity has a poor reputation with many unbelievers, the
reputation Christians hold with those outside the faith is not as bad as their viewpoint of
the religion as a whole. Barna says, “Even atheists and agnostics, who tend to be most
skeptical of (or even hostile toward) Christianity, have a higher opinion of individual
Christians than of the faith overall.”34 It is encouraging that an unbeliever will not
necessarily lump in their negative perception of the Christian religion toward their
opinion of a specific Christ-follower. Barna continues, “It’s genuinely great that most
lapsed Christians and non-Christians like and respect the Christians they personally
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know.”35 That should give every Christian increased confidence to, at a minimum, be
mildly intentional about evangelism in their workplace with their coworkers. Further,
simply being a good witness by being a good coworker—regardless of what is
proselytized—can have a major impact on likability. Traeger says,
we must use words to share a verbal announcement of what God has done in
history in the person of Jesus Christ. Yet the way we live does communicate
something to people. It can either confirm or undermine what we say with our
lips. People are pretty good at recognizing those who are more interested in
themselves than in serving others, who care more about getting ahead than about
loving and caring the people they work with.36
This speaks well to the adage of winning the relationship instead of an argument. More
specific to this topic, winning a relationship with a non-believing coworker should be the
priority instead of making a theological point with them. Stanley says, “When your
mission in life is to win some and save some, you never give up influence unnecessarily.
When your mission in life is to be right, maintaining influence isn’t important.”37
Invest and Invite
Having good church on Sunday is important. With declining numbers in churches
across the nation, “in the post-Christian culture, making better churches isn’t the better
answer. The answer is a return to the resurrection-centered, new covenant, love-oneanother version of our faith.”38 If this happens, the skeptic will want to see what being a
Christian is all about—they will come to church. Yet to get the unbeliever to come to
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church, we have to bring the Church into the marketplace. In other words, the Church
(the Body of Christ) in the marketplace needs to invest in the unbelieving coworker so
that an invitation to church can be warmly received. Because of this, it is possible that
“What happens on the regular weekdays may be far more important, so far as the
Christian faith is concerned, than what happens on Sundays.”39 The congregation within a
church needs to see itself not as a gathering on a Sunday, but as a missional force out in
the world. This was what the early church did:
For Paul, church was not meant to be a body of people concerned only with their
own fellowship. The church was never to extract itself from the cares of the larger
community, to form a holy huddle. No. The church—the ecclesia, the assembly at
the gate—is to give itself for the life and flourishing of the community. The
church, by definition, is missional.40
By inspiring and equipping the local church to see itself as an evangelistic agency that is
in the world to invest in the lost, the Church (both the Body of Believers and the fourwall infrastructure) would flourish. This is a call to investment where “every believer,
every church and every congregation become a channel of winsome, effective, persistent
evangelism.”41
Invest
The first and most important thing for a marketplace Christian to do is invest in
their unbelieving coworker. The Great Commission directs all believers in the workplace
to evangelistic ministry to their unbelieving coworkers. This is not to turn the skeptic into
a project, but because Jesus calls his followers to go and show his love to them. This is a
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heart-piece that will lead to practical and intentional relational deposits. As Campbell
says, “You cannot minister to someone you don’t love.”42 As followers of Jesus,
Christians are called to love others as Christ loved them.43 Whether that coworker is a
believer or not, a good boss or bad, a competent direct report or lacking, “we have to love
the people we work with.”44 Loving them is not only a platitude, but it comes out in one’s
actions and behavior. This is critically important when it comes to investing in coworkers
who have a totally different worldview than a Christian one:
If someone senses rejection from you, they will avoid being around you. They
won’t see the good things that you do, and they will ignore the things that you
say. Your influence with them will be nil. But if they sense acceptance, they will
listen to you. They will watch your life. They will want to be around you, and if
you are consistently living out the Christian life, they will be drawn to that.45
As noted in Chapter Four, for the Christian at work, authentic relationships are the
currency for effective workplace evangelism.46 Granted, the marketplace evangelist
cannot engineer a providential relationship, but they can create a posture—and workplace
environment—that are favorable in fostering these kinds of relationships.47
A number of relational components go into evangelism investment. First, one of
the best ways to help create these great relationships with non-Christians is to “spend
time with them.”48 It is difficult to build a quality relationship without quality time.
Second, focus on building trust. “If a friend hasn’t even begun trusting a Christian, we
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can stop hounding them to go to church with us and try to figure out how to build trust
with them.”49 Third, the evangelist needs to be vulnerable and share their testimony—and
how imperfect and wobbly it has been: “Your personal story is often the most powerful
resource that you can offer. As you describe your doubts, your meanderings, and your
own path to discovering Truth, your searcher friend can relate because he knows you.”50
This vulnerability on the part of the evangelizer is at the heart of relational outreach and
investing. When believers do this, it “builds bridges of friendship with nonbelievers and
measures success by helping people take steps toward Jesus. This was the key strategy of
the early church.”51 Fourth is to be curious about who they are—all of who they are—not
just the faith piece (or lack thereof). This happens by asking questions, a lot of questions.
Jesus was asked almost 200 questions. He answered three, and asked over 300 in return.52
This takes investing in dialogue, and patience, and not rushing through a conversation to
make a point. Also regarding curiosity, when the skeptic is curious about the Christian
faith, it should be affirmed that their inquisitiveness about Jesus is exciting and
respected.53 Fifth, instead of investing in an outcome (salvation), invest in steps. “It is
much easier to develop a strategy to help someone move one step than it is to lead them
to Christ.”54 And, as previously stated, the most important—and initial—step always
needs to be building trust. Beyond that will depend on the relationship and the work
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environment. Maybe it is grabbing a cup of coffee in the break room to get to know them,
and doing this repeatedly. Next, it could be doing something together outside of the office
that is social and non-threatening. Possibly, on a small or large group level rather than
individual, it could be creating some kind of office outreach program where skeptics
would feel comfortable and safe in attending (e.g., a lunch-and-learn in the conference
room, a group social right after work, etc.). As Campbell says,
Every day, we have two jobs. We are to be great employees…but our other job is
to be a secret (or not so secret) agent for God. We are to look at our coworkers,
subordinates, clients, superiors, vendors and owners through the lens that God
looks through, and then to love, serve, and challenge them to move toward Christ,
one step at a time.55
The thing to keep in mind when it comes to investing in non-believing coworkers is that
“Most folks don’t go from being spiritually complacent to bursting with curiosity
overnight.”56 This takes time. It’s a marathon, and, ultimately, the Christian is not
responsible for salvation: “patience and persistence is possible when we remember that it
is not our job to save someone. God determines outcomes. We are to help those in our
sphere of influence to take next steps, even when the next steps are not heading in a
straight line for the kingdom.”57 What we are responsible to do, as the body of Christ, is
to meet the skeptic on location, and where they are in space, time, and relationship. As
Ken Costa says, “We must keep in mind that it is precisely this world that we are called
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to engage with. Jesus could not have been clearer in John 17 when he asked God not to
take his disciples out of the world but to remain with them in the world.”58
Invite
In the process, as the workplace Christian invests in relationships with
unbelieving coworkers, and steps toward Christ are loosely being connected, the skeptic
is on a path of spiritual formation that can possibly bring them to church. “‘Come and
see’ is one of the most authentic, transparent gifts we can give. It is better than any pat
answer we might offer.”59 Inviting the curious coworker to into one’s world, to one’s
story, to one’s church is not a self-serving agenda. Rather it is because the hope is that the
local church can best inspire people to follow Jesus.60 Outreach groups in the workplace,
or discipleship groups, have great value, but they should be seen as steps to get the
skeptic (or believer) to take the step to attending a local church. Said another way,
workplace faith programs should not be seen as a final destination.
Regarding para-ministries or programs outside of the church, Campbell says,
While I certainly can’t criticize any of these activities, my experience says that
we’re better served to encourage employees to get involved in a good church
rather than try to create one in our business. An active, Christ-centered church is
equipped to minister to the whole family, not just the employee. Great churches
are focused; they are about meeting the needs of disciples and their families.
That’s what they do. Businesses and organizations have earthly duties to fulfill,
even though the people who work there are (I hope) about their Father’s business
as they fulfill those duties. Sometimes by trying to do two very different things at
the same time, we can end up lackluster in both.61
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This is why we need Christians in business, in education, in the military, in law, in the
non-profit world, in healthcare:
How can non-Christians be reached with the Gospel? By definition, they are
unlikely to come to church. Perhaps an evangelist might knock on their doors, but
these days they may never let him in. But in the workplace, non-Christians and
Christians work together and get to know each other. Occasions for witnessing
and inviting a colleague to church come up in natural ways—over the watercooler
or during a coffee break, discussing a disaster like the world trade center attack or
a failing marriage, or in times of joy such as the birth of a child. Christians
penetrating their world in vocations have access to more nonbelievers than a
pastor does.62
The local church needs to cultivate a culture of invitation within the church.63
White says, “It’s not difficult,”64 the church needs to simply do a few things:
•

Talk about inviting friends and family all the time.

•

Create tools to put in the hands of church people to invite non-church people all
the time.

•

Celebrate people who invite people all the time.

But you have to disciple your disciples to invest and invite.65 The results speak for
themselves. Barna says, “Those who had at least one conversation about faith came away
more confident and eager to talk with others. Nearly nine out of 10 say they are more
confident in their own faith (86%) and seven out of 10 report being more eager to share
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their faith again (71%).”66 It is contagious when the church promotes an invest and invite
culture, and the congregation will not only do it more effectively, they will do it more.
A Paradigm Shift for Church Leadership and Congregations
“The church exists for the mission, for the sake of the world. Yet it is organized to
build itself up as an institution. It blesses the works its members do within the institution
but pays no attention to the work they do ‘outside’ the church.”67 If church leaders do not
help parishioners discern how to live missionally through their work, they miss a major—
in some instances the major—avenue believers have for learning to live as foretastes to
Christ.68 Barna talks of the Christian lay leader that understands the criticality of being
missional at work,
There are men and women who sit in our pews who walk into board meetings,
classrooms, warehouses, offices and interactions with clients with a deep sense
that God is there and that God is up to something in this world. They are teachers,
lawyers, executives, non-profit leaders, social workers and health-care
professionals who have developed a sense that their work is not simply something
to endure, but the very place they experience God’s presence and transforming
power. Like the 70 sent in Luke 10, they go to their places of work expecting to
find people of peace from whom they can learn and on whom they can depend.
They see their work not as a means to an end—that is, a place to find people to
bring to church; they see their work as the location where healing begins and
God’s Kingdom comes near.69
To turn the tide, pastoral staff needs to take the lead on creating a paradigm shift amongst
their congregations. Clergy need to be intentional in creating a change of thinking in
order to enact change in how Christians live their day-to-day lives. Willard states,
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“Intention and decision are absolutely fundamental in this matter of apprenticeship to
Jesus.”70 By doing this, it could change the way that lay leaders view their own Christian
walk: “That implemented intention would soon transform everything among professing
Christians as we know them.”71 What must come first, however, is to change the mindset
of the church staff leadership in regards to work and faith integration.
There are a number of core principles to changing a church culture—and
activity—around workplace evangelism. Before those are explained, it must first be noted
that focusing on executive leadership in the church around the work/faith integration
movement is of utmost importance. As Perry says, “Organizations—and the leaders in the
organization who often set the emotional or affective ‘tone’ within the organization, can
experience a range of challenges.”72 If the leadership at the top of the church staff are not
strongly endorsing being focused outside the walls of the church, then it would stand to
reason that the lay leaders wouldn’t prioritize this either. Change needs to occur
systemically, at the executive ranks. The pastoral staff need to be energized about
energizing the congregation to bring the Church into the workplace. Also, leaders behind
work/faith integration need to recast marketplace ministry mission and vision frequently.
This is why marketplace ministry church staff, as Perry says, have to repeat what is
important, valued, and helpful when it comes to systemic change: “The brain changes in
response to patterned, repetitive experiences: the more you repeat something, the more
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engrained it becomes.”73 Perry’s comments are about trauma, but when it comes to
systemic change, passionate marketplace ministry leaders can help senior church
leadership embrace this principle of repetitively casting vision. Therefore, it is paramount
that senior church leaders are continually shown how the dots connect from the
marketplace to the church—for the skeptic to be attracted to Christ (and the Church)
through trusting, loving relationships that entice the unbeliever to want to know more
about Jesus. Robust communications need to be developed that illuminate for the church
leadership the wins that come out of work/faith integration, and repeated until this new
culture is engrained in leadership.
Core Principles to Changing Church around Workplace Evangelism
There are six core principles for church transformation around work/faith
integration and, more specifically, with conducting evangelism in the marketplace:
1. What does it look like to ENVISION having a marketplace full of missionaries?
The pastor/leader trying to create transformative change with the systems of the
church needs to be a “… dealer in hope.”74 Pastors are the carrier of a vision, of a
passion, of a dream—and must be guiding the team and the mission with an air of
optimism. For a congregation to have a paradigm shift, and to reverse the prominent
bifurcation of work and faith, pastors have to envision what could and should be around
marketplace evangelism.
Guiding behaviors to ENVISION:
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•

Create champions: When trying to create systemic change within one’s
organization, it is vital to have at least a handful of true vision-carriers that
can aid in what the leader is trying to bring about with major cultural,
structural, and programming change.75 This leadership principle applies to
transformation within the local church as well. If the leadership at the
executive level of the church staff is not strongly endorsing evangelism
outside the walls of the church, then it stands to reason that the lay leaders
would not prioritize this initiative. Champions would include the senior
pastor, the executive leadership, and key lay leaders.

•

Have a common language: Vision-carriers need to get on board with the
vernacular that the power-makers and breakers already advocate for. Instead
of “marketplace ministry,” and “pastors in the marketplace,” use alreadyadopted language within the church system, such as “invest and invite,” or
being “irresistible Christians.” As Morse claims, “Knowing your audience is
good leadership, not manipulation.”76

•

Provide choice: For the second-level leaders (e.g., campus pastors) and below,
give them autonomy to adopt the proposed systemic change rather than
forcing the change upon them. Forced change and organizational mandates are
usually less efficient and accepted, as opposed to when options are offered up
that show value and allow choice.77 Synonymous with the tenet of giving
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choice, Grenny et al. see great value in allowing choice for the crossfunctional team. Choice needs to be at the very top of the “list of strategies
because it is the gateway to all other methods of influencing personal
motivation.”78 Give the staff and lay leaders a choice around work and faith
integration after great value has been shown for the proposed changes, and
they are more likely to adopt the initiative.
2. How does church staff EQUIP lay-leaders to be effective evangelists in the
marketplace?
Staffers at the church have to show the laity what is required of them.79 So many
Christians don’t integrate their work and faith because they have never been taught how
to live out their faith in the marketplace. Pastor Tom Nelson confesses, “I failed to grasp
that a primary stewardship of my pastoral work was to assist and equip others to better
connect the professions of their Sunday faith with the practices of their Monday work.”80
Church leadership has to show the lay leaders that marketplace ministry is worth it.81 The
Church has not done an adequate job over the long term in communicating the great
value that comes from integrating work and faith, not just for the believer’s own walk,
but for the unchurched receiving the fruit of the outreach efforts. This involves
instruction, but it also involves a deep formative equipping strategy with multiple tactics.
Nelson says, “Teaching a rich vocational theology not only involves the preaching and
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teaching ministry of a local church, it also must become a vital part of the spiritual
formation pathways.”82
Guiding behaviors to EQUIP:
•

Conduct work/faith sermons: Messages preached on Sunday rarely touch on
direct application toward living out faith in the workplace. Having practical
teaching around work/faith integration from the pulpit (at least one series
annually) would go a long way in equipping the larger congregation.

•

Small group teaching: Most of the adult congregation works in the
marketplace, and much of the congregation participates in small groups;
therefore, it stands to reason that most small group members would benefit
from learning the biblical theology of work: That God is a worker,83 work was
good before the fall,84 we were created to do good works,85 we are on location
to be missional,86 and to be so in a secular culture.87

•

Lay leader curriculum: The church needs to provide short-term courses on
relational and marketplace evangelism. Questions and answers on “how to put
ourselves in the shoes of a skeptic” or “how do I evangelize and not get in
trouble with Human Resources?” are practical handles that lay leaders need to
be equipped with in order to effectively evangelize. Additionally, believers
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need to be taught how to share their story of coming to Christ, and their faithwalk. “Storytelling is perhaps the main way in which people seek to persuade
each other.”88 Lastly, believers need to be equipped to share the Gospel in a
specific, nuanced, and accurate manner: “These words reveal the strict
uncompromising nature of the early evangelist’s message—Christ crucified
(and risen! See ch. 15; cfi 2 Tm 2:8). Paul was consistent in this regard.”89
3. How do lay-leaders EXECUTE evangelism in the marketplace?
Once the congregation has been equipped with the knowledge of what the pastoral
staff (and God) wants them to know and be regarding work and faith integration, they
need to go and do in their places of work. They need to invest and invite. At the Lausanne
conference, the CEO of Olive Technology says,
Workplace ministry is about sharing the gospel in word and deed—which is
evangelism—but it is also about living a life that bears witness to the fruit of the
gospel. In other words, it is both intentional evangelism, which is the “doing,” as
well as the unintentional living, which is the “being.” Both the being and the
doing will point to Christ and his gospel.90
Guiding behaviors to EXECUTE:
•

Provide programmed outreach: After the church equips the laity through small
group curriculum, there will be the expectation that the leader launches an
outreach initiative in their place of work. Whether it is a homegrown program
or a curriculum made by a third-party source, it is highly recommended that
the programming is free and turnkey for the lay leader. “The challenge of
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evangelism in the twenty-first century is not a matter of supply; it is a problem
of distribution.”91 If the church wants an army of missionaries in the
marketplace, it needs to give the laity what they need.
•

Pastoral care: Once a lay leader has launched an intentional outreach initiative
in their place of work, there is still a level of support that is needed for the layleader to be invigorated for being missional. This is about recasting the
mission/vision of relational evangelism and investing and inviting, having
accountability around intentional outreach, and providing counsel on any
theological or spiritual concerns the leader faces in their place of work. As
church leaders, “our equipping stewardship goes beyond merely assisting
others to do church well. We are called to encourage, equip and assist others
in being the church in the world.”92

•

Create community: A lay leader should always have a co-leader with them in
their place of work. Just like evangelists were sent into the world in pairs
during the launch of the Church, this mindset should carry forward to outreach
groups in the workplace. Co-laboring together allows the Body of Christ to
work as God intended (as a community, and using various gifts from various
people), it prevents outreach leaders from getting burned out, and it provides
encouragement for one another.93 Additionally, the church staff should hold
offline events for lay leaders to come together for fellowship and best-practice
sharing.
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4. What are the key performance indicators that will EVALUATE if transformation
is happening through marketplace evangelism?
To show the gap-fill that work/faith integration with the congregation is effective,
Johnson notes, “Do not lean on information based on impressions or intuitions. Stay
focused on the hard data before us. Combat over confidence by basing our beliefs not on
subjective feelings but critical thinking. Increase clear thinking by giving doubt and
ambiguity its day in court.”94 Data is not the end-all be-all, but data and metrics should be
a part of the decision-making matrix as church staff steers strategy for the congregation
around marketplace ministry.
Guiding behaviors to EVALUATE:
•

Are groups increasing? The church needs to measure if evangelism groups
and efforts are increasing in numbers throughout the congregation.

•

Are non-believers attending? In addition to the lay leaders leading these
groups, other Christian coworkers are sure to attend. But the more important
key performance indicator for being on mission is if non-believing coworkers
are attending the outreach initiative. If Christians conducting outreach are
earning the right to be heard amongst their coworkers through intentional
relational investment, then God will enable big opportunities in the outreach
initiatives being conducted.95

•

Are people taking a next step? This does not have to be “salvation,” although
that is a hope; rather, skeptics go from trusting the outreach environment, to
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trusting the lay leaders, to becoming more curious about faith, to being open
to change, to accepting an invitation to church. This phase of “evangelism is
about earning the right to be a spiritual influence in someone’s life. The goal
of this phase is to break down emotional barriers by earning trust and creating
curiosity about our faith.”96
5. How does the church ENCOURAGE the success of outreach initiatives through
captured wins?
As a marketplace ministry team scripts clear objectives with measurable goals,
narrows down vital behaviors, and knows that the marketplace initiative is good for the
church, one of the best ways for organizational advocacy and adoption is through
compelling story. On its own, lining up too many details and empirical data around the
work and faith gap can build resistance to marketplace ministry adoption. Instead, church
leadership must be inspired through clear and compelling narrative. Numbers are impactladen, but, on their own, will fail to capture the life change happening from intentional
outreach in the marketplace. Instead, the champions need to inspire the church through
clear, compelling, encouraging narrative.97 A good, real, and character-driven story will
move mountains. The reality is there is not a pastor who wants to avoid reaching the
unbeliever in the marketplace. If church leadership is not a champion of marketplace
initiatives to reach the unchurched, is it likely the marketplace ministry team has not done
an adequate job in showing a compelling story to help enact a changed groupthink. As the
marketplace ministry team attempts to shift the paradigm with the pastoral staff and
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congregation around work/faith programming, champions need to lead out with this core
principle.
Guiding behaviors to ENCOURAGE:
•

Written testimonials: Conduct bi-annual needs assessments with lay leaders
that capture specific “wins” in their place of work, and then share these stories
on staff dashboards and written communication.

•

Video testimonials: Conduct video capture of win stories from lay leaders to
be shared with prospective marketplace lay leaders and with church staff. This
is easily transportable, easily digestible for the viewer, and relevant in our
digital age.

•

Preaching testimonials: Hunter says we have to repeat what is important,
valued, and helpful when it comes to systemic change.98 Therefore, the
outreach team needs to conduct annual marketplace ministry win
announcements from the stage at church staff meetings.

•

Have more specific examples to the more common “wins” in marketplace
ministry. For example, instead of the marathon story of skeptic to missionary,
walk through a more digestible story where a skeptic coworker pushes back
on the Christianity worldview, but they are engaging a believing coworker
(marketplace lay leader) in that conversation. The fact that the skeptic feels
like they can come to the marketplace lay leader with doubts and questions is
a sign of spiritual growth—and that “win” story needs to be celebrated.
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6. How do the church staff, and lay leaders, have ENDURANCE in a long-term
strategy to reach the unreachable in the marketplace?
As Hunter says, “Persistence over time is essential; little of significance happens
in three to five years. But when cultural and symbolic capital overlap with social capital
and economic capital and, in time, political capital, and these various resources are
directed toward shared ends, the world, indeed, changes.”99
Guiding behaviors for ENDURANCE:
•

One-, three-, five- and ten-year goals: Create a long-term strategy with
objectives that stay married to mission and vision to reach the unreached in
the marketplace.

•

Flexibility: Even though the mission and vision will not change, the strategy
may. As time goes on, and the marketplace and secular culture change, the
church will have to be willing to change its approach to continue to have
effective outreach.

•

Embrace failure: As stated in Influencer, “We need to interpret setbacks as
guides, and not as brakes.”100 If marketplace ministry staff, champions, or
laity mess something up, that could be a good thing—because it could be
showcasing what new direction is needed to move in order to find success
around marketplace outreach.
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CHAPTER 6:
CASE STUDY OF WORK AND FAITH INTEGRATION
North Point History and Marketplace Ministry Buildup
The Landscape at North Point
The North Point Ministries mission is to inspire people to follow Jesus. At the
executive and senior manager level exists a roadmap that measures how “engaged” a
congregant is within one of the six campuses. “Engagement” consists of four variables:
(1) are you serving in the church somewhere; (2) are you giving to the church; (3) are you
in long-term community with the church (i.e., a small group); and (4) are you investing
and inviting? The first three variables are religious activities that are measurable datapoints. The fourth variable, investing and inviting, outside of an annual survey, is not
being measured in a robust manner; rather, it is lightly being seen and heard through the
church programming (i.e., Sunday messages and small group curriculum) offered to the
congregation. The data shows negative trends for all three measurable engagement
variables: giving, serving, and community involvement, but this is potentially because
overall church membership is going down. It is also possible, even probable, that the
dashboards are suffering because the Invest and Invite variable is not being appropriately
measured. If the church does not evaluate the key performance indicators, it is probable
that positive results will be absent. Grenny et al. say, “Influencers are crystal clear about
the result they are trying to achieve and are zealous about measuring it.”1 In the church
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world, it can be frowned upon to measure things—that somehow the church staff are not
allowing for the Spirit to move when a ministry objective is critically evaluated. Yet how
would the leadership know what was successful if it’s not being measured? It is probably
safe to say that a church initiative is not going to stumble into goal attainment if there is
not great clarity, and measurement, of what objective completion looks like.
One Exception—Life Lessons Over Lunch—An Invest and Invite Program
Life Lessons Over Lunch is a measureable marketplace initiative where
participants meet on a regular basis to view a message on video over lunch (these are
sermon series from North Point ministries—primarily featuring Andy Stanley and the
other lead pastors from the North Point campuses). The mission of this ministry is to lead
people into a growing relationship with Jesus Christ by creating safe environments in the
marketplace where participants are exposed to biblical principles and have the
opportunity to consider issues of faith. Life Lessons defines “everyone” broken down
into two groups of people: outsiders and insiders.
“Outsiders” are people who are, for the most part, disconnected from a
relationship with Jesus Christ. They may be self-identified non-Christians, people of
another faith, or irreligious. Or they may be people who self-identify as Christians—
primarily because they do not feel they fit one of the categories above—but they are not
engaged in the body of Christ. In general, these outsiders do not go to church. They may
have “church baggage” due to past experiences, or they may see church as irrelevant, or
perhaps they do not see enough value in church to make a point of going. They may have
been invited to church before by their well-meaning Christian friends, but they are not
interested. Life Lessons serves outsiders by providing an opportunity for them to connect
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with God on their own turf. Rather than hoping that outsiders will one day warm up to
church and open themselves to the truth of God’s Word, Life Lessons groups offer
outsiders a comfortable place in a familiar environment where they can hear God’s truth
communicated in the form of practical principles that can make a positive difference in
their lives. And because these principles are presented in the context of the great love and
plan God has for humanity, exposure to the messages presents outsiders with an
opportunity to consider issues of faith. Creating these opportunities for outsiders is the
driving force behind Life Lessons Over Lunch.
While outsiders are the primary reason North Point conducts Life Lessons Over
Lunch, it is often insiders who are initially drawn to the Life Lessons environment.
People pursuing a relationship with God are often hungry for encouragement and biblical
teaching, and Life Lessons certainly offers that. But there’s a second, more important,
way that Life Lessons serves the insiders: For Christians, Life Lessons Over Lunch
provides a tangible, “doable” way for insiders to invest in those in their spheres of
influence at work. They may have unsuccessfully invited their outsider work friends to
church, but Life Lessons offers them a significantly easier invitation to extend. Life
Lessons also serves as a natural launching point for spiritual conversations.
This ministry has been going on for years, and has grown to 409 groups in various
private businesses, public companies, non-profit organizations, and education. There are
561 leaders, and 12,806 lives being directly impacted by Life Lessons. However, until
last year, this was the only marketplace ministry North Point has had. The leaders who
usually sign up to lead Life Lessons already have a good understanding of work and faith
integration; they were just looking for practical tools to implement. Conversely,
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thousands of Christians at North Point had never been introduced to Life Lessons Over
Lunch, or even heard about it. Further, the majority of them do not have a foundational
understanding of a biblical perspective of work, nor do they have a strong grasp on how
to be missional on location in their place of work. Even within the staff at North Point,
the majority of the employees do not have clarity around Life Lessons Over Lunch. Most
would say, “I’ve heard of it, and I know they are doing good things.” But what is severely
lacking for many of the staff, and most of the congregation, is an understanding that Life
Lessons is trying to reach the person who would never enter the front door of the church,
and the way to do that is for congregational members to deploy this invest and invite
strategy to get the skeptic to come to church. This is not primarily for “church growth,”
or to fill an empty seat; rather, it is because North Point believes this church can be a
great vehicle in leading someone to get to know Jesus and grow in a forever relationship
with Him.
The bottom line is that we have a simple, effective, and sustainable way for
people to invest spiritually in their spheres of influence, and this vehicle has a proven
track record. Unfortunately, relatively few people are aware of it. North Point’s reach via
main campuses in Atlanta, and with almost 100 partner churches across the country, is
vast. If the marketplace ministry team at North Point can figure out a way to market this
program effectively to the massive audience with whom Andy Stanley and North Point
already have influence, Life Lessons Over Lunch could account for thousands more
groups around the country. While Life Lessons Over Lunch has experienced significant
growth over the past several years, most of its potential is yet unrealized.
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Recruiting Pastoral Leadership Advocacy
Since its early beginnings in 1995, North Point Community Church has
experienced attendance growth, going from one church with 2,000 adults since opening
doors at its permanent Alpharetta location in September 1998 to currently having over
30,000 adults and six churches in metro Atlanta. Even though North Point’s church
model is to be both missional and attractional, the reality is that to keep up with the
growth, the focus has had to be the first-time guests coming to church. With
programming mostly focused on the seeker, an Investing and Inviting message series that
provides an opportunity to introduce Life Lessons Over Lunch is rare. A team of staffers
directs Life Lessons Over Lunch—but the attractional focus of the church provides few
chances for that team to collaborate with campuses and engage with the congregation.
This focus on being seeker friendly has drawn many people into the congregation and
kept them engaged, but they have not had a chance to understand the fundamental
concepts of a missional approach to the workplace or how to reach their unbelieving
coworkers.
Over the past few years, communication has opened up with executive leaders in
the church about how to solve this issue. Through multiple meetings—both individually
with lead pastors and group gatherings with executive leadership—the marketplace
ministry staff continued to cast mission, vision, and possible solutions around the invest
and invite gap—and how reducing this gap could close the work/faith divide for the
congregation (see Appendix D for the document that helped communicate the problem,
and to build unity amongst the leadership). From this, the senior leadership authorized
developing some surveys to be beta-tested on a small sample of engaged congregants
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who were working in the marketplace. Next, the marketplace ministry invited the
surveyed group to enter into a formal work/faith discipleship course that was crafted by
the marketplace ministry team. Lastly, at the end of the course, the effectiveness of the
discipleship course was evaluated for its success and, based on the outcomes, further
discussion would occur to determine if this would be more widely rolled out to the
congregation.
Beta Development and Launch of Work and Faith Curriculum—Perspective
There were two beta groups of congregants at North Point. Each of the
participants (except two full-time pastors on staff at the church) was working in the
marketplace full time. These small groups were called Perspective groups, and they
committed to meet for three months. The purpose of these groups was to change a
believer’s perspective on work and faith. More specifically, it was to (1) conduct a deep
dive on relational evangelism; and (2) understand the theology of work. The groups
combined were made up of two pastors on staff at North Point, two key lay leaders who
helped co-lead with the pastoral staff, and twelve congregants/Christians in the
marketplace. The group members had been through our local church’s most robust
discipling program, and they were some of the most engaged local church members
(engaged = giving financially to the church, volunteering in the church, and in long-term
community with the church); however, the congregants felt there was a large gap in their
spiritual walk—specifically, with integrating their work/faith, and with being missional in
the marketplace.
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Research Objectives and Methodology
Primary Objective:
•

After the group ended, the aggregate scores of the group would prove they no
longer compartmentalized their work and faith, or there would be improvement
with integrating their faith in their work.

Secondary Objectives:
•

After the group ended, each member would consider launching an outreach
gathering (called Life Lessons Over Lunch—a North Point marketplace ministry)
in their place of work.

•

Each graduate committed to coming back and mentoring a new Perspective group
in the next two years.

Methodology: Three primary methods were utilized to meet the research objectives.
1. Personal interviews were conducted with each of the Perspective candidates. Two
interview questions were asked in sequence. The first question was How is your
walk with God right now? If candidates answered positively (i.e., “I’m on fire for
God right now.”), they would be asked the second question: How intentional and
effective are you in trying to reach your unbelieving coworkers? If candidates
answered the question negatively (i.e., “I don’t think about those things that
much,” or “I don’t feel equipped to navigate that in the workplace.”), they would
be invited to join the group. All three learning objectives were briefed to the
invitees before they made a commitment.
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2. A survey was conducted at the beginning of the first meeting, and at the end of
the second meeting, to assess attitude and behavioral change around work/faith
integration (see Appendix E).
3. The two leaders of each group facilitated a specific curriculum that explored the
topics of relational evangelism and the theology of work (see Appendix F).
Critical Analysis
Of special note, almost all of the twenty-five individuals that were interviewed
answered the two vetting questions in a manner that would allow them to be part of the
group. The ten (approximately) individuals who did not commit to the three-month group
were mostly due to logistical and margin restraints. In other words, most of the
congregants were “on fire for God,” and had challenges with integrating their work and
faith. Their decision to not commit to the group were due to business travel, pregnancies,
new jobs that had them in a busy season, etc. In short, they could not commit to the time
needed for book readings, scripture memorization, book reports, and group discussion.
The curriculum was set up to start with the first month focused on evangelism.
The discussion centered around how skeptics typically go through five thresholds to
finding their Christian faith.2 The second month of the group was focused on how we, as
Christians, integrate our work and Christian faith. During these four weeks, the groups
delved into several topics: That work was good before the fall, that work is good after the
fall (just tainted by sin, just like everything else in world), that God has great purpose for
us in our work, that we are to be joyful in our work, that it is provisional, that there is

2

Everts and Schaupp, I Once Was Lost.
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common good in work (regardless of your faith), and that it is an opportunity to be
missional/evangelistic.3 The last month circled back to evangelism, and asserted that the
most important calling a Christian in the marketplace can have is to see their workplace
as a mission field to reach those who do not know Jesus Christ, and/or to disciple other
believers who may be a few steps behind us in their faith walk.4 The group discussion
touched on key sensitivities around compliance and human resources when it comes to
discussing faith in the workplace, and each person developed their own detailed plan for
evangelism efforts in the office.
In addition to reading assigned books, each member authored an executive
summary of each book, consisting of the following: An overview of the book, a listing of
key insights, personal application, and meaningful quotes. Additionally, each individual
was tasked with memorizing relevant scripture to evangelism (i.e., Matthew 28:18-20, 1
Corinthians 9:22, Acts 15:19) and work/vocation (i.e., Genesis 2:15, Ephesians 2:10).
Lastly, all members of the two groups agreed to meet twice a month in person at the
church for two- to three-hour meetings from September through December of 2018. The
purpose of the meeting time was to have robust discussions about the books and
scriptures.
At the end of the three months, participants had a significant increase in several
areas related to better integration of their work and faith.5 Overall, they became more
familiar with the biblical Scriptures regarding work. Additionally, individuals sought
more of God’s guidance in their work. They also felt like they could better handle the
3

Keller and Alsdorf, Every Good Endeavor.

4

Campbell, About My Father’s Business.

5

See Appendix G.
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pressures that come with expressing their faith at work. The group as a whole felt better
alignment between God’s desire and their personal professional desires. There was an
increase in the level of importance to share their faith at work. Lastly, they felt better
equipped to share their faith at work.
Overall there was a positive paradigm shift around not only the importance of
evangelism in the workplace, but also how to be intentional in evangelizing at work. Also
noteworthy is the richer understanding of what God thinks about work—and the biblical
perspective on work. Each participant, if they have not already, is now in preparation to
launch an outreach ministry in their place of work. Finally, each participant has gone into
a leadership pipeline to come back and mentor future Perspective groups.
What did not show significant improvement or growth was around job
satisfaction, and God/vocation alignment. Through discussion, what the members—and
the lay leaders—feel was missing was a direct correlation between their specific job and
how it aligns with God’s will. For example, how does being a marketing consultant
directly tie into God’s will for that person’s life, and where they spend the vast majority
of their waking hours—in the office? Generally speaking, regardless of vocation, there
was improvement in God’s purpose for work and integration for all Christians in the
marketplace. Yet when it came down to industry-specific careers, and sub-industryspecific job descriptions, strong correlation to the three-month content—mostly how an
exegetical breakdown of scripture gives specific handles to a particular vocation—was
lacking. A possible next step could be to have a Work Purpose Statement workshop
integrated into the curriculum, so that each Perspective graduate would leave the group
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with an action plan that gives them a rule of life for how to integrate faith into their
specific job and career.
Collaboration with Other Churches
Knowing that North Point was not the only Atlanta church lacking in
congregational work/faith integration, it was thought that a group of churches coming
together to learn collectively could be an exponential improver around the topic.
Churches could learn from each other what is and is not working in the marketplace
ministry space and the churches could encourage each other around the need to deepen a
work/faith theology in their respective congregations. Lastly, having subject-matter
expertise around work/faith integration to facilitate group teaching and collaboration
seemed paramount to having a framework for pronounced learning.
Therefore, a learning community focused on faith/work/economic integration was
conducted over several months in 2018 and 2019. The community was made up of five
churches in Atlanta, with a few pastors and key lay leaders from each church. All five
churches had different denominational backgrounds and governance, but all the
organizations were passionate about equipping their congregations to better integrate
work and faith. The larger group met in person multiple times over several months,
followed up by videoconference for smaller subgroups, and multiple follow-up in-person
meetings between each of the pastor(s) and their key lay leaders. The learning community
oversight and curriculum was be directed by Made To Flourish6 leadership, along with

6

https://www.madetoflourish.org.
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Dr. Amy Sherman.7 Made to Flourish and Dr. Sherman have decades of combined
experience in the marketplace ministry space, and are considered global experts by many.
Over the course of the time together, the learning community delved into three
specific areas of discussion: theology of work, church culture, and church mission. The
conversations offered various denominational opinions on these areas, to include robust
biblical exegesis amongst the different participants. These conversations helped pave the
way for potential strategies that a congregation could move forward to better integrate
work and faith. Toward the end of the time together, each church developed its own longterm, contextualized strategy—along with a plan to help operationalize the strategy
within their particular congregation.
North Point ended the learning community with clearer values that the
marketplace ministry department would embrace as a team and a more robust high-level
strategy around work/faith integration was finalized.
Research Objectives and Methodology
Objectives:
1. Understand the comprehensive scope of God’s mission in the world (the renewal
of all things).
2. Embrace the biblical vision of vocation, wherein Gods gifts and calls people into
others-centered service.
3. Finalize a mission, vision, and long-term strategy for the North Point marketplace
ministry.

7
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4. Based on the learnings from the community, applied to the North Point Ministries
context, finalize a marketplace ministry operational plan for the remainder of the
calendar year.
Methodology: Three primary methods were utilized to meet the research objectives.
1. Multiple resources of faith/work subject-matter expertise were read by the
participants that helped develop a contextual framework for faith and work
integration (i.e., Steven Garber, Tim Keller, Katherine Leary Alsdorf; Tom
Nelson; Amy Sherman; Gene Edward Veith; Albert Wolters; and Kenman
Wong).
2. The aforementioned authors’ writings were deconstructed and reconstructed by
the larger group over didactic and dyadic discussions.
3. Each individual church broke off from the larger group and developed their
mission, vision, strategy, and operational plans around work/faith integration
within their own congregations and, more specifically, directly connected with
their specific church mission, vision, and strategy.
Critical Analysis
All five churches involved in the learning community were severely lacking in
having a clear and widely communicated work/faith ministry, let alone theology, in their
congregations. Yet each church saw the importance of taking this to a much higher level
of focus for their churches and congregations—to the extent of trying to make
marketplace ministry as close to a core teaching/practice in the church as possible. Albert
Wolters, in his book Creation Regained, captures what the entire learning community
synchronized:
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Many will argue either that the creational scheme of things has been altered by the
fall (or at least so obscured as to be inaccessible to our knowing) or else that
human powers of cognition have been so corrupted by sin as to make them unable
to discern God’s will for such areas as art, economics, and politics. Such views
either fail to do justice to the constancy of God’s will for creation (or to its
revelatory power) or else they downplay the renewing power of Jesus Christ in
restoring our faculty of discernment.8
Moving forward from this proposition was the overarching belief by the learning
community that God cares deeply about vocation, the day-to-day activities in the
marketplace, the flourishing of the economy, and the discipleship/evangelism that can
occur in the workplace.
Four of the five churches had a stronger tendency to define their theological
construct around marketplace ministry that had an equal emphasis on discipleship,
evangelism, and economic flourishing. This is a more holistic approach, and one that the
outlier—North Point—respected. Yet North Point, although seeing the value in
discipleship and economic flourishing within their marketplace ministry model, placed a
higher emphasis on evangelism in the marketplace. The difference in opinion and
strategy makes sense based on the denominational backgrounds of the various
churches—the four churches that adopted a more balanced approach have a more
reformed theology, whereas North Point has a more evangelical and non-denominational
background.
Tying it Together
Coming out of the Perspective beta groups—and coalescing this with the insights
from the collaborative leaning community initiative—it was obvious that North Point

8
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needed to equip their congregation to better understand how to evangelize in the
marketplace. What needed to happen first, though, was to provide some foundational
understanding of the theology of work, and the missional opportunity in the marketplace,
for the majority of the lay leaders. It was also understood that this would be a journey—
utilizing several different training and curriculum methods to equip the lay leadership—
and this would take a heavy investment of time and resources. Preceding that, the
marketplace ministry team had to partner with campus staff to market the equipping
programs and to deploy the marquee program Life Lessons Over Lunch within the
business communities that surrounded the local campuses. For the church staff to inspire
North Point Christians in the marketplace to be more proactive and effective in
evangelizing their unchurched coworkers required a spiritual formation roadmap at North
Point that takes the aforementioned deficiencies into account. From this, a robust, multichannel marketing approach has been developed to enlist congregational members into
the spiritual formation roadmap.
Spiritual Formation Roadmap for North Point
As previously stated, most Christians in the marketplace are not intentionally
engaging their co-workers in conversations about faith.9 Therefore, North Point’s
spiritual formation marketplace ministry plan is to encourage Christians in the
marketplace to be intentional in developing relationships with their coworkers. This is
why North Point has officially launched ReWork as the overarching marketplace ministry
program for the congregation (www.rethinkwork.org). At ReWork, the church leadership

9
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wants Christians in the marketplace to rethink work—to see it as something God loves
and a place to think differently about their relationships—and thinking differently results
in doing differently. ReWork has the equipping mechanisms and programming for
congregants to better integrate their work and faith. Within this ministry is theological
curriculum and training for the church to understand God’s perspective on vocation,
discipleship, and evangelism, with the ultimate goal that marketplace lay leaders will be
intentional and effective in starting the North Point flagship marketplace outreach
program, Life Lessons Over Lunch (LLOL), in their place of work.
As stated earlier, the purpose of LLOL is for the laity to create safe and engaging
environments for their unbelieving coworkers to explore issues of faith in a nonthreatening and practical manner. These groups are facilitated by Christians in the
workplace so skeptics can explore faith right where they are. How the Life Lessons
leader lives out their faith in the days between LLOL meetings is vital to the program’s
success. The leaders need to be aware that God has positioned them for maximum
influence with their unbelieving co-workers. Knowing this will help them engage the
person who may never set foot in a church. Therefore, the spiritual formation roadmap
for work/faith integration at North Point has ReWork as the overarching framework of the
funnel (see Appendix H), with a final output at the end of the funnel being Life Lessons
Over Lunch.
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Congregational Equipping and Marketing Plan
Awareness
At the top end of the funnel, North Point is attempting to get 7,747 of their “fully
engaged” congregants to attend an offline event at one of the main campuses, with a
primary objective of helping these congregants: (1) become familiar with ReWork; and
(2) become aware of the gap between worshiping God on Sunday and entering the secular
workspace on Monday. “Fully engaged” congregants are defined as those who are
serving (i.e., volunteering in family ministry on Sunday at one of the main campuses),
giving (where they are tithing on a consistent basis), and in community (i.e., they are
participating in a long-term small group). These offline events are currently being
branded as “Breakfast For Success.” This is similar to a marketplace lunch-and-learn.
The marketing media used to advertise these events are segmented email campaigns to
engaged congregants, making stage announcements on Sunday during the worship
services, and targeted social media campaigns to the marketplace Christians connected in
the North Point system. At these offline events, the only call to action is for attendees to
subscribe to ReWork. The hope at these events is that attendees walk away with an
increased awareness of the value for their life as a Christian in the marketplace.
Discovery and Consideration
Moving in a somewhat sequential journey, and down a narrowing funnel,
congregational members officially subscribed in the ReWork ministry are on a journey of
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discovery and consideration. Once subscribed, members will receive weekly emails,10
monthly podcasts,11 and quarterly webinar invites,12 all with the purpose of providing
information and inspiration on how Christians can better integrate their work and faith. In
this phase of the funnel, leads are nurtured, and the congregants are taught easily
digestible amounts on how to better integrate work and faith, and potential solutions if
they feel like there is a personal gap in their faith walk.
Engagement
In the engagement phase, congregants can join a short-term group (see Appendix
I). These four-week groups target Christians who separate their work and faith but,
through ReWork’s lead-generation and lead-nurturing resources, have sparked a deeper
interest in combatting the compartmentalization of faith and work. In these four-week
sessions, four topics are covered: integrity in the marketplace; intentionality around
work/life balance; identity (specifically, in Christ, to include when one is working a fulltime job in the secular marketplace); and influence. Scripture is used to support each
weekly theme, and the topics are introduced from the stage in a large-group/didactic
manner, and then breakout groups make the content personal and practical.
ReWork members can then continue the journey into Perspective groups. As
mentioned earlier when describing the beta-phase of the groups, the purpose is to change
a believer’s perspective on work and faith. More specifically, it is to (1) conduct a deep
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dive on relational evangelism; and (2) understand the theology of work. Just like during
the beta version, there are book readings, memorizing scripture, face-to-face dyadic
conversations, and an action plan to launch Life Lessons within a certain timeframe after
completion of the three-month period. At this point, North Point has launched
Perspective at two of the main campuses, and recently multiple women’s groups have
been launched as well.
The last program in the engagement phase is Frontier (see Appendix J). This is
the most robust discipling program within ReWork. It is one year in duration, where
participants are meeting in a small group format on a weekly basis. The purpose of this
group is to discover how Christians in the marketplace need to be irresistible in how they
are salt and light in the frontier of business, commerce, education, healthcare, and nonprofit work. As with Perspective, the focus of Frontier is on having missional mindsets
and actions to reach the unbeliever, but this group goes through many more months of
training.
Action
Coming out of the “engagement” phase, ReWork members are ready to go and
do—to launch Life Lessons Over Lunch groups in their place of work. This ministry
program alleviates the Christian worker from having to worry about common objections
to marketplace outreach (i.e., offending people, compliance issues, being embarrassed
about one’s faith, etc.). Life Lessons lightly introduces biblical principles in a nonthreatening environment, and operates under three core principles to executing outreach
ministry in the workplace (see Appendix K). First, is to lean into relationships (and/or
ministry) over theology. In other words, the lay leader needs to be more about winning a
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relationship then trying to win a theological argument. This is foundational to building
trust with a skeptic. Second, biblical principles need to be presented in a safe, practical,
and engaging way. The unbeliever does not believe in a Christian worldview—so the lay
leader needs to be thoughtful and safe in how they introduce biblical ideas and principles
in the four walls of a work environment. Third, within the outreach ministry, lay leaders
need to provide a clear next step for the unbelieving coworker.
Tactically, at each meeting, this is what Life Lessons Over Lunch looks like:
A. Christians in the marketplace lead Life Lessons Over Lunch sessions about every
other week (e.g., from 12:00-1:00 the first and third Monday of every month). In
doing this ministry for years at North Point, the staff found if LLOL is conducted
just once a month, deeper one-off discussions between the leader and skeptic are
not as frequent. Conversely, if a group tries to meet every week, that seems like
too much for both the leaders coordinating the meeting and for the attendees to
squeeze into their work calendar.
B. Lunch is usually provided by the leader(s). It does not have to be anything
extravagant, but the reality is that the unbelieving coworker often will not attend
if they have to bring their own lunch.
C. The leader briefly welcomes participants and sets up the teaching. There are two
things to highlight here: (1) Brevity—keep it short, keep it simple, and keep it
non-churchy; (2) Keep it warm—a light “welcome, we’re so glad you here” goes
a long way into helping the first-time Life Lessons attendee feel good about
showing up.
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D. Participants watch a video with relevant and practical content for anyone. The
goal is that the believer and the skeptic both receive value in attending. Usually,
but not always, it is Pastor Andy Stanley (the Senior Pastor at North Point
Ministries) in a previously recorded video message. For all of the archived video
messages in the LLOL curriculum, the North Point staff has been thoughtful
about what messages will be well-received by both human resources and the
skeptic.
E. Lastly, the leader reminds participants when and where the next meeting will take
place. There is no prayer at the end, or anything that has a churchy tone; rather, a
light and simple wrap-up that gives practical application for anyone, no matter
where they are in their faith walk, is used.
The ultimate hope for LLOL is that skeptical attendees query their LLOL leaders
about something from the message (i.e., “how could a good God allow bad things to good
people?”). The LLOL leader is not expected to have all the answers, nor even to share
every answer that they have. Instead, the leader meets the skeptic where they are at in
their journey, remains curious and humble in the conversation, and invites them into a
deeper conversation about issues of faith. To be clear, leaders are always ready to invite
their coworker to church, but the leader should be thinking more about “what’s the next
step for this person and our relationship?” Simply said, how do I invest in this person?
That could be an invitation to church, but it could be a cup of coffee, or an invitation to
church online, or to a skeptic- and seeker-friendly environment outside of work.
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ReWork Mission, Vision, and Strategy
Launching ReWork as a core ministry at the main North Point campus and with
the other executive leadership championing the spiritual formation roadmap my team has
been developing, is helping to get better cross-functional buy-in for senior leaders at the
remaining campuses in the North Point system. As ReWork finds success in deploying its
spiritual formation model at all of the campuses, there will be increasing opportunities for
North Point to openhandedly share its marketplace ministry strategies and modeling with
churches around the country. The hope from this would be a continued increase of lay
leaders in the U.S. marketplace who feel encouraged to be missional in their places of
work because their local churches equipped them to see themselves as pastors in the
marketplace. Appendix L is an executive summary of ReWork’s mission, and North
Point’s short- and long-term targets with this ministry.
A Mixture of Support and Challenge
North Point’s goal for the worship service is for the attendee to say, “I want to
come back.” This is not to fill an empty seat, but because the church believes in its
mission to help people take steps toward Jesus. The Sunday experience has to be inviting,
welcoming, relevant, and comfortable. For the church staff focused on Sunday
environments (i.e., main service, preaching, kids’ ministry, guest services, etc.), the first
guest experience is critically important. Putting effort toward a marketplace ministry
focused on the engaged attendee could be perceived as detrimental to the first-time
attendee experience. Giving stage time, cross-functional energy, lay-leader help, and
funding to the marketplace ministry can drive the clergy to the opinion that it comes at a
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cost to Sunday events. When a skeptic walks into a church service on a Sunday, the focus
of the message is “we have something for you,” and Life Lessons could be seen as “we
want something from you,” since we are asking Christians to lead a group at their
workplace. Therefore, for the pastoral leadership on a local North Point campus, there is
an understandable reason to see this as an ancillary ministry, or second-tier initiative.
ReWork is not yet well-known, and it is perceived as a rebranding of Life Lessons Over
Lunch rather than a core teaching, discipling, and evangelism initiative.
However, building a marketplace ministry is less about a mindset of scarcity, and
more of a mindset of abundance—where God wants to bless and multiply the Kingdom
enhancing efforts that the Church is pouring into. This is less about taking away from
Sunday activities and programming, and more about carrying forward the teachings from
the Sunday activities and programming into the secular workweek. This is more about
helping the congregation to become activated where they have been relatively silent and
inactive—to be fully alive in Christ in their workplaces and professions.
Even with those fear-based challenges and inaccurate perceptions, there has been
tremendous buy-in from the executive team. Life Lessons Over Lunch has been going
since 2003, and became fully staffed eleven years ago because the senior leadership saw
the value in having the laity be equipped to reach the skeptic in the marketplace.
Recently, the senior leadership has significantly grown the ministry by headcount and
budget because they could see the vision for ReWork. The key staff leadership could see
how there were some significant gaps in the Life Lessons ministry, particularly around
enlisting more leaders and helping the congregation better understand work and faith
integration—all with the drive to help Christians be missional in their places of work.
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Also, the executive team has given the marketplace ministry team at North Point a wide
runway to research what is going on in the work and faith space: attending conferences,
collaborating with other churches (even those from different denominations), and helping
fund seminary training around work and faith integration. More than anything, the senior
leadership has been extremely supportive in allowing the marketplace ministry team to
try new things.
From this, multiple cross-functional teams have aided in innovating the ministry,
developing and launching ReWork, and helping others to see this ministry as core to the
church. Campus leadership has created space, and given a stronger voice, to orientations
for their congregations to better understand ReWork and Life Lessons Over Lunch. Adult
ministry teams have come alongside the ReWork staff and collaborated on big events—
such as Breakfast for Success—and the short-term group @Work. Service Programming
Teams have helped create messaging and programming in main service events on Sunday
to give more awareness to the ReWork mission. The web development team has helped
to create a digital home base with the ReWork and Life Lessons stand-alone websites, and
they have helped create landing pages for each campus’s organic ReWork website. The
Media Team has created marketing videos to solicit prospective ReWork subscribers and
Life Lessons leaders; and, as important, helped to create content that continues to disciple
current Life Lessons leaders so they can feel more confident and equipped to evangelize
in the marketplace.
This progress is the result of much time, effort, and intentionality. The
marketplace ministry team at North Point has been working on this initiative of
work/faith integration, and ReWork, for four years with senior church leadership. It is a
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slow and methodical process to help them understand that work and faith integration is
core to the church. As stated earlier around Perry’s research, when a lead pastor and their
direct reports have the ability to choose an initiative over being forced to implement
something, it fares better for everyone.13 When the marketplace strategy for multicampus lead pastors gets pushed down from the executive arm to the campus leaders, it is
met with resistance. Yet when the campus leader comes to the marketplace ministry team
because they, on their own, see the importance of integrating a marketplace ministry with
their invest and invite efforts to reach the unchurched, the partnership takes off quicker,
and goes farther faster. Perry’s research is a sobering reminder that when trying to
overcome systemic biases, programs, and groupthink—even if needed change is valued—
it is oftentimes (most times) arduous, but it is also an inspiring reminder that repetitious
communications of the value of marketplace ministry will, over time, bring campus
leaders to a curious and teachable spirit toward the work/faith movement. Getting crossfunctional uptake with Perspective, and the holistic work/faith ministry at North Point, is
no different. Some lead pastors and executive members are excited and supportive of the
marketplace ministry beta-testing and future initiatives, but it will take continued
communications and conversations around mission, vision, and strategic deployment of
work/faith integration initiatives at North Point to have ReWork be seen as a core
ministry within the church. To continue to spearhead this movement, the marketplace
ministry team will continue to collect wins and tell the story of the successful outcomes
of Perspective, Frontier, and Life Lessons Over Lunch, and how the church needs to
continue to lead out with work and faith integration.

13

Ken Shigematsu, God in My Everything: How an Ancient Rhythm Helps Busy People Enjoy
God, 1st ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2013), 291.
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Case Study Considerations
Presented in this chapter, particularly around the marketing funnel, is a guide to
what a journey could be to awaken the lay leader who has not been missional in their
place of work. The sanctification process for a believer to become fully alive in all
aspects of their life—including their daily work in the marketplace—cannot be overly
formulaic, and the marketing funnel presents a hypothetical of what could be. At any
point, a congregant who makes their way into the ReWork funnel does not have to go
through the sequential journey annotated in Appendix H. The funnel is simply what the
journey can possibly look like for a Christian who is trying to better understand how to
collide their work and faith. However, if a strong believer happens to come to an initial
event focused on the beginning phase of awareness, and is eager and excited to better
reach their unbelieving coworkers, they can immediately go to the bottom of the funnel
(and launch Life Lessons Over Lunch in their place of work), as opposed having to
methodically walk through each phase in the ReWork funnel. There are many benefits to
having a marketplace ministry in a church; yet for North Point, the primary driver is
trying to reach the person who doesn’t know Christ, and would probably never step foot
into a church. The equipped and intentional lay leader on location in the marketplace will
have the most accessibility to, and relational capital with, a skeptic.
Also, it is not being suggested that what has been presented is the best approach to
integrating work and faith for every church, but rather what North Point Ministries has
done—and continues to evolve—for its congregation. Hopefully, there are many parts to
the North Point marketplace ministry mission, vision, strategy, and tactics that are helpful
for other church systems, but each church has its own context to work in and through.
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For any church—whether a large, multi-campus organization, or a smaller standalone facility—there needs to be a call to organizing a marketplace ministry initiative and
team within the ranks. This calls for a paradigm shift in thinking about the work and faith
movement, not just for a program or a curriculum. Sherman states, “But any church
serious about vocational stewardship needs to designate a specific individual or team,
paid or unpaid, that devotes time and energy to the work of equipping the laity.”14 For a
local church, anything less than having a devoted marketplace ministry team keeping the
significance of the ministry front and center for the church will miss the mark.
Additionally, the marketplace ministry vision needs to be fully integrated with the church
vision. Going further, beyond the workplace ministry mission and vision, strategic
systems and tactical programming need to be developed and deployed. As Sherman says,
“Beyond casting an inspirational vision to congregants to steward their vocation for
God’s glory and the good of the neighbors, church leaders need to provide a SYSTEM
that helps their people to examine their gifts, passions, and holy discontents, and the
dimensions of their vocational power.”15 To combat the secularization that has permeated
the world, and has resulted in silencing the Church, the Church needs to fully embrace
evangelistic marketplace ministry.
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Sherman, Garber, and McNeal, Kingdom Calling, 117.
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Sherman, Garber, and McNeal, Kingdom Calling, 116.
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Conclusion
The Church needs to think of evangelism differently, not unlike 2,000 years ago
when Paul said to the weak he’d become weak, to the gentile he’d become a gentile, and
to the Jew he’d become a Jew.1 Today, the Church must think the same way: To the Gen
Z, Christians need to act like a Gen Z; to the empiricist, the believer needs to have
conversations around empirical things; to the coworker who is different, find a way to
connect. Christians need to become all things to all people that by all possible means they
might save some.2 When it comes to evangelism in a postmodern and secular world, how
effective the Christian is at evangelizing has more to do with their approach—and the
relationships that are built—then their theological knowledge. Theology is important, but
building rapport and a trusting relationship with those who think differently is vital. As
Onyinah says, “Use relationship as a means of evangelism. This approach builds solid
relationships with the understanding that conversion is a journey of faith.”3 This is even
more true today, where the U.S. is a blended society of different religions, ethnicities, and
values. Trying to win an argument against a pluralist, or a person of another or no faith,
will have the opposite of the intended effect to lead people to Christ. As Hewitt says, “If
witnesses to the gospel must be welcomed in pluralistic societies, then leadership
formation must be infectiously relational.”4

1

1 Cor. 9:19-22 (NIV).

2

1 Cor. 9:22 (NIV).
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Onyinah, “New Ways of Doing Evangelism,” 128.
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Roderick R Hewitt, “Evangelism as Discipleship: Implications for Theological Education and
Leadership Formation,” International Review of Mission 103, no. 399 (November 2014): 210, EBSCOHost.
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But the Church needs to do most of the equipping for the laity to be effective
evangelists in the workplace; this has less to do with heavy apologetics and more to do
with casting vision around being missional, relational, and temperate with unbelieving
coworkers. The Church, unfortunately, has not led the way on this: “We prioritize giving
would-be evangelists information to help them accurately and clearly explain Christian
doctrine, rather than equipping them as hope-filled disciples to be gentle and respectful.”5
When the church equips lay leaders, it needs to give practical tools and resources to help
them carry out their mission of evangelism in the marketplace—not just theological head
knowledge. Stanley says, “Knowledge alone makes Christians haughty. Application
makes us holy….if you want a church full of biblically educated believers, just teach
what the Bible says. If you want to make a difference in your community and possibly
the world, give people handles, next steps, and specific applications.”6 At the end of the
day, through evangelism in the workplace, “…our task is to influence people around us,
including coworkers, to accept a relationship with Christ (to accept the gospel), and if
they do, to influence them to follow Christ.”7
Lastly, being missional is both a global and local effort. Donovan says, “There is
something definitely temporary about Paul’s missionary stay in any one place. There is
something of a deadly permanence in ours.”8 Paul is to be highly revered and honored
that he left many of the apostles and disciples in and around Jerusalem, and went on a
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Barna Group, Spiritual Conversations in the Digital Age, 84.
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Stanley, Deep and Wide, 184.
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Sherman and Hendricks, Your Work Matters to God, 245.
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Vincent J. Donovan, Christianity Rediscovered, 25th anv. ed. (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books,

2003), 28.
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missional crusade for thousands of miles. In counter to Donovan’s comment, though, the
other apostles stayed local and did missionary work, too. One is not better than the other.
There is honor for the pastor who preaches where they were born, saved, raised, and
educated. There is esteem for the missionary in Tanzania who goes from region to region
finding a core group of believers, launching a new church on location, and moving on to
the next one. There is admiration for the pastor who leads a church and teaches in a
seminary. Also, there is value for the business owner in the marketplace who sees their
job as a full-time missional position to have Kingdom impact. This appreciation—for
multiple variations of evangelistic and missional work—seems to be lacking from the
Body of Christ. There are many obstacles evangelists and missionaries in the workplace
face here in the U.S. The marketplace, where most American Christians spend the
majority of their waking hours, is often described as cutthroat, all about the bottom line,
and more about numbers than people. The U.S. is becoming less about relational
community, and more isolated and individualistic. For the marketplace Christian, who
should be called a missionary, this entails many challenges around evangelization. Not to
say that mission work in corporate America is any tougher than evangelism in Tanzania,
but it is not any easier, either—just different. With this backdrop, any bifurcated lens
where “clergy” work is a higher vocational calling than secular is distorted. This is
demonstrated by laity and clergy when “‘full-time Christian work’ is commonly used to
describe those whose vocational calling is to be a pastor, missionary, or parachurch
worker.”9 This perpetuates the idea that doing a secular job is not equivalent to being a
full-time Christian and may push people out of the secular world into clergy vocation

9

Nelson, Work Matters, 45.
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because they think if they do not do this, they are not living out their faith in a deep
way.10 Whether one is a pastor or laity, their lives, 24/7, are to be fully alive in Christ. As
Paul said, whatever we do, work at it with all of our heart (Col. 3:23). This means being
faithfully and fully present in the church building, but also in secular work—and to do
otherwise is missing a great opportunity for calculated implementation of Gospelcarrying agents.

10

Nelson, Work Matters, 45.
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APPENDICES:
SUPPORTING MATERIALS

THE CHARACTER: NON-MISIONAL NATE
REWORK

WHAT DOES HE WANT?
N A T E W A N T S TO H AV E MO RE M EA NI NG AN D S IGN IF I CAN CE AT
WORK.

NATE HAS A PROBLEM
VILLIAN

A S E C U L A R C UL TU RE T HAT D IS COU R AGE S TH E I NT EG R A TIO N O F WOR K AN D F AITH.

EXTERNAL

I W A N T T O H AV E M OR E F ULF IL LM EN T I N MY W OR K.

INTERNAL

M O N EY , T IT L E S , AN D A C CO M P LISHM EN T THR O UGH WO RK ARE N'T P ROV ID I N G D EEP S ATIS FA C TI O N.

PHILOSOPHICAL

I S H O U L D F I N D M Y ID E N TI TY IN C H R IS T A ND NO T I N W O RK.

AND MEETS A GUIDE
EMPATHY

D O Y O U S O M E T IME S F EE L YO U R F A IT H AND Y OU R CAR EE R ARE DISCO N NE CTED ? Y OU AR E NO T
A L O N E! M A N Y O F U S GO TO W OR K 9 - 5 WITHO UT F EELIN G GOD'S PU R POSE F ROM OU R J O B .

AUTHORITY

R E W O R K E X IS TS T O EN C OU RA G E Y OU TO LIV E OU T GO D’S PU RPO SE F OR Y OU I N T HE WO R KP L A CE.
O U R G O A L IS TO H E LP Y OU I N T EG R ATE Y OU R F AITH AN D Y OU R C ARE ER T O GI V E YO UR WO RK
S P I R I T U AL P U RP OS E .

WHO GIVES SAM A PLAN
PROCESS

- C O N N E C T W IT H U S
- C H E C K O U T A N EV EN T
- J O I N A G R O U P (SH OR T - T ER M )
- S ER V E B Y L E AD IN G A GR OUP

AGREEMENT

W E B E L IE V E T HER E ' S NO S U C H T H ING AS A
J O B W I T H O U T PU RPO S E.

AND CALLS THEM TO ACTION
DIRECT

S U B S C R I B E. REG ISTER . APPL Y.

TRANSITIONAL

D O W N L O A D A V IDEO. TE LL M E MO RE .

THAT ENDS IN A SUCCESS

T O B EC O M E THE CHR IST I AN TH AT F UL LY LIV ES
O U T T H E I R F AITH A T WOR K .

THAT HELPS THEM AVOID FAILURE

T O O M U C H I D EN TI TY IN W H AT W E D O A T W OR K , IN OU R E ARNI NG P OT EN TIAL , IN OU R
P R O M O T I O NS, IN OU R T I TLES ; O R, C ON VE RSE L Y , HE /SH E IS J US T WOR K IN G FO R THE WEEKE ND
B E C A U S E T H E Y S EE L IT T L E T O N O VAL UE IN W OR K B EY OND A PAY CH EC K.

CHARACTER TRANSFORMATION
FROM

C O M P A R T M E N T ALIZ E D MIN D SE T A BOU T F AI TH A ND W OR K; IL L- EQ UIP PE D TO S H ARE T H EIR FAI TH
A T W O R K ; A L AC K OF P ROPE R T HE O LOGY WH AT GOD W AN TS FO R TH EIR W O RK.

TO

I S E E T H A T G O D L OVE S M Y W OR K , AN D L OVE S TO H AVE M E F ULL Y AL IV E I N MY WO RK. I FEE L
C O N F ID E N T T O S HAR E M Y F AIT H A T WO R K .

THE CHARACTER: SEEKING SAM
LIFE LESSONS OVER LUNCH ATTENDEE

WHAT DOES SHE WANT?
S A M IS S E A R CHING F OR MO RE P UR PO S E I N H ER B U S Y LIFE .
S H E F E E L S U NFU LF I LLED AN D ST U CK .

SAM HAS A PROBLEM
VILLIAN

T H E D E M AN D S O F LIF E A R E TI R IN G , STR ES SF UL A N D OV ER W H ELMI NG.

EXTERNAL

T H E R E P U T A T IO N OF T H E C H U RC H A ND CHR IST IA NI TY I S U NA P PE ALI N G. C HRISTI AN F A ITH DO E S N' T
S E E M P R A C T IC A L.

INTERNAL

T H E C H U R C H IS N O LON G ER T H E PL AC E TO SE EK FOR H O PE AN D EN CO UR A GE MEN T. I A M S E EK I NG
F O R S P IR IT U AL I TY AN D CO NN E C T IO N E LS EW HE R E .

PHILOSOPHICAL

T H E R E P U T A T IO N OF T H E C H U RC H SH OU LD N O T S TOP A NYO NE F R OM KNO WIN G JES U S .

AND MEETS A GUIDE
EMPATHY

L IF E D EM A N D S C A N LE A V E Y O U T IR E D AND OV ER WHE LM E D. WH A T IF THE R E W AS A PLA C E TO G O I N
T H E M I D D L E O F TH E D AY TO F IND C ONNE CTIO N?

AUTHORITY

J E S U S T E A C H IN GS W IL L H E LP Y OU LIV E BETTER AN D BE BETT ER AT LIF E.

WHO GIVES SAM A PLAN
PROCESS

- A T T E N D A L IFE L E SSON S G RO U P
- A T T E N D A S T AR T IN G P OI NT G ROU P
-ATTEND CHURCH

AGREEMENT

O U R C O N T E N T OF FE RS PRA C TI C AL
A P P L I C A T IO N S T O HE L P YO U B E B ET TER AT
L IF E , R E G A R D LE S S OF W H E RE Y O U STAN D O N
FAITH.

AND CALLS THEM TO ACTION
DIRECT

A T T E N D A L IF E LE SSONS O V E R L U N CH S E SS IO N.

TRANSITIONAL

W A T C H A M E SSA G E ONL I NE.

THAT ENDS IN A SUCCESS

I F E E L EN C O U R AGE D EV ER Y TI M E I A TTE N D A
L L O L G R O UP . I AM C U R IOUS AB OU T J E SUS A ND
O P E N T O K N OW M O RE.

THAT HELPS THEM AVOID FAILURE

I K E E P M A K I NG T H E S AME M IS T AK ES O VER AN D OV ER .

CHARACTER TRANSFORMATION
FROM

I A M I N D IF F ERE N T T O J E SUS AN D /OR M I LDL Y IN TERE STED IN SP IR ITU AL THI NG S .

TO

I A M C U R IO U S A B O UT J ES US . B IBLI C A L P RI NCIP L ES HA VE P R A CTICA L A PP L ICA TIO NS THA T HE LP
M E B E B E T T E R AT LIF E .

THE CHARACTER: HEARTBROKEN HENRY
CHURCH PASTOR

WHAT DOES HE WANT?

T O B R I N G T HE U NC HU RC HED T O OUR CH UR CH .

HAS A PROBLEM
VILLIAN

C U L T U R E I S E RO D IN G T H E TR UT H O F JE SU S.

EXTERNAL

C H R IS T IAN I T Y IS P E RC EIV ED N E G ATI V ELY DU E TO TH E B AD R EPU TAT IO N OF TH E C HUR C H.

INTERNAL

I N E E D T O R EAC H B E YON D T HE CH U R CH WA L LS; PR EA CHIN G O N SU NDA YS IS N OT EN OU GH .

PHILOSOPHICAL

T H E F A IT H O F T HE N EX T GE N ER AT IO N IS A T STA KE; I NE ED TO CH A NGE M Y OU T RE AC H S TR ATE G Y .

AND MEETS A GUIDE
EMPATHY

T H E Y O U N G E S T G E NE RAT ION S A RE LIV IN G IN A POST - CH R IST IA N SO CIET Y WIT H LITTL E K N OWL EDGE
O F W H O J E S U S IS A N D W H AT HE W ANTS FO R THEM ; T HIS I S HE ARTB R EA KI NG . W E CANN O T WAIT
F O R T H E M T O C OM E T O U S.

AUTHORITY

R E W O R K E X IS TS T O HE L P Y OU BU IL D A C OM M UNIT Y OF IR RE SIST IB LE L EA DE R S AT W OR K WH O
E N G A G E S K E P TIC S RI G HT W HE RE TH EY AR E .

WHO GIVES SAM A PLAN
PROCESS

- V I S I O N - C A S T R E W OR K AT IN S I DE R EV ENTS :
N I G H T O F W O RSH I P , V O LUN T E E R T RA I NIN G,
V I D E O / E M A IL C A MP AIG N S TO F U LL Y EN GAGE D
C O N G R EG A N T S.
- H A V E G L D 'S PR OMOT E R EWO RK T O LEADER S .
- A N N U A L W O RK / FA I TH S ER IES.

AGREEMENT

W E B EL IE V E WE H A V E TO B E IN T E N TI O NA L AB O U T
R E A C H IN G T H E U N RE AC H AB LE I N THE
M A R K E T P L A C E , A ND T H IS IS T H RO UG H THE
B E L IE V E R T H AT I S ON L OC AT I O N IN H I S/HE R JO B .

AND CALLS THEM TO ACTION
DIRECT

M E E T W IT H T HE R EWO RK TE AM F OR A
C U S T O M I Z E D P LA N TO EN CO URA G E YO UR
C O N G R E G A N T S T O LIV E THEIR PU R POS E
AT WORK.

THAT ENDS IN A SUCCESS

P A S T O R IN G EN GAG E D CO N G REGA NTS THA T
AR E F U L L Y O NBO AR D IN V ES TIN G AN D
IN V IT IN G A T W ORK .

THAT HELPS THEM AVOID FAILURE

T H E U N R E A CH ABLE WILL C ON T INUE TO B E UNR E A CH ABL E, TH E C H U RCH W I L L C ON T IN U E TO LO SE
IT 'S N A R R A TI VE W IT HIN TH E CU LT U RE , AND OU R C ONG R EG A N TS WI LL C ON TIN U E T O
C O M P A R T MEN T A LIZ E T H EI R W OR K AND FAI TH .

CHARACTER TRANSFORMATION
FROM

F E E L IN G S T R E SSE D A BO U T T HE LAC K O F R EL EV ANCY F O R J ESU S OU TSIDE TH E FO UR WAL L S OF THE
CHURCH.

TO

B E IN G A P A S T OR W H O SE ES H IS E N GAG ED P OP U LAT ION O N FIR E F O R I NV E ST IN G AND I N V IT IN G
T H E IR U N C H U RC HED C OW O R K E R S, AND HAV ING A TEAM DED ICATED TO EN COUR A GE TH EM D O
W O R K R IG H T .

ReWork: Marketplace Ministry
IN AN
INCREASINGLY
POST-CHRISTIAN
SOCIETY, THE
FAITH OF THE
YOUNGEST
GENERATIONS IS
AT STAKE.

77 percent of Americans are unchurched or dechurched.
In the United States, 59 percent of people ages 18 to 29
have dropped out of church.
Generation Z is the most spiritually illiterate generation
Western civilization has ever seen.
Most Christians don’t seem to connect their everyday
experiences with their faith—or if they do, they aren’t
talking about it.
Almost half of Millennials think evangelism is wrong.

We’re focusing on the marketplace to reach the
unchurched where they are.
150+ million people work outside the home each day.
An employed person spends over half of their waking
hours at work.
Millennials are the largest generation in the U.S. labor
force today.
Gen Z will soon become the largest generation in the
marketplace.

Our Culture is Changing.
WE NEED TO
CHANGE OUR
OUTREACH
STRATEGIES TO
DO WHATEVER IT
TAKES TO REACH
THE UNREACHED.

In the post-Christian era, we cannot rely solely on
Sunday church services to reach the unreached. We can
no longer invite and expect them to attend.
Church attendees can be more effective missionaries in
their workplaces and neighborhoods than any pastor,
because they have the relationships and the
influence. They could be irresistible Christians, but
many don’t know how to integrate their faith and their
work.

ReWork: Mission
To inspire people in the workplace to follow Jesus by
creating and growing a network of leaders in the
workplace who are intentional about inspiring their coworkers to follow Jesus.

ReWork: Why do we exist?
To reach the unreached in the marketplace because Jesus
brought the Kingdom of God to earth and everyone is
invited to participate in it.

ReWork: Three-Pronged Strategy
1. Inspire
ReWork creates opportunities to inspire and equip
Christians in the marketplace to be irresistible. We
want them to love Jesus, love their co-workers like
Jesus loves them, and have a plan for sharing their
faith with the next generation.

2. Engage
ReWork seeks to foster environments where Christians
can explore the concept of evangelism at work.

3. Lead
ReWork also equips leaders to create safe, attractive,
and nonthreatening environments where skeptics can
explore faith.

A COMMUNITY OF
IRRESISTIBLE
LEADERS
INVESTING AND
INVITING AT
WORK.

On a scale of 1-5, indicate your job satisfaction level (1 is “I dread going to work” and 5 is
“I love my job”).
I am familiar with the biblical Scriptures regarding work.
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Somewhat disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
I seek God’s guidance in my work.
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Somewhat disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
I can handle pressures that come with expressing my faith at work.
a. Strongly Disagree
b. Disagree
c. Somewhat disagree
d. Agree
e. Strongly Agree
To what extent do you feel your professional desires and God’s desires for your life align?
a. To a very large extent
b. To a large extent
c. To a moderate extent
d. To a small extent
e. To a very small extent
How important do you feel it is to share your faith at work?
a. Very important
b. Important
c. Some-what important
d. Not very important
e. Not at all important
How equipped do you feel to share your faith at work?
a. Very equipped
b. Equipped
c. Some-what equipped
d. Not very equipped
e. Not at all equipped

PERSPECTIVE MATRIX
Topic

Kickoff
Leadership/Vision

Understanding
the Skeptic

Theology of
Work

Theology of
Work
Continued

Taking Your
Faith To Work
Taking Your
Faith To Work
Continued

Meeting

1

2

3

4

5

6

Discussion
Mentors share their story
Core vs. Periphery
Vision/Goals for the group
Agreement/Expectations
Calendar coordination
Brief intros, “net outs” etc.
.
Book: I Once Was Lost
Discuss 5 Thresholds Video
Mentors share their story
2 apprentices stories

Book: Every Good
Endeavor (Part I & II)
2 apprentices stories

Meeting Prep

Email with Bio/covenant
Mentors prepare their story
Pick 2 apprentices to tell
their story

Net out I once was Lost
Scripture memory
Pick 2 apprentices to tell
their story

Scripture memory
Pick 2 apprentices to tell
their story

Book: Every Good
Endeavor (Part III)
2 apprentices stories

Net out Every Good
Endeavor
Scripture memory
Pick 2 apprentices to tell
their story

Book: About My Father’s
Business
2 apprentices stories

Scripture memory
Pick 2 apprentices to tell
their story

Book: About My Father’s
Business
Discuss IMAP
Discuss Life Lessons

Net out About My Father’s
Business
Scripture memory

Book and Assignment
Given for Following Meeting
Book: I Once Was Lost by Don Everts and Doug Schaupp
Assignment: “Review 5 Thresholds Video”
Prayer: God...please help transform my mind over the next three
months, and help me to see how YOU want to use me to reach the
unbelievers in my sphere of influence at work.
Book: Every Good Endeavor by Timothy Keller (Part I & II)
Assignment: N/A
Prayer: God...please help me to be the Christian at work that is trusted
by the unbeliever. Change my heart so I don't try to just go through
the mechanics of building rapport, rather I am truly exuding a spirit
that builds trust with the unchurched.
Book: Every Good Endeavor (Part III)
Assignment: N/A
Prayer: God...please help me see with clarity what YOU think about
work -- that you love work, that you love our work, that work is a
blessing.
Book: About My Father’s Business by Regi Campbell (Intro to Ch5)
Assignment: N/A
Prayer: God...please help me to understand where I have misplaced
my identity at work, where I have built up idols at work, where I am
missing the opportunity to be fully alive in Christ at work.
Book: About My Father’s Business (Ch6 to Ch10)
Assignment: Develop IMAP
Prayer: God...please help me to understand that your command to
reach the lost is such a privilege and honor -- that you would use me
to help accomplish your amazing desires to reach those that don't
know you.
Prayer: God...please use me as an agent to remove as many obstacles
as possible for the unbeliever. To help the person I work with that
would not step foot into our church take a step of faith towards YOU.
Mentor: Follow up 4-8 weeks after commencement about next steps;
and LLOL Staff launch new Groups

Verse

Missional In
The World
John 17:18

Evangelism
Methodology
1 Cor 9:22

Work Before
The Fall
Genesis 2:15

God Works
Through Us
Ephesians
2:10
Purpose Of
A Believer
Matthew
28:18-20
Church
Approach
Acts 15:19

Survey Questions and Results
1. On a scale of 1-5, indicate your job satisfaction level (1 is “I dread going to work” and 5 is “I
love my job”).
Pre
Post

3.5
3.33

Average difference
Result

0.17 points
No significant change

2. I am familiar with the biblical Scriptures regarding work.
Pre
Post

2.76
3.86

Average difference
Result

1.1 points
Significant increase

Average difference
Result

0.76 points
Significant increase

3. I seek God’s guidance in my work.
Pre
Post

3.38
4.14

4. I can handle pressures that come with expressing my faith at work.
Pre
Post

2.85
4.0

Average difference
Result

1.15 points
Significant increase

5. To what extent do you feel your professional desires and God’s desires for your life align?
Pre
Post

2.92
3.71

Average difference
Result

0.79 points
Significant increase

6. How important do you feel it is to share your faith at work?
Pre
Post

2.61
4.43

Average difference
Result

1.82 points
Significant increase

7. How equipped do you feel to share your faith at work?
Pre
Pos

t

2.46
4.43

Average difference
Result

2.03 points
Significant increase

SHORT-TERM GROUP

@WORK
Problem To Solve (in order of priority):
1. Having another short-term group onboard environment to deeper long-term community; and one that is
alluring to a multi-demographic population.
2. Providing value-add content for the “engaged” population, where they are better connecting their work and
faith.
3. Using this short-term group as an onramp to our 3-month work/faith deep-dive group – Perspective.
4. Recruiting the next Life Lessons leaders that will reach the unchurched.

Week 1:
Win: An understanding that moral compromises—no matter how small—will compromise your integrity.
Title: How do I get some swagger at work?
Tying the win to the title: The way to get swagger at work is to have integrity.

Week 2:
Win: Our values/priorities are out of whack. What you VALUE, influences what you PRIORITIZE, which
influences your ACTIVITIES.
Title: How can I become a superstar at work?
Tying the win to the title: You think you want balance, but you need intentionality to live out the right values –
and then you will be a superstar at home and at work.

Week 3:
Win: Chasing up the career ladder, or respect in your job, will not make you love your job – it will create an
insatiable appetite. Only knowing you are loved by a heavenly father will satisfy that craving for acceptance.
Title: Looking for love in the all the wrong places.
Tying the win to the title: Identity in Jesus = loving your life (to include your current job).

Week 4:
Win: It’s better to make a difference than a point.
Title: It’s tough always being right.
Tying the win to the title: You think you want to be right at work, but really what you want to have is loving
influence.

Desired Outcome/Win:
That disconnected attendees want to take a next step and sign-up for a 12-week follow-on group, that
everyone better understands how their work and faith collide, and that engaged congregants in the
marketplace want to take a next step and potentially lead Life Lessons.

Men’s Community Group Opportunity
Frontier (per Websters):
•
•
•
•

A region that forms the margin of settled or developed territory
The farthermost limits of knowledge or achievement in a particular subject
A line of division between different or opposed things
A a new field for exploitative or developmental activity

Mission:
To lead each group member towards personal transformation in the image of Jesus Christ, so that
we can go and transform others, so that they can go and transform the world, particularly in the
workplace - according to His will and His good purposes.

Vision:
An army of high-capacity Christian men deployed into workplaces across the local community,
and to have maximum influence aimed at drawing a secularized and pluralistic world towards the
light of Christ.

Strategy:
Bringing together small groups of believers for deep community and discipleship around
missions, leadership, theology of work; and most of all, a genuine love for the unchurched so
that than can go share the gospel with the masses in the local business community as our most
highly trained Life Lessons leaders. A hope is that the unchurched will come to a local church
and enter into a growing relationship with Jesus Christ.

Tactical Deployment:
Eight men that recently graduated from the Frontier beta-group will go in pairs and lead four
separate groups starting in January 2020. Each group will consist of 6-8 other business men who:
o Are serious about their faith and who want to learn how to exhibit excellence in
all areas of their work/professional life;
o Have a desire to effectively influence men and women in the marketplace
(especially those who are "unchurched") to take next steps towards Christ;
o Make it a high priority to be for a heavy commitment of discipleship for one-year;
with the end-result of (1) Becoming LLOL leaders; and (2) Are willing to come
back and mentor a Frontier group the following year.

Key Verse:
As You sent Me into the world, I also have sent them into the world. (John 17:18)

Group Agenda:
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Theme
Launch Group
Understanding skeptics
Theology of Work
Evangelism at work
Race
Missional
Gender
Gifts/Strengths
Holy Spirit
Rule of Life
Apologetics
End Well

Activities
Retreat (Souly Business)
Read “I Once Was Lost”
Read “Every Good Endeavor”
Read “My Father’s Business”
Guest speaker/journal articles
Kenya Trip with globalX
Guest speaker/journal articles
Temperament
Read “The Spirit-Filled Life”
Create Leadership Philosophy
Read “The Reason For God”
Closing ceremony/start LLOL

Traditional models of evangelism assume that people are
open to new ideas and are curious about faith. But this is
not always the case. We have to meet skeptics where
they are. With Life Lessons, we create safe environments
where participants are introduced to biblical principles as
they watch useful messages designed to simplify and
enhance their lives.

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Life Lessons groups are led by Christians in the
workplace and are created with the unchurched in mind.
These groups meet on a regular basis (usually during the
lunch hour) to watch a carefully selected message.

OFFER A FREE LUNCH.
How do we get people in the room—especially those that
don't consider themselves Christians? The answer is
simple: offer a relevant message and a free lunch! No
strings attached.

WHAT IS INCLUDED?
The Life Lessons digital library has been specifically
curated with the unchurched in mind. We resource our
leaders to provide safe, practical, and engaging content.
The curriculum and resources are free of charge.

HOW DO I START A GROUP?
It’s time to schedule a call with our team. We’ll guide you
through the steps. You’ll have your group up and running
in no time!
Have questions? Want to learn more? Contact us :
678-892-5895
www.lifelessonsoverlunch.com/leaders
lifelessons@northpoint.org

HOW TO IMPACT THE UNCHURCHED
AT WORK

RETHINK EVANGELISM.

Staff and Leadership Values:
Missional:
How focused is our thinking/activities around reaching the unchurched?

Intentionality:
Do we work with an urgency that shows what hangs in the balance?

Excellence:
Are we maintaining high quality in branding, recruitment, and execution?

Humility:
How open are we to learning from others about work/faith integration?

Core Focus:
Mission:
To inspire people in the workplace to follow Jesus.
Strategy:
To build a community of irresistible missional lay leaders in the
workplace.

Vision:
Intentional invest & invite outreach in every company across the U.S.

Key Question:
What does love require of me?

Key Verse:
"As you sent me into the world, I have sent them into the world."—John
17:18.
10-Year Target:
5,000 LLOL groups; 10,000 LLOL leaders;
20,000 ReWork subscribers; 150,000 lives impacted.
3-Year Target:
1,000 LLOL Groups; 2,000 LLOL Leaders;
4,000 ReWork Subscribers; 30,000 Lives impacted.
1-Year Target:
500 LLOL Groups; 1,000 LLOL Leaders;
2,000 ReWork Subscribers; 15,000 Lives impacted.
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